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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published

THE
every

New Advertisements.

day, (Sunday excepted,)at 82 Exchange Street,

Portland, N. A. FostSb, Proprietor.
Tacitus: —Eight Dollars a year in advance.

publisheda at the

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is
place every Thursday morning at
invariably in advance.
saint!

#2.00

>ear,

Rates of Advertising.—One inehoi apace,in
leagtli ol column, constitute a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or lose, $1.00; con tin u«

In z every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 ocnts; one
v.eek. $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under bead of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special* Notices,” $1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 ct?. per square for each subsequent in$ nTion; hall a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.

each subsequent Insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “.Maine State

PitESS”(which has a large circulation in every par*
of the State) for $1.00 per squ^ie for first insertion*
and
tion

50 cents per square for eafcli

subsequent inser-

PRINTING, ol every description, executed with dispatch; aud ail business pertaining 10
the Office or Paper promptly transacted oii applied
JOB

ion

1

an

above

Entertainments.
4th !

J TTX^Y
•

Grand Trotting Purse!
The Proprietor of Forest City Park offers

a

Purse of

$250,00,
Open to all horses owned in this State, best 3 in 5,

< liree to make

a

field,

to be trotted for

on

the AFTER-

NOON oi July 4th. Entrance 10 per cent, to be
made to 1). S. Moody, Park House, to close June 25th.
it is hoped that this liberal purse will call out thfe
best trotters of our Stato.
Junel4to25 j

lEi-A-LL.

ZDEEZRUNTO

OSIX /

NIGHT

ONE

SHERIFF'S
Cumberland,

AUTOCRATS OF ALL MINSTRELSY.
The Groat Confederation of Distinguished Ethiopian
Artists.

& LaKue's

MINSTRELS!
Universally admired and undeniably the
Champion Troupe of America!

The uiosi^remarkable combination ol Musical, Vocal, Comic and TenittiCharcaa Talent ever confaderac
l*id in one organization. Twenty Brilliant Stars,ui>
<lcr the personal supervision of the greatest cf a1', livv
iug Ethfopean comedians, Cool Burgess.
The MALIVKLLOUS QUA JiTETTK—Prondorgast,
Sjvett, Fredericks and Stone.
The wonderful Utica Boys, *i Double Clog Exerf
cise. The ureafc Bras* Band, undef the leadership of
the inimitable Frank Bowles, magic Cornet soloist.4TLc magnificent Orchestra, unc$Nr the direction <>r
the celebrated solo violinist and composer, W. OlanTho pu bli *. are reaper.tlully informed that
y.i, Qwenu
the above troupe Is not composed of one or two legitimate performers and a dozen amateurs, but that
each and every membor is an Ethiopian'art ist of emb
The manager begs leave tt>
ineuce in his sj»eclality.
<»all attention In the programmes ol the day to tide
Hong array of distinguished names comprising tbit
extraordinary organization. Tickets 35 aud 50cts. j
Doors open at 7—commence at 8.
D. C. LaUUE, Manager.
C. B. Griste, Agt.
junelH-nltd
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CLARK,

W*

D.

SILVER ST. ICE HOUSE

a

1866.
$6 00

f«r the Sen son,
Jane 1st to Oct. 1st,

of Tee

Prices
10 lbs.
15 ♦<
20 •*

clay,
«*

trom

tf

lbs.

Forty
To those who take Icc loathe'season, it will 1>.® delivered earlier tiffin 1st Juno and later than 1st October, at the same rate i>er month as during the sca*Cents per 100

eon.

When not wanted for the full season, it will be der
livered at tho rate ol $2.00 per mouth for 10 lbs. a

day.

i-iotioe of change of residence, if given at the Office
Instead of the driver, will always prevent disappointment.

Any customer leaving town for two weeks or mo riel one time, by giving uotice at the Office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
('omplaints against the drivers tor neglect, carelessness, or any other cause, must be made at the Office,
nnd will be attended to

promptly._mtty2Sd*2iu

Seizure

Goods.

of

-VTOTIOE is hereby given that, the following doj y scribed gooda were seizud at thiB port, on tlie
days hereinafter mentioned, lor a violation of the

Revenue Laws:—
April 17, 18GG. At 198 Fore Street, one caao oontaining 23 doz. rarasols, marked “John 1). Buahy,
, >.rch
Street, Boaton;’’ April 19. on Uonuneretyl
;i reel near Grand Trunk Depot, one bag
ab out 190 tbs.sugar; Dec. 2,18C6, one ullage bbl. of
Bu ckwbeat Flour, one jug of Brandy on board Stmt.
<*„. ew Yolk;” April 10, 1886, on lioanl Brig “Ada
li.” four bbls Molasses; May 1, on board Schr.
*‘Oo aan Ranger” one hhu. containing BO gals. Molassc.a; May 2, on board Brig “J, C. York,” three bblt.
Mob isses; May 3, on hoard Bark “Dency” one bbl.
Mbta ases; May 4, on board Schr. “Chattanooga,” one
l.bl. Molasses, one bag Sugar, one box Sugar; May
1> on .board Bk. “AJmorer,” twobbla. Sugar; Mav
10, an bo.ml Baik “Mary O. Fox,” five bags Sggur
on tabling 230 lbs, one keg Molasses; May 12, on
heard Brig ‘Rolling Wave,” one bbl, Sugar, one bid.
Molasses Sug.tr, marked “C. S. Croksr, Mate of tile

A

llrlg Rolling \\rave, Stores;” May 15, on board Brig
-‘Lincoln WebVV- two bbls. Molasses; May 17. on
iKHtrd Brig “Iris,” two bbls. Sugar; May 22, on board
Brig “Active," ono bag containing Sugar.
Any person or portions claiming the same arc requested Pi appear auo! make such claim within ninety days ‘roni the date hereof; otherwise the said
ponds will tie disposed ot ta accordance with the act
ol Congress approved April 2,1844.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.
Junc6-dlaw3w
J unc 1,1850.

Cumberland,

tlie Hair.

compounded

1 have

\
I
=

a

prep-

aration for restoring
gray, light or red hair
to a boautiful brown
or black in four week?*.
It is not a dye, does
not stain the wkin, or
>il the elotliing; it
contains all the medleinal properties of the
chemical Reproducer
for making the hair

grow, preventing Its
falling off, andremov-

ingdandrufr,

r o jtonnus or in mo io»s.
it in
on the

noth IK
d or hair;
contrary
le substancos healing in tlioir
aro. n (act being daily prescribed

Iil
h

ns

,

and con-

uuuuiww

composed of

vege-

nature, and which
by the first pbysifor external !*pworld
civilized
the
throughout
,..
jilieat ion in skin diseases.
ofthe
by givsouse
the
insult
11
nut
good
I wi
public
which
would be
inu it a name, tlic pronunciation of
it
call
will
but
simply
their
dislocate
jaws,
lv to
NAT UK VLIZF.H, or Improved Keproductor.
<Khfor
as
for
as
well
a
every
remedy
Ah a dr o»»dng*
f
scrip and hair, It is unsurpassed.
and
lor
sale
"Wholesale
aud
Retail
uxed
"by
M anulaea
Horace H. Johnson &. co„ so Middle
St. , Portland, (Up Stairs).

“b

iik.

Sclee’s Hair Life.
THE BEST, CLEANEST AND CHEAPEST

hair restorer
For

Dresser.

viz: by a lino beginning ou tho
westerly side of said Winter street. at the easterly
corner of lot No. 95, which Prentiss Mellon
conveyed
t> Abel Grover, January 21, 1837.
by deed recorded
in Book 155,
page 569, thence Northerly on said street
thirty-seven and a hall foot to tho center of lot No.

95, thence southwesterly

on a lino parallel with tho
southeasterly side line to said lot No. 95 scveiity-three
feet, thence on a lino parallel with the said Winter

street
thirty-seven and a half feet to said southeasterly side line of said lot No. 95, thence by the last
monl^onodiuie seventy-three feet to said Winfc r street
to the place of beginning, the owners or
occupants of
that partof lotNo.95, which is in the rear of the pretatsos above described has
by reservation of my grantor
a right to ure the passage
way of tear feet in width
on the
southeasterly side of the lot therein conveyed,
and also to use the well near the
westerly line of the
same, against vvhtyh this deed is intended to convey
no right.
Hie above premises are the
convey*
ed by Joseph Stevens to Eliza Webber
by deed dated July 3let, 1849, recorded in Book 21k
page 103,
and the samo conveyed by Eliza Webber to Thomas
p Webber, by deed dated May 29th, 1856, recorded
in Book 273, page 237, and by Thai Webber to Thos.*
1 onnoll, deed dated September
12th, 1850, recorded
in Book 274, page 270. The al>ove described real esJjeingsutypct to a mortgage to David Norton,
tate,
ilaled June 27th, 1845, recorded in Book 192
page
2K, on which t here is due five hundred dollars and
mtcrest from June 27lli, 1865.
AU the above named
deeds and mortgage are hereby referred to lor a more
particular description of the above described real es-

GEO. W. PARKER, Sheriff.
Dated at Portland, June loth, A. D. 1866.
June 19dltw3w23

COOD NEWS
To

Housekeepers

The Latest, and Moat Valuable IHacovery of the Age /
The Instantaneous Window Polish
windows without soap

/"'GjEANS

23—(Mw____

The Cro wn Mining

Company

general mcoi.ln?nr The Crown Mining
_L Company, (Copper,) for tbe election of onlccrs,
other
tor
and
business, wi'l bo held at tbe ouice oi
the Horse lta'lroad Company, colTcr of Congress
Centre
Streets, Po. tbuui, Mains, on T ill" R Sand
i>AY, Junc28th, ltGG, at three o’clock in tlio utternoon.

50 Washington street.
BOSTON.

JttnolO—dlw

Public

Director!.

CAUTION.
hereby forbidden trusting or deLi' persons
livering any go,sis to Catherine M. Parkcronmy
without a written order from
tills
date,
l>o®
account
debts ol her contracting.
me as I shall l>ay no
™
W. F. PARKER.
*
jnnel6-8t
Portland, June 15, iWW.

lionrdiiiif.

Risks oftlie North-Western InTHE outstanding
of Oswego, and Western Masse liusetts
surance

PittstleldMass, having been assumed by the Metropolitan Insurance of New York, the subscribers arc
prepared lo take up the Policies of the almvo named
Com],aides

substitute the Policies of tho Metro-

politan Insurance, without charge.

JOHN E. DOW & SON,
29

Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

metropolitan Insurance Co.,

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
Cash Capital paid in,
51,000,000
Cash Surplus, over
9700.000
JOHN E. DOW It SON,
Special Agents for State of Maine.
15T “Agents wanted throughout the State,” for
the above

Company.

■

500 cords both hard and soit, one minuto walk from
straun-oar.
Tho bulldingb are worth ths price of
farm. Cause of selling, ill health. Will he soft crops
and oil. For tVirther particulars inquire of
Idi. A. T. KEEN. Clorkam Corner,
Or J. II. Cook on premises adjoining.
June 19—dtf

ON

House at Auction.
MONDAY. Juno 2otli,at*o’clock I*.

A notion eers.

AUCTION

THE

SALE !

THE STEAMER CLIPPER
XT^ILL bo sold at Auction, at Yarmouth, Me., on

▼ T
SATURDAY, June
not pivviouttly disposed of.

23d, at 10 o’clock A. M.,if

J. W. LAWRENCE.
Yarmouth, Juno 19th.—«ltd#

P.

M.

B.

past members ot tlie Portland Mechanic Blues
ALLWEDNESDAY
requested to meet at the Arioory (old Cltv
are

Had)

EVENING,

June

20th,

at

a

quarter boforo eight o’clock, to make arrangements
lor celebrating the r.0Ui Anniversary of the old ComI’M OKDKtt.
pany.tnnelSdtd
tie-star copy.

JOHN NEAL desires to thank his fellow citizens
Fkc Department for their skilful, persevering
and most snccossiul management of the
alarming

of the

fire of Saturday

night, whereby, under Providence,

a

great calamity was prevented, and much less damage done than was threatened.
je 19(111

Wanted.
purchase a good family Horse, with light Carrfage. Harness, &c. Anv one having such to dis-

riio

1

pose of at a bargain, or willing to lot the
or 6 mouths, may hear of a customer by
a note to “V," Box 18112 Portland P. O.

same

RUN LETT & CO.*B,

THREE DAYS

CONN.

Capital, all paid in,
Surplus, over

$500,000

Assets,
$700,000
This Company, which was the first to introduce Insurance against Accidents in America, has perfected
a system insuring
against Death resulting lrom Disease as well as accident, which includes tlie
weekly

compensation allowed for injuries, thus combining in
policy a regular Lite Policy and a Policy against
Accidents. The rates arc very low and are made up
on the ordinary Life Table, and also Ton Year NonForfeituvc Plan.
We would recommond any parties contemplating
Life Insurance to call upon us, to whom we will be
glad to give any information desired in regard to this
most desirable feature in I4fe Insurance. 367
yearly
Policies insuring against accidents have been issued
in this city alone in this Co.
Monthly certificates given (or any amount desired,
designed for Tourists. General Accident Tickets, issued for one, four and ten days.
This Company is sound and reliable, with thre?lourtlis of a million Assets, which are constantly increasing. The latest sales ot Stock were $230, par
value $100.
one

JOHN E. HOW & SON,
29 Exchnuge Street*

junelOdtf

*

Fishiner-Vessel for Sale.
Scboonee ESSEX, ol Millbridge,about
five years old,
built atMlllbridge, we?l found in sails.—
is
She
suitable
for
Mackerel
or Cod il&k\
i«m
living; will be sold cheap.
For particulars apply 1o

JL48 tong old meaaureraefit,

FLETCHER & CO.,
June 19,18C0—d3w
159 Commercial Street.

ing

In a famApply at No.

persons.

^^JunelOdlw*^
Lewis Cass.

Schooner William G. Eddy, a new DORY,
fifteen feet long, painted cream color, with blue
stripe. Wluiever will give inioruiatiou to PERLEY
& RUSSELL, Commercial street where it can be
found shall tie
junel‘Jdlw»
suitably rewarded.

PtOM

Found
Schooner’s
by calling
property ami pay-

Bay. Spar, suitable for a
Mast. Tlie Sudor
INWILLIAM
have the

on

CURTIS,)roving

same

junel9d3t*

WASTED,
AMERICAN GIRL to do the work In

jttnelMtf

Apply to

a

small

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO
Congress Street,

Quebec.
The steamships Virginia, Bavarian and Ja-

arrived out on the 6th.
The Prussian troops entered Holstein on
the 7th.
The Austrians were
concentrating at Altova

na, where

collision is expected. Those moveregarded a virtual commencement

a

ments are
of the war.
In the British nouse of Commons the
opposition attempted to surprise the government
bv moving a postponement of the franchise
clause in tire ltelorm hill, but was defeated
by
a
majority of 27 for Government. Mr. Walpole’s amendment was also rejected, the Government majority being 14.

Halifax, June

18.

Steamship China, Hockley, from Liverpool
at 4 P. M. of the 9th, and Queenstown
10th,
for Boston, arrived here to-day, with
thirty-

five Halifax and 137 Boston passengers.
the

impending wab.

will soon break out are
increasing. The entry of the Prussians into
Holstein is regarded hy some as the virtual
commencement of the war.
The Neue Frewdenblotte asserts Ausiria regards such eutry
as a breach of the Gastciu conventiuu as the
forcible

occupation

war

as a casus

belli.

war.

Base Ball in Franklin ■Countt.—A
match game of base ball was played at Strong
on May Day, between the Phillips Club, of
Phillips, and the Sandy River Club, of Farmington, resulting in the defeat of the latter
Chib, 28 to 34. On Saturday, June 15th, a return game was played at Farmington, and Won
by tlie Sandy River Club. The weather was
fine, and a large crowd assembled to witness
the game. The score 13 as follows:
SANDY RIVEE

Players.
Upton, c,
Brown, p,
Barnard,»s,
Weston, lb,
Torbox, 2b,

CLUB.
4
6
6
C
C
6
4
2
4

Lake, 3b,
Mitchell, 1 f,
Morrill, CTf;
Hunter, rf,
Clubs.

PHILLIPS CLUB.

h. 1.
4
3
1
3
3
2
4
6
1

runs.

Players.

Dill, c,
R. Soule, p,

3

6

h. 1.

S3
7
0
2
5
3
3
2
2
1
4
3
2
3
2
0
6

Carr, s,
Church, lb,
W. Soule, 2b,
Bangs, 3b,
I>. French, I f,
W. French,cf,
Cushmaurf,
Total.
Innings.
;

12245

Sandy River—

runs.

0

7

5

G
5

7 8
G

8

9

2—12.

2 G 4 0 4
G2I 1—2G.
Phillips—
Umpire—L. Josselyn.
Scorers—R. Woodbuiy and-Prescott.
Passed-balls—against Upton 0; against Dill

four.
E. B.

Weston, Captain of Sandy River, nine;
R. Soule, Captain oi Phillips, nine.
BUSINESS NOTICES.
at

Dresser’s old

The Combination of Ingredients need in making
“Brown’s Bronchial Troches” is such as to givo the
best possible effect w ith safety. The Troches are used
always with good success, and are widely known ns
the best remedy for Coughs, Colds, Throat Diseases
eod&w
and Asthmatic troubles.

Stolen

can

Fabtheb Point, Juno 18.
Tbe steamship Peruvian from Liverpool 7th,
and Londonderry 8th, passed here ed route for

A Paris letter says the ex-Confederate
Capt.
Maury has offered the French Government a
new torpedo of immcnce
invented
power,
by
him. The letter
says Maury has Become a
naturalized Mexican, and is about to be named
to a high command in the Mexican
navy.
The cholera has broken out Nantes. From
fifteen to twenty eases occur daily with but few

deaths.

Spain and Portugal.

The Governments of Spain and Portugal
have agroed to act in common for the defence
or their
neutrality iu case of a European war,
HOLLAND.

The cholera continues its
ravages in Holland. The latest weekly returns of Rotterkam shows 85 cases, 55 proving fatal.
THE PBINCIPALITIS.

There had been rumors that Turkish-troops
bad crossed the Danube and come in collision
with the Romanians; that reinforcements had
left Bucharest, and that the Hospodar would

Where TnE Shoe Pinches.—Certain Dentists
have tooth nostrums to sell, and who find that
the Sozodont is taking the place of every other dentriflee in the land, shake their heads knowingly and

who

it Is deleterious. If they mean delelerious
hint
to their interests, no doubt they are right. Wero it
destructive to their teeth, these carders would have
nothing to say against It, as evil effects would brink
grist to their mill; their motives are too transparent
not to he seen by every intelligent person.
that

Wanted.—An American woman to assist In taking
Must be well recommended.
caro of children.
Apply at 334 Congress stroot, between the hours ot two
gnd tour o’clock P, M,

Gen. Manteuffa has also issued a proclamation to the inhabitants of Schleswig, announcing the dispatch of troops to Holstein, for the
maintenance of the sovereign rights of his
Hoyal master, which have been placed in jeopardy. This step however, is merely of a defensive character.
Gen. Mantueffa is said to have summoned
General Gablenz to re-establish the state of
common administration in the Duchies.
It is reported that Prussia will forcibly prevent the assemblage of the Holstein estates.
Florence telegrams say that Italy win commence hostilities as soon as war is declared in

Germany.

A decree was issued at Florence on the 7th,
out for service the second categories of
classes of 1842,1843 and 1845.
The Paris Coustitutionel says the position
of France has not been changed by recent
events. She maintains entire independence
and would only take an active part of events if
imperative circumstances should render it her
duty ior the defence of the national honor or
interests.
The text of the Austrian reply to the invitation to the Conference, i3
It
agrees with the representation already made,
and expresses surprise that the Pontifical
Government was not invited to the Confer-

calling

published.

command, but they lacked confirmation,
asserted, however, that eneigetic measures are
progressing in tbe Principalities, and
tbe Hospodar has assumed command *f 30,-

000 men.

AUSTRALIA.

CHINA AND

Shcintjhae, Jline 7.—The Imperial troops
have again been victorious over tbe rebels iu
the

north.,.

Latest via Queenstown.

Queenstown, June
unchanged.

10.—Continental polities

Id the Diet Prussia repudiated the insinuation that she bad
any intention to annex tbe
Duchies by force, and was willing
peaceably
to settle the question by a German Parliament
as tbe Diet was
to
deal
with tbe
incompetent

subject.
It is reported that

the Emperor of Austria
to start on the 9th for the
headquarters of
tHe army of the north.
La France considers it. certain that M. Ronhecr will be authorized to make known the
resolution concerning the crisis.—
The same journal contradicts the report that
France is making military preparations.
The Italian Camber of Deputies had almost
unanimously adopted the bills for the suppreswas

or

Government, having not less than ten
twenty years to run. and bearing an inter-

est of not more than 7 per cent, per afinum,
duly authorized by said Government of the

Republic of Mexico

BRITAIN.

In the House of Commons on the 7th, on
going into committee on the reform bill Lord

Stanly attempted a surprise by moving that
the clonse reducing the county franchise be
postponed until after a settlement of the redistribution of seats.

After a debate in which
Messrs. Bright and Gladstone strongly denounced the evasive tactics of the opposition,
the motion war rejected by a vote of 237 to
260—Government majority 27. Mr. Walpole
then moved an amendment reducing the
county franchise to twenty instead of fourteen
pounds rental. This was defeated by a vote
of 207 to 283—Government majority 14.—
These victories were received with great
In the House of Lords on the 8th, Prince
Alfred took his seat for the first time, as the
Duke of Edinburg.
MONET MARKETS.
The favorable bank returns, the large gold
arrivals from America and the consequent
certainty of an early reduction of the rate oi
discount, gave increased firmness to the funds
and consols wore advancing. The discount
demand continued rather active with the
bank notes at ten per cent, bnt, first class paper was taken at nine percent, in the open
LONDON

market,

as

certified by tbe recog-

nized Minister Plenipotentiary from that Republic, accredited to the United States, provided the total amount of such loan or loans
shall not exceed the sum of $50,000,000; and
provided further, that said bonds shall he sold
at the highest market rates, and such market
rates shall not bo less than 85 cents for each
bond of the par value of $1, and each of the
bonds constituting the loan or loans thus guaranteed shall, by or under the direction of the
Secretary of tbe Treasury of the United States,
be certified as such, and shall be specially and
exactly registered, and record of the authentication of such loan or loans in full return of
said registry shall be deposited in the Department of State of the United States.”
New

York

Items•

jnew York, June 18.

The excise law was largely violated yesterday, hundreds of liquor saloons being kept secretly open, while many lager beer saloons
sold freely. Hoboken and other points were
visited by crowds, but iittlc drunkenness and
rowdyism were apparent. There were a number of arrests made by the police in town.
Miscellaneous Dispatches.

Boston, June 18.
issued Friday afternoon by

A warrant was
Judge Lowell of the United Stab's District
Court, on application of the Spanish Vice Con-

detain steamer Cherokee, on allegation
that she was intended for a Chilian privateer.
Before the warrant could be served, the Cherokee sailed from this port.

sul, to

Troy, N. Y„ June 18.
An immense meeting in the open air was
held here to-night in favor of the repeal of the
neutrality law.
Toronto, June 18.
| The Government has appointed a Commissioner to take evidence and report on all claims
for compensation and damages arising from the
Fenian raid iu the eastern township.
Bills
are being prepared to establish local Constitutions iu Upper and Lower Canada, in view of
confederation.
The

Cholera^

Hew York, June 18.
Since the last report three deaths from
cholera have occurred in the city.
At quarantine there has been three deaths
from cholera, leaving torty-flve under treatment

The Board of Health are making every effort to prevent the spread of the scourge,

Fenian Prisoners.

New York June 18.
The Tribune’s Montreal special says Kelley,
tbeir correspondent, has been released. The
Fenian prisoners were under examination on

Saturday. George Crawford, of Slab City, has
been fully identified as a Fenian spy. The
names of the other prisoners are as follows:
Edw. Gilman of Stoughton, Mass.; Jas. Reardon of Boston; Thomas Madden, Bridgewater,
Mass., wouuded in shoulder and side; Thos.
Smith, Lowell, Mass.; Michael Crowly, Hyde
Park, Mass.; Florence McDonald, Waterbury,
Conn.; Cornelius Owens, Lynn,Mass.; James
Conwell, Lawrence, Mass.; James McGowen,
and F. H. Holmes, Lowell, Mass.; Augustus
Merrill and George Harvard. Boston.
Severe

PORTLAND AND
•

Wanted—Oirl.
Flailing Vessel for Sale.

Stolen—Dory.
Wanted—House.
Found—Spar.
Wanted—American Girl.
P. M. B—Old
City HaU.

Sheriff’s Sales—Real Estate.

CITY AFFAIRS.
An
of the City Council
was held last
evening.
IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.
Freeman Baker, of Cumberland
House, was

cepted.

early thi3 mornportion of the railroad
Perrysvllle being washed away.

uetained by

track near

a

From Texas.

New York, June 18.
The Herald’s Brownsville correspondent
a
view
of
affairs-under Maximilian’s rule
gives
that shows the Empire is last verging into an-

archy.

There is much discontent among our troops
the line of the Rio Grande, at being kept
in the service when entitled to be mustered

Leave

Utica, N. Y., Juno 17:
A mob burned the house of the notoiious
Loomis gang at Sangersfield, and strung up
Plumb Loomis and a confederate, until they
confessed murderous crimes, when they took
them to jail. The rest of the gang were
given
thirty days to leave.
Washington

Correspondence.
New York, June

18.
Senate has

Special dispatches say the
agreed to make no more confirmations during
the present session, except to till vacancies.

The first official copy of the neW Constitutional amendment was sent to Connecticut.
Frosts

J Washington.

Washington, June 18.
Secretary Seward has issued a proclamation directing appropriate honor to the memory of Gen. Cass, both at home and abroad.
7—----J, ft
New York. Jane IS.

The Commorrial’s article says 5-20’s are in activo
demand for shipment, and old 5-20’s are quoted at
153*® 103J. Gold opened at 107*, and fell t> 102j,
with a Slight reaction. Money is abundant at 5
per

cent.'

—

0-

Delegates to the Union State Convention.
The returns from the town caucuses iu dif-

ferent sections of the State, still confirm the
opinion that we have heretofore expressed
that Qon. Samuel E. Spring will be our next
candidate for Governor.
Rockland elected the following delegates
who favor lion. S. E. Spring. Spring ticket,
155.

Chamberlain, 104.
Cobb, Aidtn Litchfield, Jonathan
W. Crocker, Isaac C. Abbott, Wyman W. UlArthur
mer,
Libby, Calvin Hall, W. M. Snow.
Benj. Clough, John Esten, Thad. S. Pillsbury.
Wilton and Carthage, have each elected
Spring delegates.
Monmouth, Kennebec County, elected five
delegates and instructed them to vote for Mr.
Spring.
Oxford.—John J. Perry, Wm. S. Dodge,
George P. Whitney.
Sumner.—Lewis Bi3bee, Eliphaict Morrilb
Francis

Isaac Cushman.

Hollis.
Joseph W. Akers, Dr. Wm.
Sweat, Wm. J. Bryant, Abijah Usher.
Buxton.—Samuel Hanson, Cbas. E. Weld,
John D. Hill, Eben Adams, .Joseph Barbank,
Wm. S. Bradbury.
Windham.—Dr. J. A. Parsons. Charles P.
Garland, Wm. Goold, John J. Bodge, Samuel
—

Garland, C, B. Varney.

D. S.

An-

vacancy.

Standish.—Isaac D. Sawyer, James K.
Emery, Charles U. Stuart, Granville M. Rich.
Cumberland.
Davis Merrill, Reuben
Reuben Rideout, Isaac O. Pearson.
Brtdgton.—Cha>. E. Gibbs, Luther Billings, Luke Brown, John P. Perley, vacancy.
New Gloucester.—S. H. Chandler, Joseph L. Richardson, Allen H. Jordan, David
—

W. Merrill.
Hahphwell.—Clement Scofield, Thomas
Pennell, David Stover.
All for Spring except the Harpswell delegation.
To the Distriet Convention.

Yarmouth.
Ammi R. MitcheU, Joel
Brooks, Thomas Pratt, Charles Pool.
Gray.—Henry T. Simpson, Capt. R. T.
.Nash, Edward Cobb.
Congressional Convention at Auburn—Sec—

ond

District.

Oxford.
John J. Perry, Isaiah Dunn,
Ichabod M. Thomas, Albert Sanborn.
—

POLITICAL.

—Delegates

were

chosen last week in Ban-

gor, Oldtowu, Orono, Carmel, Etna, Eddington,
Milford and Bradley. The Bangor delegation

Chamberlain; all the others are for
Spring.
—Mr. Eldridge, who never misses an opportunity to do a mean thing, took occasion to say

favors

after -the House had voted on the Constitutional amendment, that if Mr. Voorhees and Mr.
Brooks had not been turned out pf the House,
they would unquestionably have voted against
the monstrous insult to th'U intelligence of the
whole people. “Yes,” said Gen. Schenck in response, “and unquestionably if Jell'. Davis were
a member of the House, ho would also vote

against it.”
—A

caucus

was

held in Lewiston Friday

evening, to elect delegates to the Union Congressional Convention to be held at Auburn on
Thursday, 28th. The Journal understands that
the delegates chosen are unanimously in favor
of Dr. A. Garcelon, of Lewiston, as a candidate
for Congress from the Second District.

—The colored men of New Jersey are moving to contest legally their right to the ballot.
Claiming that, as tax-payers, representation is
due them in the enactment and administration
of the laws, they will offer their votes at the
next election, and if refused, they will bring
the matter to the courts, and there lay open the
whole question of suffrage.
gent and wealthy colored

The most intellimen of the
State
lead the enterprise, which retains for its chief
lawyer, Gen. B. F. Butler.
—The Union men of Chattanooga, Tcnn.,
have held a public meeting and passed resolutions complimentary to Charles Sumner, Thaddeus Stevens, W. G. Brownlowand other radicals, endorsing the act of the Tennessee Legislature refusing to admit late rebels to the polls,
and pledging their support and encouragement
to capitalists and business men from any part
of tbe country, who may desire to settle among
them.
—Among the Candidates rfor the United
States Senatorship in Pennsylvania, are John

Hickman, Judge Kelley, Col. Forney, Gov.
Curtin, Simon Cameron and a fow others,
—The Doolittle Johnsonians of Wisconsin
have sent out a summons for a convention, but
the coll is not sustained f>y a single Republican
paper in the State.
—A letter has bpeu addressed to the Hon
William Pitt Fessenden, signed by thirty-two
of the leading Unionists of Alexandria, Virginia, thanking him for his splendid report, and

expressing their special gratification that it
“will effectually debar the leaders of the rebellion to some extent and be a just and by no
means excessive punishment—as deceiving the
people and holding dltice has been their occupation for many years past!”
—At the municipal election in Occoqnati
Virginia, last week, tho Union ticket was
chosen by an overwhelming minority.
—Col. Forney writes that the advices from
Missouri and also from Maryland are highly
satisfactory to the friends of the Union party.
—The Hon. Elibu B. Waslihnrne has been
renominated for Congress by the Republicans
of the Illinois Third
District, and if elected, os
he is tolerably certain to bo, ho will enter upon
his thirteenth term of Congressional service.

and his

resignation was

to withdraw was

ac-

reported by
on petition

the

Fire Department,

on

of Charles H. Lovejoy & ais. for a reservoir on
Spring street. Accepted.
An order was offered by the Mayor, authorizing the Health Committtee, if they deem it,
expedient, tb erect and maintain water tanks
at such points in the city as they may deem
proper, at an expense not exceeding $1000, for
the purpose, ot supplying laboring men and
others with pure water to drink. The order
was

passed unanimously.

The Committee on Drains and Sewers reported leave to withdraw upon petitions ut
George H. Cushman <£ ais. for sewer in Pine
and Henry streets; James Knowlton & ais.
for sewer in Wiitervrtle street, and D. M. Gr:v
ham & ais. lor sewer in Hanover street.

Re-

port accepted.
The same'Committee reported, on petiiio*
of J. B. Brown & ais. for a sewer on Vaughan
street, from Brackett to Pine street; in favor

pf constructing

sewer, provided the
abuttors guarantee one-half of the cost of thb
such

a

Accepted.

same.

Financial.

Otisfield.—E. C. Andrews,

read,

Committee

Mob Late,

drews,

licitor was

The Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Meeting.

|H>se of forming an organization to be called
“Ike Portland
Army and Navy Union.”—
The
meeting was called to order by Colonel
Brown, and Major Chudbouru was chosen

Card—John Neal.
1-ost—Note.
Fine Residence for Sale.
Good News h> Housekeepers.
Public Notice.
A Now Feature in Life Insurance.
Auction Sale—Henry Hailey & Co.
Steamer at Auctiou.

out.

was

•

A largo representation of our army ami
navy met last night at City Hall for the pur-

Advertisement*

on

The Southern mail due

age.

„e, annum, In advance.

VICINITY.

---

New

licensed as an innholder.
Communication from the Board of Engineers of the Fire Department
approvingqf
the nomination of T. W. Burnham as Foreman of Engine Portland No. 2, vice John C.
Colley, discharged, and the nomination of
Thomas Dam for Clerk, vice Burnham promoted, was read, and the nominations were
confirmed.
Memorial of the Managers of Female Or
phan Asylum for an increase of the salary of
the teacher of that institution, was referred
to the Committee on Public instruction.
License was granted Wm. M. Spencer to
keep a fish market in Green street.
The resignation of Judge Fox as City So-

ing

$*

adjourned.meeting

Gale.

New York, June 18.
During the severe gale of last night one of
the walls forming part of the ruins of the
Academy of Music, fell with a tremendous
crash. A number of trees were uprooted in
and about Union Square, and several ships
dragged anchor in the harbor, suffering dam-

take
i t is

ence.
GREAT

Term.

Examination of

FBANCK.

Tbe weekly returns of the Brnk of France
show a further large increase of thirty-nine
and a quarter millions of francs in cash. The
Bourse on the 9th was quiet and steady at 02f

The Duke Gastein had gone from'Paris to
Lewis Cass, whose death was announced
yesterday morning, was bom in Exeter, N. H., Vienna, and his ipi?sion is said to be a last Emperor’s,
effort lor conciliation. lie had a conference
Oct. 0,1782. At the early age of 17 years, he
with Count Mensedorf, and a conference with
stated West, on foot, to seek liis fortune. He Emperor of Austria, Mensdorf is stated to
have positively maintained the grounds of the
settled at Marietta, Ohio, studied law, practicAustria)) reply to the invitation to a confer! sion of religious bodies.
ed with success, and at 25 was elected to the
ence.
Ohio Legislature, where he originated the bill
a mission Cabinet courier reaehed Vienna
XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.
which, asstated by Jefferson, was the first on the 7tli, with an autograph letter fi-om the
Czar
to the Emperor.
blow given to Burr’s conspiracy.
Washington, June 18.
Count liisinarek had issued an
•
In 1806 Mr. Cass was married. In 1811 he
important
SENATE.
to the Prussian representatives
despatch
The
Tax
bill
was
volunteered to rejpel Indian aggressions on the abroad. It is
reported from the Finance
very bitter towards Austria, and
Committee and ordered to be printed.
frontier. He was elected Colonel 'of the 3d in one passage says:
Ali our information
Mr. Saulsbury made a personal
explanation
Ohio volunteers, mid entered the military ser- agrees that a determination to make war by concerning a
paragraph in the New York Triis
Austria
settled
in
Vienna.
On
the
finally
bune about the Rosseau and Grinned difficulvice of the Unit id States at the beginning of
other hand, Prussia has been most conciliatoty. He had never assaulted anybody nor adthe war of 1812. He recommended an immery and anxious for peace, but a corresponding
vised anybody to assault another. The author
diate invasion of Canada, and was the first to
feeling no longer exists at Vienna. Not only of the statement was a wilful liar.
land in the enemy’s country. The campaign was there manifested an entire absence of all
A bill was reported to regulate the
occupaand every readiness to outer into confidential
tion of mineral lands of the United States.
was ruined by the
subsequent capitulation of negotiations and discuss the possibilities of an It
throws
all
of
them
to
open
occupation to
Detroit; Col. Cass’s ificrits nevertheless pro- agreement, but expressions of influential Aus- all citizens of
the United States and those whq
cured his promotion to the rank of colonel in
trian statesmen and councillors of the Emdeclare their intention of becoming so under
the regular army and brigadier-general of vol- peror, have been reported to the King from certain regulations. The owners of lands so
authentic sources, which leave no doubt that taken shall
unteers. He subsequently distinguished himpay Ato the Treasury annually
the Imperial Ministers desire war at
three
any
cent- of their product until the naself at tlic battle of the Thames, where
having price, probably in hope of successes in tliq tional per
debt is
This is in place of a stamp
no immediate command, he served as a volfield, partly to tide over domestic difficulties. tax on bnllianpaid.
extracted from the
doNay, even with the expressed intention of as- main. No location is to exceed public
unteer aid to Gen. Harrison.
800 feet in
Austrian finances by Prussian contrisisting
After (ho recovery of Michigan, President butions or
length along the line of the vein for each locaby honorable bankruptcy. We can tion. The bill was amended by
striking out
Madison appointed Gen. Cass Governor of only see a decided intention on the
part of the words “until the national debt is paid,’’
the Territory. This position he held from Austria of forcing a war with Prussia, and ot but no final action was taken.
making use of the negotiations as to a ConThe report of the committee of conference
October, 1813 till July 1831, residing with his gress to
gain time by procrastination for her on the appropriation for the preservation ahd
family at Detroit and managing the difficult own not entirely completed arrangements hut
of certain public works was
agreed to.
afTairs of the Territory with great skill and especially for those of hor allies. The iact of repair
The House joint resolution, requesting the
war is a settled determination at
the
Peace
was preserved between the
Vienna;
President to transmit to the several Slates for
judgment
only further point is to choose a favorable mo- ratification tlio recent
whites and the disaffected Indians, and the ment
proposed amendment
to begin.”
to the Constitution, was
passed.
Territory rapidly advanced in population and
Referring to the Duchies,Bismarck says:
The Senate then went into Executive sesV
“Perhaps we shall at last he believed, when sion. Amounted.
wealth.
we solemnly protest against
any notion of
In 1831, Gen. Cass was called to WashingHOUSE.
wishing to make good our claim to the DuchA number of bills and resolutions were inton to preside over the War Department un- ies
or
ot
a
by force,
disregard 10 the rights of troduced and refereed.
der Jackson. In 1836 he was appointed Minthe co-possessor.
Now, too, probably it will
Tbe Committee on Enrolled Bills reported
not
be
difficult
to
understand
the real motives
ister to Fiance, where he remained six years,
fliat they had, on
of the armaments by which Austria has
Saturday, filed with the
given
of Siate the joint resolution proreturning in 1842 by his own choice. In 1845, rise to the present
crisis, and whose removal Secretary
an amendment to the Constitution.
he was elected United States Senator from
posing
by means of a Congress, she has further token
Ti«>
adued tnaT it was imEfBhid
Michigan, which had been admitted to the care to render Impossible oy the attitude she officially6jrei»her
to-day.
has
assumed.”
Union in 1837. In consequence of his nomiMr. Bingham offered a concurrent resoluThe circular is dated June 4.
nation for the Presidency in 1848, Gen. Cass
tion requesting the President to transmit the
The London Times says: “Such a
dispatch
resigned his seat in the Senate, but was re- as the above has not often been penned by a foregoing forthwith to the several Executives
of the States, which w:is passed.
turned again in 1849, having been beaten by
European Minister. The Prussian statesman
Mr. Ancona offered the following
seems now to think
resolution,
in
Gen. Taylor.
courtesy unnecessary
which was adopted.
his communications with Austria.
All
the
Mr.
he inWhen
Buchanan
became
President
It
is
Whereas,
alleged peaceable citizens of
»
pride, the bitter hostility, the almost fanatical the United
States,
in no unlawful aet
vited Gen. Cass to take charge of the Depart- propose which have been
necessarily repress- have been arrested engaged
and are held prisoners of
ed curing long negotiations, break tbrtli when
ment of State. On the 14th December, 1860,
war by the British in Ireland, therefore—
after an excited Cabinet meeting in which the negotiations may be considered at an end.
Be il lienulecd, That the President be reThe dispatch breathes the spirit of war, and
to inform the House what arrests and
President had refused to reinforce or even seems to have been
written in anticipation of quested
what
steps have been taken to protect such
provision Major Anderson and his little force, an immediate rupture.”
in
their rights as citizens of the Unitpersons
The London Telegraph says: “With this
Gen. Cass resigned his post. He did not rush
ed States.
last
the
have
dispatch
hopes yf peace
disapinto print, yet he made no secret of his conThe House proceeded to the consideration
peared and hostilities become inevitable.”
of the bill to provide for
viction that Mr. Buchanan’s course was fatalrestoring the States
A Vienna dispatch says diplomatic relations
in insurrection to their full political
ly mistaken, and he left the Cabinet avowedly with Prussia and Austria will cease the mo- lately
ment the Prussian representative at the Diet rights.
because he could not consent to be implicated
Mr. Raymond addressed the House in its
leaves Frankfort.
in the cowardly desertion of the-brave men in
favor.
Austria has telegraphed Gen. Gcblenz to
The Speaker presented a message from the
Charleston Harbor.
avoid an armed conflict in Holstein. It is
The long life, stretching back to a period stated that should a collision take plaee the President in reply to the House resolution of
Austrian army of the North will advance June 11th, requesting information in referbefore the adoption of the Constitution, has
ence to the dispatch of a
military force from
against Prussia.
ended. After eighty-three years of widely varied
Austria for military service in Mexico, with a
On the 8th the Prussian troops arrived at
from
the
Secreta-y of State.. Referred
experience, he rests. The pioneer, who saw Rendsburg and occupied the time. They report
to the Committee on Military Affairs.
the Western wilds fest blossoming Into States; were peacefully met by the Austrian garrison
A message in reply to a resolution of the
the statesman who shared in every branch of who withdrew from the town the same day, same date
concerning the laws and ordinances
and the parting was quite friendly.
of the late insurgent States on the subject of
public business, legislative, administrative,
Gen. Gablcnz the Austrian commander, isdiplomatic; the old soldier, who lived to see sued a proclamation protesting against the the rebel debt, was received from the Presiwith a report from the Secretary of State,
the glorious end of a war compared with Prussians entering into Holstein, and that he dent,
and refereed to the Committee on Reconstrucshould await the orders of his Sovereign as
which all his military experience was dwarfed
tion.
to the course to pursue.
He announced that
A message was received from the President
and paltry—he has gone to rest, near the scene
the Government of Holstein is transferred to
in
reply to a resolution of May 28th, as to the
of his first battle, and of his first administra- Altona.
made in completing the map connectGen. Mantauna, the Prussian commander, progress
tive successes. His memory will long be honed with the boundary survey under the treaty
sent a dispatch to Gen. Gablenz, stating that
ored by his countrymen.
of
Washington, accompanied by a report from
in consequence of the declaration by Austria
the Secretary of State.
A 'Cobbection.—The dispatches which in the Federal Diet and the Convocation of
Mr. Kelley introduced a joint resolution as
the Holstein States, the position of affairs as
first announced the
action of the House of existing before tho Gostein Convention is re- follows:
“Be
enacted, That the Government of the
Representatives, accepting the title to League established* Gen. Manteulfer therefore enters UniteditStates
hereby guarantees to all citizens
Inland, gave the New England vote, showing Holstein but will not occupy the places al- of the United States whom it
may concern,
in possession of the Austrians.
He
ready
the
name
of
Mr.
Pike
from
Maine. The
the payment, according to the terms thereof,
only
has received orders to,avoid a conflict and not
of any public loan or loans of the Republic of
files of the Congressional Olobe,smce received, to dismiss the civil
functionaries. He conshow that Mr. Blaine, was also present and cludes by expressing tho hope that a peaceful Mexico now offered, or that may hereatter he
offered in the United States by tho Republic
understanding will prevent the outbreak of a of said
voted against the bill.

A new lot of goods Just received
stand, 99 Exchange street.

NOTE

a

Arrival of the Steamship Peruvian and
China.

Indications that

Wanted.
Girl to do house-wok
aapable
consist
of but two

for 3

dated April 27, 1863, drawn by Wm. B.
Erceiuan, Gorham, favor of John Appleton lor
All
persons are lioroby cautioned agalfin nc$600.
e. dialing said Note, payment having lioen stopped.
E. D. APPLETON.
junelodlw
Portland, June 18,1866.

Casco

LATER FROM EUROPE.

$200,000

Total

addressing

jnnel»TWiF3t

ANfamily.

the

Cash
Cash

June 19, 1066.

—--«c.--

HENRY BAILEY & CO.,

Juno 10—tit 1

CLOTHES DBYKB8!

PLEASANT
best in

on

the premises, we shall sell House and Lot No. 6!)
Green Street. It Is a two story wooden
house, finished throughout, nine rooms, good
closets, a good cellar, &c. The lot is good size and a corner lot. The
lower part nl the house can easily be converted Into
a store, and the location is excellent far that
purpose.
Possession given immediately.
Can bo examined
morning of sale.

ing charges.

,unel6dtf

Junl9d3\v

A Fine Residence lor Sale,
Situated afiout five minutes walk from
Depotone -knit mile from
.Village, on new road from
Se ;earapi>a to Ooiiuun.
Tho buildings are
new -modem style; stable
connected; water
conveyod into house; with 42acres land well tilled,
a good orchrrd, an excellent wood-lot. consistin',
of

froDt Rooms, furnished or unfurnished, wilh hom'd, at 77 Free street. Respecjelwflw*
table transient I oardurs accommodated.

Slate, at
S. C.

Notice !

of

and

—

JUNE 19, 1860.

MORNING,

_

Lost/

are

A

or

wood,sum & co.,

mHE first

CHARLES C. COLBY,
HANNIBAL llAMIAN,
WOODBURY DAVIS,
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr,
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND,
CHARLES J. TALBOT,
ELIPHAl.KT CLARK,
CHARLES n. BREED,
JAMES N. WINSLOW,
Jnno 9—eodtd

water, dust

c a no.

Wholesale .Agents.,
May

or

litter of any kind, just as last os
you can wipe
them over with a cloth, ami leaves the
glass as clear
as crystal.
Wo are receiving testimonials daily oflts
marvelous virtues. The article is seUing rapidly.—
Everybody is delighted with it. We arc Living out
towns to agents daily. Those who wish for
busincsa,
who arc ambitions to nuoui auoitoy, and Law
onorgy
to back up that ambition, should
at once.—
apply
Hond 25 cents for sample, or call and see
us, and satisfy yourselves that this is no catch-penny humbug,
but a valuable and money-making reality.
Wholesale and Retail by

sale by all Dealers.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

HARTFORD,

OF

a

follows,

as

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

Tuesday Morning,'

The Travelers Ins. Co.,

A ily

SEIZED on an exocution in favor of John
Yeaton,
.Joseph Hall and Andrew I. Chase, and will be
a* PaWic .afrefcion on
23d, A. I>.,
Monday,
July
lsbo, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at the Sheriffs office in the city of
Portland, in said County, aU tho
right in equity which ThmhaM Pennell, of Portland,
lias or had on the Kith
day of June, A. !>., 1866. at
five o clock and forty-five minutes m tlio
afternoon,
being the time of the seizure of the same on f-hla oxecution, to redeem the following described real estate,
situated in Portland, in the said County of Cumberland, to wil: A certain lot or-parcel of land, with tho
buildings thereon, situated on Winter street, and
bounded

May 33—00* l&eowSm_

And

?

as.

INSURANCE!

kJ

JIATURALIZERl ®
and perfected

LIFE

GOOD

SHERIFF’S SALE.

containing;

For

an

conveyed

8 01)
10 00

a

a
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tate.

—AND—

Exchange Street.

No. 32

A New Feature

wi----

THE

Prendergast

SALE.

BY

ss.

westerly

Thursday Evening, .Tune 28,1804*.

Burgess,

New Advertisements.

execution in favor of Francis A.
Leavitt, and will bo sold at public auction on
Monday, July S3, A. J>. 18GG, at 11 (/clock In the torclioon, ut tho SlterttTs office in the city of Portland in
said
County, all tho right in oquity which Thomas
Pennell, oi Portland, has, or had on the ICtli day of
June, A. I). 18GC, at five o’clock and fiJty minutes in
the afternoon, being the time of tho seizuro of the
same on tliis
execution, to redeem the following described real estate, situated in Portland, in tho said
County ot Cumberland, to wit: A certain lot or parcel of land, with the buildings thereon, situated on
Winter street, and bounded as iollows, viz: By a line
side ot said Winter street,
beginning on the
at the easterly corner of lot No. 95, which Prentiss
Mellon convoyed to Abel Grover January 21st, 1837,
by deed recorded in Book 155, page 560, thence northerly on said street thirty-seven and a half feet to the
centre of lot No. 95, thence southwesterly on a line
parallel with the southeasterly side liue of said lot
No. 95 Bcvcnty-tliree feet, thence on a line parallel with the said Winter street
thirty-seven and
a half foot, to said
southeasterly side liuo of said lot
No. 95, thence by the last mentioned lino
seventythree feet to said Winter street to the
place of beginning. The owners or occupant of that part of lot
No. 95, which is iu the rear of the
premises above
described, lias, by reservatiou of my grantor, a right
to use the passage way of ten foot ui width on the
southeasterly side of the lot therein conveyed, and
also to use the well near the westerly line of the
same, against which this deed is intended in convey
no right.
The above premises are the same conveyed^
by Joseph Stevens to Eliza Webber by deed dated
July 3i«t, 1849, recorded in Book 218, page 103, and
tho same
by Eliza Webber to Thomas C.
Webbor, l»y deed dated May 29,185«, recorded in Book
and
P»ge 257,
by Thomas C. Webber to Thomas
Pennell, deed dated September 12th, 1856, recorded
I n Book 274, page 270. The above described roal estate being subject to a mortgage to l>avid
Norton, ;
dated June 27th, 1845, recorded In Book 192, page 296,
on
whld^tlnwh is due five hundred dollars mid interest from J une 21th, 1865.
All tho above named deoils am)
mortgages are
hereby referred to lor a more particular description
or tire above described real estate.
GEO. W. PARKER, Sheriff.
^
Dated
at Portland, June 19th, A. D. 1866.
J unci 9(1 Il w3w25

SKtEZED

TUESDAY

PORTLAND,

The committee of conference on the order
to pay the Eon Ball Club $25 was
discharged
—they not being able to agree.
Petitions presented and referred—Ot Wm,
Curtis * ais., fortiie grading of Congress usd
West Commercial streets; of Joseph Johnson
& ais., for sewer in Spring street, from Brackett to Clark street.
Orders passed—To build sewers in Vangh.
an street, from Brackett to Pine street; on Inf
dia street from Congress to Middle street; en
State street from Danlorth to Spring street;
provided the abnttors guarantee one half the
expenses; authorizing the Committee on Firs
Department to bniid a first class reservoir on
the comer of Lincoln and Oxford streets, if
they deem the same expedient.
The ordinance relating to-etty weighing and
gauging, passed at the last meeting, came up,
refused a passage in the other Board. This
Board insisted upon its vote passing the same,
and proposed a committee of conference.
The Committee cm Salaries reported adverse
to increasing the salary of the City Marshal,
aud those of the Engineers of the steam fire
engines. They also asked to be discharged
Prom further service. The report was accepted, and the Board voted to discharge the committee.
IN CONVENTION.

Chairman and Lieut. Patterson
Secretary.—
Col. Brown made a re|>ort and
presented a
Constitution which was adopted.
Captain
Knight of the Star was then called upon for a
speech. He made a very modest one in which
he repudiafted all political movements in this
organization, for such was not the object of it,
and lie bad yet to leafn that any soldiers or
were influenced by any considerations

sailors
of a

political

nature in

getting up this

organ-

ization. He was followed by Dr. Gordon wbo
believed tile soldiers and sailor were too high

mingle with low politicians or be
by any such motives as usually govern
that class. Maj. Shannon of Saco, was called
upon and spok^in favor of forming this organization anti encouraged those engaged la
the entei prise to go ahead, for the people
would never forget those who had fought the
minded to

moved

battles of their country anil sustained theii’
Government in its darkest hours.
Col. Brown also addressed the meeting
a^H
spoke of the Constitution which had bee^®
proposed by the committee and presented fin’
their consideration and adoption. The Port-

land Band enlivened the occasion with their
On the whole the meeting

excellent music.

pleasant oue

was a

aud the affair

passed

to the satisfaction of all concerned.

gratulate

off

Wo con-

the soldiers and sailors ou their suc-

enterprise and trust this Union
long continue and be a source of pleasure
profit to those who have formed It and to
In this

cess

will
and

their children. The country owes our army
and navy a debt of gratitude which it will
not foil to pay. The world will yet. learu that

Kepublics
It

are

was

not

ungrateful.

announced

that the Constitution

would be found at the office of Patterson ix
Chudbourn, ready lor signatures alter to-day.

Editor:—Having been an eyerwitne>s
Saturday last, I have no hesitation in saying that Engineer Uogers (considering the difficulty of getting at the tire) managed and controlled it better than any Arc I
Mk.

to the tire on

have been to tor years.
this at the fire

a

Such management as
since of Byron

few years

Greenough’s store, aud the entire roof might
have been saved. Coolness and a good dispohigh qualifications for a good Chief
Engineer. His assistants are men of large experience hi fighting against this formidable
enemy, and worked with a will, and in union
sition aro

I would like to know the
of the two pipemcn of Engine No. a
(as I could not see them but hcaid the No.
called,) for better management with a pipe I
with their chief.
names

of their water

fancy playing

never saw—no

but all put iu just the right place. A. good
pipeunn is an important part of the Department
An Eye Witness.
Westbrook Town House.—The town of
Westbrook has recently made sale of Its old
Town

House, standing

on a cross

road in the

center of the town, and which has been used
for some fifteen years; and a purchase has
been made of the old

Universalist Meeting

A convention of the two branches was held
for the purpose of electing a City Solicitor in

House,

Oh the first ballot the whole r.umber of
roles thrown was 25, which were scattered as
fellows: Josiah II. Drummond, 9; M. M. Butler, 4; J. T. McCobb, 4; G. F. Shepley, 3; II.
P. Deane, 3; J. D. Fessenden, 1; J. C. Wood-

building for that use stood directly opposite
this ehurch, and the town moved from this
spot to the one hist occupied, and it is now willing to get bock to about the same situation.as
being on the whole the best on account of the
generally good condition of the main roads
leading to this central point.

place of Judge Fox, resigned.

man, 1. No choice.
On the second ballot Mr. Drummond received 14 votes; Mr. Butler, 4; Gen. Shepiey,
3; Mr. McCobb, 2, and Mr. Deane, 2. Mr.
Drummond having received a majority was
declared elected. The convention then sep-

for the purpose of

OF MAYOR AND

ALBEBMEN.

The Joint

Special Committee ou the petition
of Edwin Clements and others, for review
and amendment of Sec. 17, of the ordinance
regulating the fares of carriages, reported an
ordinance increasing the fares to 50 cents for a
single passenger conveyed to any part of the
city between the hours of 6 o’clock A. M., and
11 o’clock P. M.; and 75 cents from 11 o’clock

P. M,, to 6 o’clock A. M. The ordinance came
having passed in the other Board to be en-

up,

grossed. The Board refused it
Adjourned.

a

vote ot 3 to 4.

passage

by

a

A Habd Customer—We are informed
that a man in Gorhain, to whom a shoemaker
was indebted, went into the shop of the latter
last week and “thrashed” the shoemaker and
his journeyman. He was taken before a trial
justice and fined $10 and costs. Being unable
to pay, he was delivered to an officer to be

brought

jail. The officer, taking
him, started from Gorham
prisoner. Before they got to Saccar-

to Portland

sir-assistant with

with the

appa the lellow stole the papers from the officer.
The latter supposing, he had dropped
them

the

road, told

his assistant and the
out of the wagon, while he returned to find his papers. This was done, but
on

prisoner to get

alter the officer was out of

coolly told the
any longer, and

sight

prisoner
not stop

the

assistant he shonid
then

jumped

over a

fence and

made his escape.

Ocean House.—This delightful home of
pleasure travel and seekers after fresh air and
good health, has been swept and garnished
and is now ready for the reception of company. We need not say to those who have visited this locality how pleasant and healthful it

is to dwell there during the warm season.—
No place on.our coast is more romantic and
The proprietors of the Ocean
delighttul.
House know how to keep it.
From what we
hear we judge there will be quite a rush to this
house this season, hut poor, hard working editors must stay at home and delve while others

faring sumptuously every day at the
table, aud inhaling health and
strength hum tho breezes of the deep bine
sex
We envy them, that’s all!
are

Oceau House

A New Feature in Nike Assurance.—

We would call attention to the advertisement

Co., of Harfiord,
Conn., of which Messrs. John E. Dow & Son,
of this city, arc agents. The Company lias
adopted a new and admirable feature—a system of insuring against death from disease ns
well as accident, while the regular weekly
compensation is allowed, thus combining a
life policy and a policy against acciden ts. The
advantages of this must be evident to every
one; and as the Company is one ot the reliaof the TravcHcre’ Insurance

ble and sonnd ones of New England, the insured may feel perfectly safe in their policies.
The present, assets of the Company are upwards of $700,000, and the stock has been sold
at an advance of 180 per cent,
State

Convention.

On the Portland & Kennebec Railroad a
train will start from Gardiner Thursday mornto connect at Kendalls Mills with the train

ing,

that leaves that morning for Bangor. There
will be a train over this road from Kendall’s

Mills to Portland Thursday night, leaving the
former place immediately upon the arrival of
the train from Bangor.
—--a $50 note of
dated June 15th,
7 3-ioth denomination,
with the coupons
ltkio, payable in three years,
cutoff, and which had been passed as a regular $50 U. S. hill. This is small business be-

C

vution.—We saw yesterday

sides being very

mean.

a

Brighton Corner,

Town House.

A former

ITEMS OP STATE NEWS.

arated.

nr BOARD

at what is known as

—We learn from the Rockland Democrat that
Mr. John Johnson of Jefferson, and another
man, while engaged in blasting a large stone in
the highway, were injured by the premature

discharge of

the powder which they had carelessly scattered on the rock. They were thrown
nearly twenty feet. Mr. Johnson will lose a
part of his hand by the accident, besides receiving some other injuries; the other individual had his eyes seriously injured.
—Ou Saturday the authorities of the town
of Brewer made a raid upon the liquor dealers
and seized packages at three different places.
—The Houltou Tinns.says a son of Mr. Levi
Betts of tbaLtown, while at work in the carding machine of Mr. Win. Ksty, ou Wednesday
was caught by the arm in the picker, and
before he could be extricated, the'left arm was
completely crushed, and the flesh almost en-

last,

tirely stripped from the >-liuulde>to the wrist
His head was also badly fractured. Little bojie
is entertained of his recovery. Amputation
was

performed.

—John "Wilson, charged with burning Mr.
Miller’s ham in Durham several years since,
was arrested in Dnrhnm last
Friday, and takeu
to Auburn jail. On Saturday another fellow
was

arrested.

The New Hampshire Senatohship.—
The nomination ot Hon. James W. Patterson
to succeed Mr. Clark in the United States
Senate, may be regarded as equivalent to
an election.
Mr. Patterson is in the prime ot
early manhood, having been bom in Hcuniker, N. H., in 1823. He worked his own way
through hi3 preparatory studies and his collegiate course, and graduated with high honors
ne was three
at Dartmouth College in 1848.
years engaged in teaching In Woodstock, Conu,
and one year

thereafter, 1851,

was

a

tutor at

Dartmouth. In 1854 he was appointed Prolessor of Mathematics in the same institution,
and, on the death of the lamented Professor
Young, he succeeded to the chair of Astronono subsequently remy and Meteorology,
ceived the Appointment of School Commissioner for Glutton County, and his efficient
and

discriminating

course

in

discharge

of the

duties incident to that trust gave an elevated
tone to public seutimeut on tlie subject of education in that county. He was also one year
a member of the House of Representatives
In the spring of 1863, Mr.
from Hanover.

Patterson was elected a member of Congress
from the Third District, and re-elected in
1865. His present term in the lowur branch
of Congress will expire on the 4th March,
1867. He will then, if his life is spared, enter
upon the discharge of the duties of the morn
exalted position to which he has just been elected. it is not too much to predict that his
past public career is an earnest of the faitlilulms; and unswerving devotion to right principles he will bring to the discharge of the duties of his new position.

Libei. Spit Impeded.—Secretary Stanton
has blocked the libei suit brought by Francis
McGhan against Lewis Clephane, who wrote
that McGhan was a
to the War Department

McClellan

man

and should bo

deprived ot

gov-

ernment patronage, which he consequently

lost.
Stanton refuses to produce the original letter, taking the ground that officiid communications to heads of departments ure privileged eoinrauniAtions, and cannot be made ’a
foundation for libel. It appears that the question in relation to the letter, has been submitted by Mr. Stanton to the Attorney-General,
whose decision was as follows:
“Letters on file with the heads of departments are privileged communications, unless
has been authorized. No
their
copies should be taken at private request, and
the production of the originals cannot be compiled in a suit betwixt individuals. It has
been ndel that such communications cannot
lie made the foundation of an action tor fibel.
Then, I think, the head of a department is
bound not to produce a paper on tile in his
office. Such a letter as you desei ibe is a pri v iJ. Speed.
leged

publication

communication.

“At tomoy-Geueral.”

—The warlike nows from Europe has excited
surprise at the foreign legations in Washington, as the diplomatists have for some time

no

The P. S. & P. Railroad will carry delegates
Bangor Convention, over the road by past regarded
I itable,
regular train at two-thirds regular fare.
to the

a

general European war

as

inev->

Yesterday, the Conference was not only a
settled, but a hope ful if not assuring tact. England in an agony of terror, and such a money
panic as she has not often experienced emploied the Emperor of the French to johrwith
His reply to Lord
her in an effort for peace.
Cowley is said to have been:

DAILY PRESS,
PORTLAND-

Tuesday

‘‘In the years of 1850 and 1864 England opmy proposals in reference to the settlement of the Venetian and Schleswig Holstein
questions. Now England wants peace. I also desire peace, but as the most favorable opportunities have been frittered away, and as
the con Hieting interests have been permitted
to reach a point at which they must clash, I

Morning, June 19, 1866.

posed

To Correspondents.
accomNo communication will bo published, unless
thh writer. fte
panied by the name and atltlressol"
communicacannot undertake to return rejected

can

tions.

events

Union State Convention.

This

The Union voters ol Maine are requested to send
Is, held at Bangor on
delegates to a Convention to
Thursday, Jane 2Ut, at 11 o'cloek, A. M., for the purcandidate tor Governor, and
pose ot nominating a
transacting any other business that may pro|>erly
before the Convention.
The basis ot representation will he as follows: Each
one delcity, town and plantation will 1h> entitled tosevcnt.vegate, and an additional delegate tor every
llve votes cast lor Samuel Cony at the Gubernatorial
votes will bo enelection ot 1804. A fraction or

come

titled to an

torty
additional delegate.
.TVMES G. BLAINE,
JAMES M. STONE,
is. A. EObTr-R,
E. G. UARI.OW,
LEE STRICKLAND,
H. B.

PRESCOTT,

.JOSIAH MEBROW,
Union State
ss MARBLE,
u
m
f Committee.
sl»'<>N’t<'N.
ELIAS MILLIKEN,
JAMES WEIGHT,
E. J. HALE,
,s« uTTi,"T
ES,
EUGENE HALE,
tV. A>we.
uski
EBEN WOODBUEY,
May 1, 1806.

First District.
The Union voters of the First Congressional Di»triet, of Maine,—comprising York anil Cumberlnml
Counties—are
hereby invite and requested to send
^
to be held at the Town
^^jielegaten to a Convention
Hhall, in Saco, at 11 o'clock, A. M., on Tuesday,
Bnm ‘Mith, I860, lor the purpose of nominating a can^^dldate tor Representative to Congress, and transacting any other business that may properly come belorc the Convention,
The basis of representation will be as follows: Each
City and Town wlR be entitled to one Delegate, and
one Delegate additional lor every seventy-five vote*
cast for Samuel Cony at the Gubernatorial Election
of 1864. A fraction of forty votes will beentitlod to an
additional Delegate.
The Committee will be in session at the Hall above
Indicated at 10 o’clock, A. M., to receive Credentials.
The apportionment of Delegates to the Several Cities
and Towns in tbe District is as follows:
YORK COUNTY.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
_

3
3
4
10

3 Acton
8 Alfred
7 Berwick
6 Biddeford
2 Buxton
3 Cornish
4 Dayton
8 Elliot
6 Hollis
3 Kennebunk
3 Keunebunkport
3 Kittery
3 Lebanon
4 Limerick
3 Llmington
3 Lyman
28 Newfield
3 North Berwick
2 Parsonsficid
3 Saco
2 Shapleigli
4 Sanuford
8 South Berwick
6 Waterboro*
4 Wells

Casco

Cumberland
Falmouth
Freeport
Gorham

Gray
Harpswell
Harrison

Naples
New Gloucester
North Yarmouth
Otistleld
Portland
Pownal

Raymond
Scarborough
Scbago

Staudish
Westbrook
Windham

Yarmouth

<!
3
2
4
3

3
3
3
3
3
4
10
3
4
4
3
5
5

.-York
134
114

114

Whole No. Delegates 248
M. A. Blanohabd, Portland,
S. A. Holbrook, Freeport.
Geo. Libby, Westbrook,
Gbo. H. Knowlton, Alfred,

Edwin B. Smith, Saco,

|

(

Union
ni.rriet
lscr c

( Committee.

)

Wentwobth, Kittery, j
4,18(16.

Johv
June

j

Information Wanted.

It is difficult to discover, whether the Arg is
chiefly exercised by the report of the Committee of Fifteen, or by the New York Tribune’s comments upon that report. In au article purporting to be a review of the report,
our neighbor cuts right and left from the report and the Tribune, with great impartiality.
meng other extracts from the Tribune, here
is

ODe:

The report assumes as beyond dispute that
the people of the Rebel States had in fact
withdrawn from the Union and made themselves subjects of another government.

»

Well, does the Argus intend to deny that
“the people of the rebel States” had erected,
a de facto government other than that of the
United States? That cannot be denied; noli.>dy can deny it. Yet the Argus styles this
admission of a historical fact, a “conceding of
the right of Secession.” We would be glad to
see the steps by which the Argus passes from
a premise which nobody will dispute to such
au astonishing conclusion.
Here is another passage cited by the Aryus
—from the report, this one:
The question before Congress is then whether conquered enemies have the right and shall
be permitted, at their own-pleasure, and upon
their own terms, to participate in making laws
for the conquerors.
To this tho Argus replies, “Neither the

President

any supporter of his policy ever
advocated or even proposed such a course.”—
nor

Committee is wrong, will the Argus
as to inform ns, at whose pleasure aud upon whose terms Mr. Johnson and
his backers propose to restore their law-mak-

If the
be so

obliging

ing privileges to

the

conquered

rebels?

Death of Professor Rogers.
It is with much regret that we announce the
death at Glasgow, Scotland, on the 29th of May

last, of Henry Darwin Rogers, formerly professor of physical sciences in Dickinson College, Carlsle, Pa., afterwards professor of geology in the University of Pennsylvania, and
since 1857, regius professor of geology and
natural history in the University of Glasgow
The Boston Advertiser thus refers to Profes-

Rogers and his works:
Many years of faithful and intelligent industry were devoted by him to a geological survey of the State of Pennsylvania, and his final report on the geology of that State, in two
large quarto volumes, with numerous drawings
and illustrations, and an atlas of geological
maps, is recognized as a work of great thoroughness and originality, especially in the departments of structural and dynamic geology.
At an earlier period of his life he published
a report on the geology of New Jersey, with a
geological map. He contributed many important papers on geology and other departments
of science, to the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, the Boston Society
of Natural History, the American Association
of Science, the British Association of Science,
the Philadelphia Academy of Science, the
American Journal of Science, and the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, of which
sor

last he

was one

of the

editors.

•Professor

had uncommon powers as an expositor of science and a public lecturer upon scientific subjects. His style, written and spoken, was singularly clear and gracelul, his language was easy and llowing, his power .of illustration was remarkable, and his manner

Rogers

earnest, prepossessing and scholarly. For
years previous to his appointment as professor in Glasgow he lived in
Boston, and
mare. numer°us and warm friends by liis
amiable manners and
and
instructive
pleasing
conversation. His range of
reading had been
quite extensive, and there were few subjects
discussed among cultivated persons in which
he was not qualified to take an intelligent
part. He had been for many years in delicate
health. He spent the last winter, with his
family, here in Boston, and his Wends noticed
with pain the changes, which illness more
than time, had produced in his countenance
and person, but they did not anticipate that
the time of his departure was so near at har d
Dying in a foreign land, away from his kindied, it is a consolation to reflect that his last
hours were watched over and soothed by affectionate care, and that his death called forth
the strongest testimonials of regard and sorsome

row, and

was

mourned

as

a

loss to science not

easily repaired.
Wab Prospects in Europe.—The London correspondent of the New York Times
writes to thaf paper under date of June 2, as
follows:
All this week the world has been delighted
with the prospects of peace. Stocks have

gone up again, and banks stopped bursting.—
The Conference was about to meet, and everything would be settled to everybody’s satisfaction, in the most agreeable manner. But a
dark cloud has come over the prospect. All
parties accept the. Conference, but with conditions which make it impossible to act, or
even, to discuss any plan of action.
Italy demands Venetia, and will take nothing less—
It is a question of life
can take nothing less.
and death. Venetia, war or revolution. Austria accepts the Conferenc?, provided that no
Power gains territory, and Hie cession of Venetia she will not have mooted.
This is the
latest report, and most probable. In respect
to the Elbe Duchies, also, she has takeu an
important step by the cession of Holstein to
the German Confederation. Prussia is, probably, less resolute, but goes on with her preparations for war aud may be too stubborn to

yield.

of a
word

^

responsibdny

of

^

probably in substance the answer
who in just four days can give the

was

man

arant 1 to six hundred thousand solbut
diers, who are not only ready to march,
One hundred
are marching daily for practice.
thousand of them are at the Camp of Chalons
en

day by day for practice
1 wish some one would explain to

me

why

while the Bank of England is charging 10 per
for money, the Bank of France has not
advanced her rate above 4 per cent, and who
while gold has flowed out ot the former £462,000 last week, it has increased in the latter to
the extent of £880,000.
Is it the 600,000 solThe English have
diers?
Or is it guns?
•tried thirty-five rifled guns, and every one
has failed. They have not a single gun that can
be trusted.
This is a nice state of things in
the face of a great European war, which many
people persist in believing inevitable. Only
England would not fight if she had all the guns
in (lie universe. Think of victor Hugo investcent,

ing all liis money in an English bank anil
losin" it., when it would have been quite safe

Union Congressional ‘Convention-

Baldwin
Bridgton
Brunswick
Cape Elizabeth

longer

no

___

assume the

in a French one I
The Conference is accepted, however, and
will meet in a few days—if possible next week,
for every one is hi a terrible hurry. Italy cannot wait; still she sends Geu. la Marmora as a
pledge that she will not begin to fight until
the conference has hail an opportunity to pre-

should have sent
Garibaldi as well. Dumas writes that it the
Italians are not allowed to attack Austria they
well fall to fighting among themselves. War
vent the

or

necessity.

Involution.

the South of

They

The reactionary elements in
are also giving serious apBut the spirit of all Central and

Italy

prehensions.
Northern Italy seems to be in the highest degree belligerent.
The Kiug called for twenty thousand volunteers, and can hardly keep back a hundred
thousand.
Italy is impatient of delay. Besides, it costs three or four miiions of dollars
a week.
Italy goes into the Conference with

Washington, June 19,1986.
To

the Editor of the Pre»»:

To continue the sketch of the Fenian movement from the

poiut where I

left it

yesterday

Me. Editob:—You tfill notice by the “Old
Farmer’s Almanac” that it says full sea such an
hour and minute in Boston, but doen’st
designate any particular place. In your paper I notice only a lew minutes (say three minutes)
difference in time. Now I think this calculation is wrong, and as there has been considerable controvei'sy on this point, we would like
to hear tbe opinion of some of our old pilots
about the difference in lime between Boston
and Portland, at a particular point, ot high

tide.

Nautical.

unable to see how any pilot, however skillftil, eould answer the question proposed
by “Nautical,” unless he could be in two places
We

are

at once and note the time of high water simultaneously, both in Boston and Portland. On
referring however to the last Coast Survey re-

port, we find that the average time after the
moon’s southing to the next full sea is 11
hours and 27 minutes iu Boston, and 11 hours
Eind 25 minutes in Portland. These results,
is we understand, are obtained from very careFul observations, which have been continued
iu Boston for a number of years. The report
state that the ooservations have been made
in Boston harbor, near the entrance to the
Iry dock in the Charlestown navy yard. The
observations in Portland harbor were made
80Ine years ago, wc understand, on Atlantic
wharf. As the time of the moon’s southing
on

any given day in Portland and Boston,
would not
sensibly differ, it will be seen that
tbe Portland tides will
on an average bo about
two minutes earlier than
tbe Boston tides.
Ko
Let

us

have no

Skulking.

skulking, hvnocritical

sub-

terfuges in our relations w* h
wwera
and equally let us have
none
(airs. Honesty is the l>ost
I
best
l^'ey.-An/us,
June 15, I860:

Em
hSS

Honest

Iago! When

did you commence to
reform ? \ ou have been
“skulking” for the
last five years,-siding with
and giving aid
and comfort to the
rebels, &c. Now you
think honesty is the best

crite !

policy. Oh, hypox

—M. Duchartre, a French
chemist, who has
investigated the rate of growth in plants by
and
night, considers that the greatest inlay
sreaso in length takes
place at night.
His
measurements have been made on the
vine, the
(ladiolns, the strawberry, the hop and other

plants,

SPECIAL

Important andhovel feature will bo discovered
In Mine. Fog’s Corset Skirt Supporter. Jt overeomf e
difficulties hithertoinsurmountable, which is pleasing to the ladies. Dry goods and tancy stores have
An

O’Mahony
The great falling off

waiting party.—

of the contributions to

the treasury at Union Square, at length bcgan to alarm the,leaders of the legitimate or-

ganization and some of them determined to
lank the Roberts and Sweeny party by organizing another party of action. Col. O’Mahony, aided by Mr. William Griffin, the Treasurer, for a time resisted ail their attempts and
remained true to the idea that Ireland, and
must be the battle-field.

Ireland

Gener-

al

in the Provinces, and did more real harm to
the United States than to the Canadians. If
the leaders of this movement, from Roberts to

Killian, were not acting in conjunction with
Confederationists, they were playing its
game, and their poor ignorant followers, who
gave their money and risked their lives, were
most egregiously cheated by promises which
no sensible man would rely upon, and by the
expression of sanguine hopes which never
the

had the shadow of

a

foundation.

C. C.

Trichina:.—Lovers of pork must be a good
deal puzzled. Dr. Reed, of Baltimore, says
the eating of pork Las nothing whatever to
do with the disease known as trichiniasis:

They do not inhabit the muscle of the hog
more than that of any other animal, or of man
himself. I defy any one to prove by the record of the last 35 years that a solitary deatli
has been caused beyond doubt by the presence
of trichimc. I assert that the charges made

against these

innocent worms are without the

shadow of a foundation in fact, and wonid advise the community, if they desire to eat pork,

to do so.

American Scientific Association.—I1
is gratifying to learn that measures are in
progress to revive the meetings of the American Association for the advancement of Science after a suspension of its operations for
nearly six years. An invitation has been tendered to the Association by the citizens of Buffalo, to make that city the place of bolding
the first meeting after the revival, and this invitation has been accepted, in behalf of the
Association by its President, Dr. P. A P. Barnard of Columbia College. When the time of
meeting shall have been positively determined
circular notices will be issued to the members.
Arctic Explorations.—A polar expedition sustained by Prussia and Austria in concert was to leave for the North this spring,
going first to Spitzbergen, and making Ham
merfest, the bay of which never freezes, its
base ofoperations. On Spitzbergen it proposes to
explore the coal beds noticed by the
Dutch a century ago. It will also try to resolve the question of the
open Polar sea.
—General

Wigfall,

confederate Senator
from Texas, lias turned
up in London, and is
about starting out to lecture ou the negro, beginning in the jungles of Africa and concluding with a reviow of his present position in

America,

ex

member ol Congress.
The
will be as follows:—Each city,
town and plantation shall bo entitled to one
delegate.
An additional delegate lor the first
fifty votes cast
ior the Union candidate for Governor in 1864, and an
additional delegate for each additional one hundred
votes cast for said candidate. A
majority fraction of
one hundred will entitle to an additional delegate.
L. N. PRESCOTT,
|
T
Dlatrict
SYLVESTER

OAKES,

June

ULCERS, CANCERS, SYTHILIS, SALT RHEUM,
and it has been usod with astonishing success in
cases or Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Consumption, Female Complaints, Heart, Liver and Kidney Diseases,

&c.

will be sent fbee to any one sending
their adtiresH. Price $1 a bottle, or 8 for $5.
Prepared by Dr. H. ANDERS, Physicians and
Chemists. For sale by
SETH W. FOWLE * SON, 18 Tremont Street,
Boston, and by all Druggists.
Circulars

’68— SNeodiyrfcs&weow

SYHU?!

BICKNGLL’S

DR.

THE

GHEAT

REMEDY,

CHOLERA

Also, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus, Sommer Complaint,Pain or Cramp in Stomacb or Bowels,
Sick or Sour Stomocb, Painter’s Colic, &c., and is
warranted to cube or no pay. Is purely vegetable,
without a particle oi opiate or narcotic. Highly aromatic, very pleasant to the taste, mild, bntsurcin its
effects, warms and strengthens the system, acts like
a charm, affording almost Immediate relief, and a
taste ot the article will satisfy the most Incredulous
Sold by all dealers in medicine.—
of these (acts.
send lor circular and try it. Prepared only by EDGEO. C.
WARD SUTTON, Providence H. I.
GOODWIN & CO., of Bost.u General Agents. II.
junoiieodAwfimsN
U. HAY, of Portland.
Notice.
MU. F. TRACY will visit the" towns in Cumberland County for the purpose of receiving subscripiihns, and collecting arrearages for the Daily Press
june5d&w3w
and Maine State Press.
AN INVALUABLE SPRING MEDICINE.

Dr. J. W. Poland's Humor Doctor.
This excellent medicinal compound was first prepared by Dr. P, in 1847. and was then employed with
great success in expelling humors from the blood;
bnt in 1848, a medical friend, who was quite celebrated as a physician, especially ifi the treatment of humors, suggested some important improvements,
which wero adopted, and which have made it (so the
people say) the very t csfciemedy ibr all kinds of huknown to “the faculty.” This preparation is
composed wholly of vegetables, among wliich are
Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine,
Mandrake, Senna, and Blooaroot. Suffice it to say.a

mors

the “Doctor” is used in hundreds of families as
general uledicino. Unlike many other popular remedies, it is very grateful to the taste. Large size bottles 75 cents. Prepared at the New England Botanic Depot, Boston.
ap22— 3m

A Card.
liavo returned from New York and shall remain
in Portland until September. This will be my last
visit to the “Forest City” for several years as I return
I

to New York in September to remain until next May.
I then go to Europe. It is needless for me to inform
you what lean do lor old chronic compi Tints that have
ever baffled all other modes of treatment.
All secking my aid should do so immediately as my stay in
Portland is unavoidably short. Those who are not
able to pay for treatment will be treated free
every
Friday afternoon. My treatment Is original with myself and unlike any other now hi use, which I will
demonstrate to any intelligent person. Personal reference to hundreds of
my former patients. Office in
Tolman Place, a few steps from Congress street, just
above Casco Street.
Office Hours from 9 A. M. to 6
1’. M.
Dr. HAKVKY.
Portland May 2Gtli, 18GG.
SNd&wtf

Ladies

ITCH! ITCH! ITCH I
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch 1
Ointment

Will Cure llic flc-li in Forty-Eight Honrs*
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the Shin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 00 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 1Y0 Washington SL, Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free ot postage, to any part ot the
United States.
"

UCt25,ISG5.—Sn d«wljr

....

:--

YOUR OWN SOARS

MAKE

©sing

and

By Saving

your

Waste

GREASE,
Buy

one

Penn’a Salt

Box of the

Manufacturing

Co.'s

SAPONIFIERi
(Patents of 1st and 8th Feb. 1859.)

CONCENTRATED

EVE!

POUNDS ol excellent Hard Soap,
or 25 GALLONS of tlie very best Soft Soap, for only
about 35 Cento. Direction! on each box. For Bale at
It will make 10

all

mh28d6m92t

Drug and Grocery Stores.

TY PESI

TIN

LOOK ! t

LOOK !

25 Tin-Type, for 50 cents.
25 Gena Ambrotypes, 50 cents.
-AT

THE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
United States of America, I
District qf Maine, ss.
J
to Monitions from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, Judge of tho United StateB District Court
within and for the District of Maine, I
give
public notice that the following Libels and Informations have been filed in said Court, viz:
An Information against EIGHT HUNDRED
GROSS OF FRICTION MATCHES, seizod by tho
Collector of Internal Revenue for the Third District
of Maine, on the fifth day of March last past, at
Waterville, in said District.
An Information against ONE THOUSAND GALLONS OF ALCOHOL, seized by the Collector of the
District of Passamaquoddy, on the sixteenth day of
March last past, at Eastport, in said District.
A Ltbel against THE SCHOONER BARNARD,
her tackle, apparel and furniture, and Forty hogsheads of Salt, seized by the Collector of tho District
of Frenchman’s Bay, on the thirteenth day of March
last past, at Trenton, in said District.
A Libel against THE BRIG J POLLEDO, her
tackle, apparel and furniture, seized by the Collector
of the District of Portland and Falmouth, on the
nineteenth day of April last past, at Portland, in
said District.
A Libel against THE BRIG SARAH BERNICE,
her tackle, apparel and furniture, seized by the Collector of the District orPassamaquoddy, on the fourteenth day of April last past, at Macliiasport, in said

PURSUANT

hereby

District.

JOBBERS

Ol"

ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

OF

54 & 50 Middle St.,
J. C. Stevens, )
M. E. llaskcll,
A. E. Chase.

}
)

over Woodman,

True & Co’s,

PORTLAND.

apl78N3m

I3P*A11 the worst forms of Rheumatism are being
daily cured by Metcalfe’s Great Rheumatic
Remedy. This wondcrftil medicine never fobs, and
thousands who have suffered excruciating agony tor
years are instantly relieved and soon cured by a few
Juiiel28Ndlm

doses.

Poland’s Magic Powders*
Remedy for all Bilious Affections.

The

They
Headache, Constipation, Pimples,Blotches, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness, Heartburn.
Palpitation, and other disagreeable complaintsarising

Sale

of

per
Part of Township No. 2. R. 8, W. B. K. P.,
at the minimum of $1,000 for the tract,
North part of No. 1, R. 6, W. B. K. P.
10,5 H) acres,
Remainder South half 3, R, 4,
do.,

kinds of

and

a disordered liver.
H. HAY, Agent for Portland; F. W. A. Rankin,
Jr., Lewiston, Agent for Maine.
mayl8d2mSN
gSTMflfty Cents per package.

H.

CHOLERA !
CHOLERA 1
Prof. Bouve’s
Atmospheric Purifier.
This article hasbccn^xtensively used os a Deodorizing Agent by the Governments of Egypt, Turkey,
and France, during the late Cholera epidemic, and is
the most perfect disinfectant extant. It effectually
destroys all noxious gases and effluvia arising from
decaying animal or vegetable matter, and for purifying Hospitals, Vaults, Drains, Cess-pools, &c.t can

news

qf

For sale by all‘Druggists. WEEKS & POTTER,
170 Washington street, Boston, General Agents.

May

9—SN(12m.

PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS area sure remedy for Liver Com plaints in
all its forms, Humors of the Blood and Sain, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice,
Headache anil Bilious Diseases, General Debility,&c.
They cleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore Uie appetite, purify the blood, strengthen the
body and thoroughly prepare it,to resist diseases ot
ail kinds.
GEORGE C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by
all Druggists.
juneldlmsN
DTI.

Colgate's

Aromatic Vegetable

gists.

felO’GGsudly

OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure tor Deafness, Discharge from the Ear, ami Noises in the
Head.
This wonderful Vegetable Extract has l»eon the
means of restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
after trying everything and everybody, had given up
oping ever to bear a Tain.
It oppcratcH like a charm upon offensive discharges trom the EAR, no matter what may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence

by magic.

Price, $2.00 n Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb 21—SNd&wly

ATWELL,
ADV E RTISING AG ENT,
FOX BLOCK, No, 1 Up Staibs,
w.

92 Exchange Street, Portland.
Advertlsemenis received tor all papers in
may8’66sNdtl
Maine, and throughout the country
8^r“Job work of every description neallyexecuted at the Press Otflce.

French, English, German and American

Fancy Goodw,

FURNACES, RANGES,
Cooking,
And

Office and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS

HEAVY

OF

S. P. BROWN &

IRON.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.
Agents in Portland for the Celebrated.

Orders from the Country
Job Work done to order.

ed.

Commission

respectfully solicituugOdti

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Pomps

and Water

180 FOJtE

Closets,

ST.,

attention paid to the sale ot
iy Particular
(
"Rinberlasd Coai, Lumber, Granite,
Lime, Cement, slate, Bricks.9 Hay, Potatoes, Corn,
Oats, &c., &c.
Mercantile Collections made in this
City, and
our corienpondence
in all parts of tlie
through
United States, Highest Kates of
obtained
Fr
eights
for

30*

15;

40

93,

30

Bowls, Brass 1 Silver Plated Cocks.
T7WERY description of Water Fixtures lor DwelAJ ling Houses. Hotels, Public buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged and set up in the bent manner, and all
orders in town or country
faithfully executed. Ail
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. CoustantP,PKS>SHEET LEAD and BEKK
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprddtf

Tyler, Lamb

30

Co.,

&

MANUFACTURERS,
60
50

Land Agent,

WHOLESALE DEALKB8 HI

AND

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

Patent Bronze Metal Sheathing!

Brown, Late Navy Agent.

JAMES O’DONNELL,
NOTARY PUBLIC

COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS
—FOR THK—

New

England, Wester? and Southern 8*ate».
DeliU

reliable

•P27

Bedford Copper Co.

Paper

IN

1

mPORTLAND. Me,

PORTLAND, MR.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompty attended to. Orders irom out oi town solicited.
BRADBURY & SWEAT,

and GonnseUors at

Oflice

&c.

Apron., and Under-Clothing.

Talmas

and

tr FUNERAL DESIGNS, BOQUETS, OUT
FLOWERS, &c., furnished to order.
-juneftd4w

NEW

Importer, and Jobbert qt

Goods
A read®

and

IS

Woolens,

Free

Street*

DAVIS,

F.

_E.

selection of Spring and Summer

ME.

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00.,

J>ry

SAMUEL FI1KEMA.V,
»EO. L. KIMBALL.
Kf Wo pay Cash for every thing we buy.
JelCtf

R

JB

MOYA L.

DRESS

changed

comprising
CAMBRICS,
LAWNS,
MUSLINS,

Hair Naturalizcr, which in less tlian three weeks
our hair from white to its original dolor.—
And in sympathy to ]>ersons who have beenhumbugod and afiiictod like ourself, we would recommend
them to try Horace H. Johnson, No. 80 Middle
Street, and we warrant they will be satisfied with

DENTIST,

RRMOVED

HAS

TO

HIS

NEW OFFICE 13 1-2 FREE «T.
Office hours from 11 i o’clock A.’M. to 1 P. &•!., and
P. M.

3 to 1

Gf Special attention given to tho Dir ease s ami
wldch the morninj:hour will

Operations qfthe Eye, to
exclusively devoted.

be

June4d&wtl

C KIMBALL,'
^DR.JJeiitist,
NO. 1351-2 MIDDLE

STREET,

ME.

tF" All work done in the l»ost manner, and wurr*11**1funeifcodti

Copartnership

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the firm of

THE

BURTON, THOMliS

“The Naturalizer.”

H.

june7dti

PORTLAND, MB

CHAPMAN.

nOVtmdtf

A.

DAVIS

&

A. M. 1
R. c. T

....

April 30,13116,

Lafayette St., iMunJoy.)

Notice.
undersigned hereby give notice that a portion
ot the cobwork at the southerly end of Vaughan’s
Bridge will be remove!, on Monday the 16th instant,
for the purpose of filling in and making solid the
southerly end of said bridge, and all pert>ons in travelling over the same will do so at their own risk until

THE

further notice.

J. M.

MOHAIRS,
BRILLIANTS,
taffetas.
A lull variety ot
MOURNING GOODS I
Also a good line of single and donble width Cloths
lor Ladles* Sacques; Woolens for Men and
Boy*s
wear;

ROBINSON,

BroadclotbBand Doeskins.

GEO. F. HENLEY,

H. S. JACKSON,
Selectmen of Cape Elizabeth.

Cape Elizabeth, April 13,1866.

apl4tf

129 Middle Street.
may8tf.:

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

Native.
copartnership

a

Portland, May 3, 1865.

J. B. BROWN 6c SONS.
mayStf

The Latest thing out—Except the
Police!
JAQUE’S

Button

Serg

EUREKA

Wldgery’B Whurt,

easiest, prettiest, and most durable Boot
put into the market. For sale at

ever

K. T. MERRILL Si CO’S.

May 23—dtl

89

Ocean

Mlddio Street.

House,

RE-OPENED.

|

SATURDAY, JUNE 9,
And continue for the Season, except Sundays, when
it will be clow d to all transient company.
CHAMBERLIN, HILL & CO.,

Proprietors.
j une8d2m

DEPEW & POTTER,
No.

ii

CORSETS,

Broad Street,

NEW YORK.
Solicit accounts from Banks, Bankers, and others.
Interest allowed on deposits subject to sight draft
All kinds of Securities bought and sold for the usual
commission. Special attention given to Govern-

CHAIRS!
LADIES’

Folding Carpet
Chairs,

Canvas and Carpet Stools,
Suitable for Pic-nic and other uses, and very desirable for deck use on steamers, Ac.
Walnut and Oak Library Steps, and Butlers
Voider and Stand.

MRS. COLBY

AMMUNITION, tat, Rifle*, Revolvers, Ebbing Tackle anil Spoiting
Good*. Assorted sites ol Stencil Al-

THURSDAY, May 31at,
at her Rooms,
No. 41-2 Free Street Block,
a choice selection of Summer Bonnets, including the
PAMELA, PRINCESS, LAMBALLK,
and all the late French stylos, to which your attention
is respectfully solicited.
maySOdtf

SUGAR.
1 HO BOXES GROCERY SUGAR, now landIvJU in* ftom Brig M. A. BEERY, Rom M*ta»zas, for sale by
H.

I.

ROBINSON,

June 1—isdlmNo. 1 Portland Pier.

Board.
or four single gentlemen can
dated with board and pleasant

THREE

Cumberland Street,

XT IP

353 Congress Street.

June 13—ttfw*

and Counsellor at

Office over the Foit Office, 3d

Law,

*•. 10S MUldle Street.

PORTLAND,

SHEPLEY &

CAN
Oct

Se

25—dtl_SAMUEL

Advances Made.
AL undersigned
TUU

preparwl

are
to make LIBERADVANCES on goods in transit, in store,
or
Also ou vessels or
other

any

OHUROHILL, BROWNS & HANSON.

Jan 19—dtl

Will be in this city for

MAINE.

J. & C. J.

Deorin^,

Successor! to G. L. Storer
jobbers or

8TBOUT.

Co.,

f Co

Furnishing Goods !

BARBfiuK~
a

ol

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agent* for EMPIBK SEWING MACHINES

Shoes,

And oiler at Retail
Men’s Plain Calf Baals and shoe.
Paten.
Canvass Bulmara’.o,
,MC" 1 °"-rr*«
R *»•.«Children « Cloth and Goal
Uuloaoruf
rff 'Men’s Buckskin Congress
Boots,
Together with a large assortment of all kgoods usu'iUv
umuiy
found in a Boot audShoe Store.
Also, Oak and Hemlock Leather BELTS. I.neo
Leather, Rubber Goods, HenmPacking, &c.
8 Excha,IB° street,
Portland, Me.
June 8—d2m"
••

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.
Augusta, Jane 8, J86C.
An adjourned session of the Executive Council w dl
be held at tho Council Chamlicr, in
Augnstta, on
Monday, the twenty-filth day of June instant.
Attest:
EPHRAIM KLINT, Jit

Secretary of state.

II—dt<l

Pensions

Increased !
can

obtain fifteen uonars
dollars nee
|» C

at

JunoHkiai rtf

M;'-

Extra Flour &

Shorts.

The subscriber* are maklngat their
Mill

Spring Wheat Extra Flour.
Wheat Graham Do.,
Jhorta & Chicken Peed, or Wheat
White

•

IN

Manufacturer* ol and Dealer* In

State of Maine.
3S mH so Middle
31.,
Sept 7—dtf

bo

Sound

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents'

imv

advantage of the Reduced Price ol
HAllEUkcn
Stock,and purchased large araortjncnt Men’s

'“,l-

A. A.

n

HARMON ft
SAWYER,
War Claim Agents, No. 88 Exchange
street, P

BANK,

Milliken &

abort time, and
at

SOLDIERS AND SAILORS
bave lost a hand or (hot, nr who are
totally
disabled In

Middle Street*

(mhlDdtO

a

NO. 19 PEARL STREET,

June

STllOUT,

CANAL

CARY;

found

WH?
either,
& Connsellors at Law, nounthon
application to

OFFICE OVER

and

STATE OF MATYE.

Solicitor of Patents,

O. .r 8IIKPLKY.

SAMUEL BELL’S
he tound one ol tho best .elected stock.
that can
°! In thi. city, which will RUBBERS
round
|*s sold at the lowest
cash price, at 3B3 Congress Street, near Green St.
BELL.

MADAME

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Augg^o,,

HAH JCPIt.

Great Fortune Tel ler,

Story,

AT

ror sale,
shipment.
good security,

be accommorooms, at M

Attorney

Attorneys

TOWN

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,
No

GEORGE F. TALBOT,

WILLIAM H.
CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

CUTTING !

phabet* and Figure..
SEAL PRESSES, Canceling Stamp.,
and all kind, of Steel Letter Cutting, tarnished at
Boston prices.
C. L. BAILEY,
42 Exchange Street.
April 5—dtl

on

B.

Fish, Ac.,

Na. 02 Caatntercial Street,
PORTLAND, ME.
DONNELL,
(apl4d&wtf)
JUSTUS GRF.ELY.

CO.

Would announce to the Ladies of Portland that she
will oi^en

Merchants,

Mar 21—il*w6m

GEO. afBURROUGHS
May 31—dtf

v

J.

Notice,

Boots and

And Wholesale Dealers iu

and

STENCIL

St.,

ME.

Pork. Lard,

Short

mayitf

l>r0n,1>,‘y fl,,ed

DONNELL & GREELY,

Plour.

At

Satisfaction Guaranteed in al* .Cases*

And

Corner of Pearl and Congress 8tre<
ts,
from 9 A. M. tfll 8 P. M. She has astonished thousands by her wonderful Art. WIU tell the
P.i»i
Present and Future correctly.
gjr*No Uentkmen admitted. Ladles iso c mis

Marl2-il&wtf

Groceries,

Got up in the Best Possible Ham jer,

The

ITos. 141 <£• 143 Middle

Commission

ot all kinds WASHED and CLEANSE Si
LINEN
without injury to the liiiest labnes.

BOND,

for the

USE.

St.

Mattres»Tickl4lBttCnti<",POi'lt0
Nov 4—dtf

Clothing,

tMANUFTcrljK^LState

Hanover

C.

STATE OF TCT A TTJf

PORTLAND,

The former unsurpassed for case and comfort, and
the latter the most desirable and luxurious Chair for
Geutlemcn in use; its cheapness is not its only recommendation.

Hinged

&

36

GENTS’ LINEN

Patent Enamelled dollars,

Gray’!

HALL!

Devon Arm, and Devon Extension Ohair.

Collections matfe on all points.
CHAUNCEY M. DEPEW, HENRY W POTTER.
(Late Secretary of State.)

SUMMER OPENING !

Ageata far

Also,Ladles’ Devon Sewing Chair,

Securities.

Made

Ready

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

FOR

DENNETT.

L. II.

MANUFACTUBEB8 AND JOBBERS OF

E?Mar'16—tltf

EASY

PERKINS, JACKSON * CO.,
Wlmlesalo and retail dealers In LUMBER, COAL
WOOD, Sawyer’s Wlrnrl foot el High SlreoL
DecIH, IMIS—<ltf

No.

Office.

Poai

LEWIS, ROLLINS

GLOVES,

TUST received from New York, and for sale by the
fj
undersigned, a large invoice ol ORIENTAL,
and other

rilHE Copartnership hci-etotore existing under tim
X name of .S it. .l ACKSON JC
will be continued after this date under the SON.
style of

STREET.

P.nlu4 Malar.
Work executed In every part ot the State.
luueldtf

FULL SIZE AND FOR CHILDREN’S USE.

BANKERS,

MIDDLE

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

FOLLETTE,

LANCASTER

I860.

DENNETT^
COUNSELLORS AT LAW, PORTLAND CITI
O 1-’ F ICE,
MILLER A

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

Portland, Feb. U.

LUTKiCH w. DAl^A,
EltAN K J, DAN 1
fcKtf

and

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

HOOP SORTS AND

This House will be open for the reception
of transient and permanent Visitors, on

Cape Elizabeth, June C, 1866.

POBTLAND, ME.

Oppo.lir

i

a

Grooery and Fishermen’s Outfit- ,ing Bnsincss.

Copartnership Notice.

iuay2tf

HOSIERY AND

!*—V

Boots!

Congress

B.

STURTEVANT^

oelicdtt

building,

L.

&

J. P. MILLER.

Portland,

Sunday,

WISCONSIN.

Commission Merchants,

St,
Maine.

{

)

SONS,

For the transaction <>4

GENERAL

Congress

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cuslnnan, Lewis, Bramliall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.

DANA &

L.

MILWAUKEE,

)

Uo.Mi:s.

i.uthf.kdana,

CHASE, CRAM

aai

FOE PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
mHE subscribers otter for sale a large quantity of
desirable building lots In the West End of tho
A

They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfhetory character, they will adon
vance, if desired, one fourth qf the cost qf
completion qf the house. From parties who build imNO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
from nine to ten
Apply every day except
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.

COLBY,

Salle Street,

64

Inducements

mediately,

i>a vis A
and 86 La

lUlfl’ON,
limy 1It

CO.,

94 MICHIGAN STREET,

Chicayo, IU.
Feb 84—dBm

UMAMBRAS,
ORGANDIES.
POPLINS,
ALP ACC AS,

ROWE, Architect,

11

copart

CO.,

&

NO. 151 COMMERCIAL Sl’HKET.
Merchandise Brokers au.l Commission Merchants.

Copartnership
Commission Merchants,
undersigned have formed
THE
under the firm
84

a

As

J.

GOODS!

all the most desirable styles of

!

Haa Removed hii Office la 13 1-2 Frr e St.
Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apotbera rj
may 10_Store.
<Lawll

PORTLAND,

l.":“ee£:

AT

EASTMAN BROTHERS
A choice

POtTLANO,

Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
January, and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court of Claims,
or any of the Departments.
dc20ti

GOODS !

JUST RECEIVED

Law,

11? Middle Street*

}

Pitted.

Sacques

AND ORNAMENTAL

STU000 AND MASTIC WORKERS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

Attorneys

Alfo Manufacturers of

PEBLE8, KIDS, LININGS, tic.
QROVR STREET,.PORTLAND. ME.

DR. DAYELS

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN

Wool and Wool Skins,

WEEHY,

BOSS £

May 22—dti

Has just recolved Now (ipods In

Ladies’

Stationery, Ac.,

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,

may23

Unit,ling,

MR.

May 19—dly

GOODS,

Yankee Notions,

dig

opposite

jEgjgsDr. W. R. Johnson,

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN

Cor. of Congress and Chestnut Sts.,

es.

Tailor,

8EWALL,

FANCY

Street,

FREEMAN & KIMBALL,
Successors to STEVENS, FREEMAN A CO.,
Wool-pallors and Dealers iu

DEALER IN

EMERY,

Plain Vases,

STREET,

104 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
Iam now prepared to exhibit my entire Spring and
Summer Importation** of Fine Woolen**; aJaoseveral
lines oi choice American Fancy Good**, made expressly for Merchant Tailors* use.
Gutting personally attended to.
aplC—d6m

GOODS

MRS. J. W.

Congress

PORTLAND,

AUG. F. YORK,

SOMERS

s T a i r s.

al,lfi__ttjM
M. PEARSON,
Gold and Silver Plater,
AND

PORTLAND, MUNE.

Merchant

Commercial Street,

up

Manufacturer of Silver Ware,

May 10—d2m

by

highly

UNION

Manufacturers,

Office 151

FINDINGS,
31 AND 33

ftu

A. C. BEN I SON & CO.,

238

the manufacture of Yellow Metal Sheathing, it
has been the universal practice hitherto, as it still
is with other manufacturers, to immerse the sheets,
after all rolling is done, in an oeid bath.
The eftect
this process, is to give the
sought, and obtained,
metal the fine yollow color to which it owes its distinctive name.
But tills eftect is, of necessity, attended by resnlts
injurious to the metal. The hard and
polished surface, formed on the sheets by successive heating and cooling and the action of the rolls, is removed, and a surface left in its stead—bright, indeed,
but rough, pimpled and unequally corroded, and considerably softer than the surface removed.
No one can doubt that any given sheet of sheathing metal must be better with a hard, smooth surface than with a softer and rougher surface.
This improvement in the art of sheathing ships hat
been secured by Letters Patent of the United States
to the New Bedford Copper
The composition of this metal Is exactly the same
as that of the yellow or Muntz metal, the sole difference being in the surface finish.
It is believed that
this is very important and will add months to the
wear of the metal.
The Bronze Metal is sold at the samei»rice as Yel-

ivillorted In the several States by pruimit anil
correspondents.

OFFICE, 122 MIDDLE STREET.

SOLE AND TIPPER LEATHER,

MANUFACTURED BY THE

p. Brown.

a.

dune I—d3m

-AND-

New

disfateli.

CMIms against the Govemmefit
proinjitly
Jg™
S. P.

—AND—

Warm, Cold and Shower Bath*, Wash

18;

Merchants,.

465 Ninth Street, Washington, D. 0,

OV

MAKER

Force

SON,

Anthracite and

PORTLAND. ME.

10;
16;

SMALL,

name ol

REMOVAL.
C.

MAINE.

•

MERRILL &

EVAN'S BLOCK, 145 MIDDLE STREET,
l’OUTLA N I).
J uni‘l V,ltl

20

ISAAC R. CLARK,

The only thing wc have found in the “Hair Market" that “toed the mark," was Horace II. Johnson's

ment

82 1-2 EXCHANGE ST„ FOX BLOC K,
PORTLAND, ME.
JunclStf

Wholesale Dealers and Jobbers In

PLUMBE R!

bugs."

Soap.

A superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vegetable Oil* in combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nursery* Its perftime is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Drag-

Spring Beds, Mattrasses, Pew Cushions, 4c.,

SON/

A

!

OF

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

25

S. W. j, 5870 acres,
S. E. 3, remainder, 4325 acres,

6.1866.

“We know not if it be true,” but one thing is certain
that we read of several personages in history whose
hair turned -white In ouo
night, caused by some sevei e bereavement or mentalsuffering.
wfe have oiwo known many comiiaralively young persons whose
hair got prematurely white by disease.
We ourself
was a case in point; some sixteen years ago our hair
from
a
dark
brown
to
a
snow
white
in less
changed
than three weeks, from the eliects of sun-stroke,
since which time we have been “done brown," black,
red, and “dtvers colors" tin* shade of which it was impossible to keep the run of. We have used all manner of hair dye from “eau-kerace Genian” down to
the “Great Balm of Hungary," and found them all to
lc about equal to the “Balm qf a Thousand Hum-

The

NOYES

MANUFACTURER

AND

vessels with

Also Patterns for Children’s Dress-

Portland, June

of

jnnelti

me.

PORTLAND

25

SOMERSET COUNTY.
C, R. 17, W. E. L. S.

may8d2m

the first

N.

Street,

No. 33 Exchanse Street,

Decalcomania Patterns,

'King Henry the Fourth,”
INmakes Jack part
Falstafl tell the Prince that “hisfat tier's beard turned whtte at the
the Rebellion.*

Hiiriuuuuil

11, ,1

40

tion 6.

manu-

Shakspearc.

WILLIAM F. PARKER,

Magee Furnaces and iStoves.

17,1106 acres,
Reserving the privilege of withdrawing Sec-

ISO Commercial Street.

May 7,18(10.

A.

Sole

Sec.

on

Alio Blasting Fuse, Toy Bickford 6c Co,
*
facture, for sale by
FLETCHER & CO..

Portland,

40

94, 96. 96, 97,103, 104,105,106,107, 108,
109, 86. 2289 acres,
11, R. 6, W. K.L. S.
Section No. 6; Lots 10, 19, 23; N.W.l

june Udtd

Commercial

33

Cards.

UPHOLSTERER

Lime, Cement and Plaster,

60

1,

W. E. L. S.
Sections No. 17: Lots 1 Sec. 18; 2 Sec.
1292 acres.
See. 3; Lots 3, Sec. 4; 4 Sec. 4; 1 Sec.
2 Sec. 10; 3 Sec. 10; 4 Soc. 10; 1 Sec.
2 Sec. 16; 3 Sec. 16; 4 Sec. 16; 3 Sec.
4 Sec. 15, 2851 acres,
S J No. 2, R. 3. W. E. L. S.
Lots No. 84, 85, 86,87,88, 39, 90, 91, 92,

'LOVEJOY,

G.

Wholesale Dealer in

cts.

Sections No. 4, 5, 6.12; 17, 23 & 24, in Township No. 2, R. 11, W. K. L. S., 4288 acres,
Elliotsville—Lots No. 4 & 6 R. 1; 4 & 6
R. 2; 2, 3,6,7, 8, R. 3; and Uore, 1250
acres,
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
9, R, 6, W. E. L. S. Sections No. 4.10,14,
16,3 of 5, and 2 of 11,3244 acres,
L. R. 2 being S. W 3 and other parts remaining uusiirveyed, 8423 acres,
C. R. 2, W. E. L. S. at the minimum price
of thirty cents per acre ter the Township;
fifty cents for either quarter;
and seventy-five cents for selected sections.
Proposals deemed most fhvnrableinthe aggregate will be received.
22,080 acres.
E. R.

_Business

acre.

10,614 acres,
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

Powder.

Blasting, Mining
Sporting
Powder constantly
hand and Tot sale.
AIL

from

it

|

Great
cure

as

IN

NEW

GJ-reat

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,

Land Office, Bangor, June 1,1866.
pursuance oi law as defined in Chapter 5, Section 32, Revised Statutes, Public Notice is hereby
given that the following Schedule of Tracts and Parcels oi Lands will be ottered tor sale on Saturday, the
first day of September next, at 12 o’clock, noon, at
the Land Office in Bangor, at a price per acre not less
than the minimum fixed in the advertised list.
The sale to be by Sealed Proposals in conformity
with the
provisions of the foregoing Chapter ana
Section, which require that ten per centum oi the
minimum price of the township ox part, shall accompany each proposal, which sum shall constitute a
part of, and be allowed in, the cash payment to be
made upon the township or tract purchased,
Payments required to be one third cash, remainder in three promissory notes payable annually in
one, two and throe years, with satisfactory bona for
l»ayment of Btumpngc.
The sum debited by any other bidder, who does
not become a purchaser, may bo withdrawn by him
at any time alter the bids are declared and made.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
Min. price

An Information against FOUR HUNDRED GAL*
LONS OF ALCOHOL, seized by the Collector of tho
District of Portland and Falmouth, on the sixteenth
day of April last past, at Phillips Jn said District.
A Litefagainst THE SCHOONER ADALA, and
8IXTEENKEGS OF BRANDY, EIGHT KEGS OF
WHISKEY, EIGHT KEGS ALCOHOL, EIGHT
KEGS GIN, SEVEN KEGS WINE, ONE BARREL
SULPHATE OF MORPHINE and TEN BARRELS
Company.
OF PICKLED FISH, seized by the Collector of tho !
District of Bangor, on the seventeenth day of May
last past, at Bangor, in said District.
A Libel against THE SCHOONER HANNIBAL,
her tackle, apparel and furniture, and TWENTYFWE HOGSHEAD OF SALT, seizod by the Colleclow Metal.
tor of the District of Castme, on the twenty-niuth
Samples and a more particular description at the
day of May last past, at Deer Isle, in said District.
office of
Which seizures were for breacha of tne laws of the
McG livery, Ryan & Davis,
United States, as is more particularly set forth in
sdid Libels and Informations, that a hearing and
Agents of the New Bedford Copper Co.,
trial will be had thereon at Bangor, in said District,on
the fourth Tuesday qf June current,where any persons
1G1 Commercial Street*
interested therein may appear and show cause, if any
can be shown, wherefore the same Hhould not be dt>
tySuits of Yellow or Bronze Sheathing Metal delivered at any convenient port.
creed forfeit, and disposed of according to law.
june4dtf
Dated at Portland, this eleventh day of June, A.
D. 1866.
F. A. QCTINBY,
!
Deputy U. S. Marshal, District oi Maine.
June 11. dl4d

No* 80 Middle Street.
jallSNdtf
_A. S. DAVIS.

STEVENS, HASKELL 4; CHASE,

Boston

Visiting

find the extensive Boot and Shoe Store of T. E.
MOSELEY & Co., Summer Street, in the immediate
vicinity of the principal dry goods houses, and their
stock of fashionable Boots and Shoes is worthy the
attention of all.
SNlt
will

Agents for

Wheaton’s

_

..Advertisements,

DR. II. ANDERS’S IODINE WATER
Will cure SCROFULA in all its manifold forms.

19,

14—dtd

’f-Committee*

J.

Sale of Public Lands.

representation

R. P.CARR,
R. S. STEVENS,

Business Cards.

Miscellaneous.

The Union voters of the Second Congressional District are requested to meet In Convention by delegatee, at
AUBURN, Thursday, June 28lh.
at ten o’clock A. Mto nominate a candidate tor

SCROFULA.

Feb

NOTICES.

Congressional Convention—Secoud
District.

it is unnecessary to say that when the seces- them.
sion of the South occured, the party led by
O’Mahony as well as that of which Roberts
was the leader, acknowledged the supremacy
of James Stephens and professed a willingness THE PERUVIAN SYRUP!
to abide by his decision. Col. O’Mahony tulIS A PROTECTED SOLUTION OP THE
Iy appreciated the fact that the unfortunate
PROTOXIDE OF IRON,
division in the ranks of the American FeniA New Discovery in Medicine, which
ans had essentially put a veto upon any atSTRIKES A1 THE ROOT OF DISEASE,
tempt at a revolutionary rising in Ireland as
By supplying the blood with its vital principal, or
it was a fact well understood that Ireland
liie element—IRON.
could fhmisli but little excepting in men, de- This is the secret of the wonderhil success of this
remedy in curing
pending upon America for supplies, ho imrac- Dyspepsia, IArer Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic DiNervous
Affections, Chills and Fearrlmn. Boils,
ately communicated with Stevens who fully
vers, Humors, Loss qf Constitutional Vigor,
endorsed his cause and promised as soon as
Diseases qf the Kid,leys and Bladder, Female Complaints, and all diseasts
possible to visit the United States and do
originating in a
his best to harmonize differences.
Bad State of the Blood,
This promise of Mr. Stephens was notfulfiill- Or accompanied by Debility or a low stale if the
system.
ed until May. In the meantime the Sweeny
AN EMINENT DIVINE OF BOSTON, SAYS:
faction, under the promise to seize one of the
“l have been using the PERUVIAN SYRUP for
British Provinces and make that a base for some time pasl; it gives me new vigor, buoyancy qf
spirits, elasticity of muscle."
the attack of the British power by land and
Thousan ds have been changed by the use qf this remecreatures, to strong,
sea, created a very considerable degree of en- dy, from weak, sickly, suffering
and happy men ami women; and invalids
healthy
thusiasm among the Irish population who cannot reasonably hesitate to give it atrial.
A pamphlet of 32 paras, containing certiilcates ot
contributed very large amounts ol money to
cureB and recommendations from some of the most
the Roberts treasury, diminishing the receipts
eminent physicians, clergymen and others, besides
much other valuable and interesting matter, will be
of the regular organization—almost to the
sent free to any one sending us their name and resisame extent.
Nearly all the enthusiasm donee.
j-ir' Sec that each bottle has “Peruvian Syrup”
seems to be monopolized by the party in favor
blown far the glass.
of Canadian invasion, which, as its deluded
For sale by all Druggists and by
friends insisted, was the party of action, while SETH W. FOWLE & SON, 18 Tremont St, RoBton,
J. P. DrssMOBE, 38 Dey St, New York.
that of
was the

only
Mellen, the Secretary of War, resigned as is
supposed because his plan for an armed exThat demand pedition to some vulnerable point in the
one clear demand—Venetia.
For British possessions was rejected. Mr. B. D.
must be granted, or war is inevitable.
her no other solution.
Killian the Financial agent, remained to effect
Thus we have a truce, while the Emperor
finally the entire ruin of the Union Square orand the Chiefs of the five or six other Powers,
gather around the green table. Europe sees ganization. In a moment of weakness, as Mr.
but one way to peace—a territorial compensar
8tevens says, Col. O’Mahony succumbed to
tion to Austria that shall induce her to give the
persistent importunities of Killian and
up Venetia. And here is the grand difiiculty
to fit out an expedition under the
consented
all
see.
which
command of the latter for the capture of the
island of Grand Menan. The expedition was
4 Mar tin’s Point Bridge.
To the Editor ty the Press:
stupidly planned, stupidly concocted, and
Those of the readers of the daily Press who
proved a farce which failed before the first
are in the habit of carefully perusmg the rescare was over; but it accomplished two obports of the legislative proceedings and other jects, it reduced the regular organization to
matters, have noticed that an act was passed the level of the Roberts faction and served the
by the last Legislature conferring upon our purpose of the Confederation party of New
County Commissioners the power to construct Brunswick, who needed just this to give them
a bridge from Marlin’s Point to Makey’s
a show for success.
Thus the Killian expediPoint, m the town of Falmouth, in this tion did nobody any material good and onty
county.
served to dishearten the friends of the United
The bridge which formerly stood here, that States in the threatened province; and it is
is on the shore road from Portland past
widely believed, without positive proof to supthe U. S. Hospital to Martin’s Point and Falport the belief, that the men who organized
mouth, and which was carried away during a the Grand Menan expedition were drawn inheavy storm some few years ago, was known to this eggregrious lolly by the promises and
as a toll bridge, belonging to private individuencouragement received by leading Cohfederals. Recently a very strong effort has been ationists.
made by the residents on Martin’s Point and
Just upon the heels of the Grand Menan
the townspeople of Falmouth generally, and failure, Mr. Stevens Arrived in New
York,
with success, to secure the authority for the and, as may be supposed, found matters in
County Commissioners to rebuild the bridge> the direst state of confusion. At his suggesas a public and free bridge, a petition of some
tion Col. O’Mahony resigned his office of Head
hundreds of signers having been sent down Centre; the Union Square organization was
to the Legislature last winter for that purpose,
entirely broken up, and nothing remained exand no remonstrance was got up against it. cepting the Chief Organizer himself and the
No doubt it would be a good project, and in district and local centres scattered over the
some respects at least a favorable measure to
country. The Roberts men essentially repuour city’s interests to have the bridge rebuilt, diated the authority of Stephens; they bad
and we believe that there is only one objection gone too far to recede, and they persisted in
to it on our part, and that is perhaps not an
their intention to invade Canada. Their deluded adherents followed their lead, and with
insuperable one.
We have no object in this communica- only the shadow of an organization they rushtion, save to present the case fairly in all its ed like a mob over the border, to confront, not
bearings, especially as a notice has been order- the slightest prospect of success, but the daned by the Court of County Commissioners for
ger of leaving their bodies to rot in Canadian
a bearing and examination of the site for the
soil.
The whole expedition was conducted
proposed bridge on the 11th of July next. It without ability, without means, without a
definite purpose, without an effective organis known that the proportion or the County
tax falling to our city to pay, is five-ninths of ization, civil or military; its history is too rethe whole amount 1 Therefore if the cost of cent to need recapitulation. It proved the
death blow to the Roberts and Sweeney facthe proposed bridge should be $44,000, and we
have heard the estimate placed even liigher tion, and the entire organization is now in
the hands of Mr. James Stephens and his
than that, the proportion for Portland to pay
would be $25,000; perhaps it would amount friends, who will be guilty of no breach of
the Neutrality Laws.
to $30,000. The question then arises, are we
It is by no means true that the end of the Fein such a state financially speaking, either as
city or a county, as to enable us to go into such nian movement has been reached. There are
an increased expenditure for this purpose at
many hundreds of local circles in the country,
this time ?
comprising many thousands of members who
That this bridge would beof some advan- adhere to the Stephens’ policy, and are willtage to the comparatively small number of ing to give the Chief Organizer their support.
dwellers on Martin’s or Mackey’s Points and to Col. O’Mahony, the most influential Fenian
Portland wc have no doubt; but is that in America, still sustains Mr. Stephens and
enough to warrant this expenditure, at this possesses his entire confidence; under their
time, when we are so over-burdened by heavy leadership, no more raids upon the territories
taxes consequent upon the great rebellion ? of a friendly power can be made; they mean
Are Sfcbago, Baldwin, Harrison, Standisli,
only to tight in Ireland, and they do not mean
Scarboro, Gorham, Windham, Gray, New to involve the American Government in the
Gloucester and other exterior towns willing to quarrel.. Mr. Stephens was very kindly repay their proportion of this additional tax, for ceived in Washington, and held many very
the purpose of building this bridge ? If so,
satisfactory interviews with ourleading statesthen we suppose that Portland would be. Now
men; be is shortly to return to New York,
and from thence, if circumstances will permit,
let our city authorities take some immediate
action relative to this matter, in order to be he will make the tour of the West, where his
represented at the hearing alluded to—that is friends and supporters are counted by thousands.
if they think that the bridge ought not to be
The Roberts faction having sought and acbuilt at this time: bqt if we are willing to pay
our proportion of this increased expenditure,
complished its own destruction, the wide field
at this time of heavy taxation, then let us not is left entirely in the possesion of Stephens
appear and run the risk of the bridge being and his friends. To sum up the whole matbuilt.
ter, the Canadian invasion served only to increase the power of the Confederation Party
An Overburdened Taxpayer.
Portland Tides.

SPECIAL NOTICES,

Isnianistn —An Inaids View.—No. 8.

200
for

POMTLdjm,

Ear ret*

Screenings.

STC,ke

Canada

Fran,

For sale by

E. E. IP HAM *
May 29—dim

SON,

Klcbardson’s Wharf,

,

_Agricultural.

_M iscellaneous.

How to make farming Profitable*

good economy for any man to be at the
expense of purchasing, fencing and cultivating
five acres of ground for the same value in
crogs that can or will be produced from one
acre ?
We think not. In these days, concentrated ideas, concentrated labor, as well as
Is it

concentrated

the fashion* Instead of one man’s expending his skill and lamanners

are

bor to make an entire

shoe,

the practice

for

is

now

centrate their

or

a

ten

whole pin,

genius and workmanship

on

the

separate parts, and thus ten shoes or ten pins
are made quicker and better than the same
number could be produced in olden times. So
should it tie in the cultivation of the earth.—
Wliy should a farmer try to raisp everything
the climate will produce, on his own farm ?
Let it rather be devoted to those crops, spec-

ially, for

which it is best adapted; and let him
coniine his operations to those. Then he will

knowledge of their habits and
acquire
wants, and will be more successful in the production of them. .Some men will always raise
better

a

moiecorn, per acre, than

others; why? bethey understand, by careful practice,
to prepare the
soil, manure, plant and

cause

bow

as

arlesjE. King,

cultivate it better. So of other crops. It is in
husbandry, as in the mechanical arts—“prac-

Af.

D., X. L. D.f etc.

KING’S
PREP ABED PRESCRIPTION,

[Made fromi the Prebceiption of Rev. Chas
E. Kino, M. D., L. L.
D., &c.]
is confidently presented to the public for the Prevenand cure of

\.

most
stage.,)
I'1®
Cure of ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
and all affections of tho THROAT and
A t K I ASS A G KS; fi *r General and
Special iJeranoe"fcafsof Hie NERVOUS SYSTEM; and for all Functional Disorder I of the Stomach tuxdBowds.
it immediately increases the
strength and deepens
tile color of tho pale blood. It subdues tho Chills
and Fentr, and diininbdioa the Expectoration.
It
checks tile night sweats, always in lrom seven to fourteen ilays. Tho
is at onoe invigorated, and
the jiaiient rapidly gains flesh; the
cough and tho
difficult breathing are speedily relieved; the Bleep becomes calm and refreshing; the evacuations
regular
ami ungorm. ALL TILL GLNEKAL SYMPTOMS
DISAPPEAR WITH A REALLY ASTONISHING RAPIDITY.
The PRESCRIPTION should be used in
every case
where the Physician commonly prescribes
“Tonics,”
Iron, Acids,
Quinine, Cod Lives Oil,
Whisky, Ac. And in every case, by whatever
name KNOWN, in which there is exhibited
any ouo
or more of the following

appetite

Bark,

SYMPTOMS:
Difficult or Irregular Breathing, Loss qf Breath,
lough, Wasting if Flesh, Bleeding from the Lungs,
Loss of Strength, loss of Appetite, General Debility

es, or cultivate his farm as well as he would a
garden, and thus from a small piece support
his

family. Suppose

he has two acres near

his house which he intends to

keep up all the
Let him the first year put thiry or
more cords of manure
upon it and plough it
in. This is a base of operations which will
support the soil for a great length of time. For
years to Come after that, five cords per acre
time.

will be enough. Indeed, we hold that when
the soil is once made rich as it can be without
gangrening, there should be no more dressing

applied yearly than each crop annually consumes and digests, leaving the base as firm as
before. Over-stimulation is as injurious to
the soil as over-eating is to the human stom-

my recovery.
THOS. J. CONGER.
“I have had Nervous or Spasmodic Asthma
for eleven years. During the last six years 1 have
never had an uninterrupted night’s rest.
It often
seemed to me that I would die before I could
get air
into my lungs. I was haggard and spiritless and suffered so greatly from ‘shortness of
that I
breath,’
was compelled to take
frequent rests in walking from
my residence to my place of business.
“The night before I obtained the ‘PREPARED
was the worst 1 ever
obtaining the remedy, I took a tea spoonful at noon
and again at night, and
slept all night without wakhot had a broker right’s rest
ing. I have
*
*
•
*
hihce. *
I no longer look
•haggard,* have gained In strength and spirits, ami nm
not at all afflicted with ‘shortness of breath.’ I shall
begladtoliavoany one afflicted with Asthma call
and see me,

l»RESCKll‘TION,»

passedTOn

“EZRA C. LANGDON,
No. 334 Forth St., N. Y.
The “PREPARED PRESCRIPTION” Is put up
in a $1 bottle, midis sold by W. F.
Phillips, Portland, Wholesale Agent. Sold at Retail by every
Druggist in Maine—Druggists generally. Orders
may bo addressed to the Sole Proprietors, OSCAR G.
MOSES <fc Co., 27 COBTLAHDT STREET, N. Y.—
Consultation free. Circulars, containing particular of .many cases successfully treated, will be

by mail.

sent tree

Juno 18—eod&eow

Care should be taken the first year to
keep all weeds down, and not allow one of
And never after that
any sort to go to seed.

them.
The land being thus prepared, you may al-

for the horse

One-foui-th of an
in choice nursery trees, would yield a
per-

petual income

or cow.

of at least one hundred dollars

per year. On one fourth of an acre of carrots,
two hundred bushels would not be an exagger-

is, he

On

quarter of an

a

acre

Is open

Day anti Evening, lor a lull ami thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. 161, opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years’ ex)»erience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into tike other Continent; and that my
Diplomas* and full Scholarships, are good all
over this great world; lmt 1 do claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) n any part of the United HUUee
of' America*, and also that our Counting Rooms
tor inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, tfc,

of Portland and vicinity, liis warm gratitude lor
(heir kindness tend liberal patronage the past 11 (teen
and with the promise ol faithfulness, soyears;
licits otherfavors!
R. N. BROWN.

Portland, September 18,1865.

sep20deod&wly

KING’S

'

GRAY HAIR.
This la the Am cuosly that

flour;
enough to

This is the Care that lay
lu the Am duosi a that Ring

made.

anil

Ordinance on Health.
OECTJON 9.—All dirt, sawdust, soot, ashes, clnkjders, shavings, hair, shreds, manure, oyster, clam
or lobster shells, or any animal or vegetable
substance,
or tilth of any kina, in any house,
warehouse, collar,
yard, or other place which the Mayor, any Alderman,
City Marshal or Deputy, or Health < '-oumiittee or Offi-

Call and Examine.

ELDEN

&

Five

WHITMAN,

June 13—dtf

Free

St. Block.

shall alee in nocessary for the Health of the City
to he removed, shall be carriedawav therefrom
by and
at the expense of the owner or
occupant of such house
or other place where the same shall be found, and re*
moved to such place as shall he directed, within four
hours alter notice in writing to that effect, given by tho
Mayor, any Alderman, City Marshal, Deputy, or
Health Officer.
SECTION 10.—Any person offending against the
provisions of the preceding Sections, shall torlett. and
pay not less than one dollar nor more than twenty
dollars lor every offence, also the sum of one dollar
for every house that the nuisances or substances
mentioned in the previous sections of this ordinance
are suffered to reiuain after due notice thereof.
All persons violating tho above Ordinance are hereby notified to govern themselves accordingly, ae I
shall proceed at once to a rigid enforcement of the
same.
JOHN S. IIEALD,
aprIS— tf
City Marshal ami Health Officer.

cer

or

THE

Powders I

GOOD TIME

HAS

COMEI

is sate to use at all times

For all Female

Complaints,

GREAT A-TTRA-OTTOlsr!

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN CASES
especially forbidden in tbe directions which
pany each bottle.

Prejiareii by JOHN
Druggists every where,

L.

LYON,

accorn

have just received a very large and extensive nssoitment oi

I

Solti by

M. D.

SPRING

C. G. CLAJiK <fc CO., Gcn’l Agents,

Ready

For U. 3. and Oamula.
J. W. PERKINS t, CO.. IF. F. PHILLIPS »r
CO.,
•nd H. H. HAY. Portland, Me.. Wholesale
Agents.

AND

Made

-

STYLES

SUMMER

OP

Androscoggin House,

!

Clothing

nd* House is located about 28 miles from
Anfiroscoggiu railroad, in
I’ortbmJ, “n theand
thriving village, near
very pleasant
IJIs
1
»the l>op«t .n.’ Telegraph office: and is surrounded by pleasant drives oloasure grounds, a splendid gr ive, suitable lor Picnic
pVtlss, Ac., and in the
immediate vicinity of two celebra.1’-**! Mineral springs.
The Subscriber intends
making .'bln a first class
Hotel, and solicits a share of public pa^T»fr*fie'
Lisbon Pails, May 20.
A. T. ^'lEKCE.
May 29—dim

Coe’s uougn lialsam!
Having returned from metropolitan centers of trade, and having selected the vest best and the VERY
LATEST styles of goods; and also having made extensive arrangements with
large Houses both in New
York and Boston to supply me with the latest styles of goods, 1 am now enabled to ofl'er to
purchasers fibst
class goods at very low figures; in Diet, at lower prices than before the war.
Turtles about purchasing goods for SPRING AND SUMMER wear, will find that for
style, finish, durability, and above all, in price, that l cannot bo boat.
Ur“CaU and see for yoursell.

No Medicine ever known will cure

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza9 Whooping Cough,
RELIKYK

OR

#

Ik CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!
quick

as

L.

It does nut dry up a cough, but loosens it so
that the
patient can expootornte freely. IMs within
the reach of all, the

JUST

BANDALL,

Who now has raven locks,
He used the Cure that lay

they

say.

i lu the AiiBiiosXA that Ring made.

1
*
k

-—Ufar-,.
This is the Maiden, handsome and
gay,

Who married the

„^™y,

t Who now has
I He used the

made.

|

man once

raven

bold and

locks, they

say.

Amuiiosia that Ring

_

This is the Parson, who,
by the way,
Married the maiden, handsome
and

[

To tiic man once bald and gray,
But who now has raven locks, they
say,
Because he used the Cure that
lay
In the Aaibuosia that Ring made.

House.

E. STANTON,

This is the Bell that rings away
SxTo arouse the people sad and gay
L'nto this fact, which here does lay—
■ If you would not be. bald or gray,

Proprietor.

Use the Ambrosia that

lllng made.

Steamboat, with Barges, Sail and Row

will be In readiness to convey FishjjW Boats,
Forties,Excursionsand Parties of Plens-

Oiliue
Mure to and from the

w

Island House and Fishing Grounds on ANNABESCOOK LAKljJ, during
tlio pleasure season. The lake abounds in rickerel
and White Perch, and for beauty of scenery cannot
be equaled in the State.
Chowders and other refreshments will be served
on the Island.
OTBrnmer Boarders can he accommodated with
junel8d«w*
pleasant rooms at moderate rates.

E. M. TUBBS & CO., Proprietors, Peterboro’, N.H.
-T. W.

euhI, Me.

PERKINS St CO., YTholesalo Agent, Pertj une eod3m

THE UADIES.-&C

2Sr-TO

Not

COMPASS

GEO. H. REED & CO.’S,.

a new

CO.,Proprietors,

an

j£gr*Remerul>er the place,'opposite Wood’s Hotel
of Middle and Willow Sts.
fel2dtf

SPIUN'AJS LAB WOOD.

Hats, Gaps and Gents' Furnishing Goods,
we

offer at

purchasers.

317 CONGRESS STREET,
and look at our fine stock of goods before purchasing
else where. We have a large stock of DUSTERS at
very low prices. We guarantee satislaetion to all our
customers.
S. EMERSON.

M. L.

June

If*, 1886.

LINEN

DURR.

junelt'tf

POPLINS*

THIS DAY RECEIVED

CASES LINEN POPLINS
For Dresses and Bulls at

GREAT

a

BARGAIN.

ELDED Si. WHITMAN,
No. 5 Free St. Block.

junelStf

Island Hoarders.
subscriber is prepared to accommodate board-

for the
THE
is

summer

mouths at his

residence,which

pleasantly situated near the Montreal Home,
Peak’s Jslard, (Portland Harbor.)
Thankful lor
past lavors, he hopes by attention to merit a share of
the public patronage
ROBERT F. SKILLINGS,
Address

14,1666,—d2m

Island,
Trcfethen, Portland,

gjroos weapon, the Mercury.

weak and emaciated as though they ban
the consumption, and by their friends supposed tc
All such cases yield to the proper and onl v
have it.
correct course ol treatment, and in a snort time an.
made to rqjoice in perfect health.
are as

MIDDLE-AGED men.
There
many men at the age ol thirty who art
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, oiten accompanied by a slight smarting ur burning sensation, and weakening the system in a mainiei1
the patient cannot account lor.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
a:ain
hanging to a (lark ami turbid appearance.
There are many men who die ol this difficulty, ignorare

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect euro m such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration oi the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and tlie appropriate remedies will
l>e forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, ii desired.
Dr. J. B. HUGHES.
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street learner of Middle
Street J, Portland. Me
{F* Send a Stamp for Circular.

jElect ic Medical

without

involving

tho Roneral health

of «*>

PATENTED OCTOBER IT, 1865.

WILL
The constant

NOT FREEZE.
demand

we
us

LIQUII) DYES lias induced

line ol

have have
to put up a

40 Shades, all

others

on

apply vainly

silence,
druggists

in

ol

one

who

to

hundreds ol

and

doctors, who

either merely tantalize tuem with the hope of a cure
or apply remedies which make them worse.
I would
not wish to assert anything that would do
injustice to
the afflicted, but J am obliged to say that although it
may be produced from excessive exhaustion of the
powers of life, by laborious employment, unwhoicsome air and food, profuse
menstruation, the use of
tea and coffee, and frequent
childbirth, it is for altener caused by direct irritation
applied to the taucons
When

vagina

reviewing

itself.

these distressing
complaints, it is most painfhl to contemplate the a
tomfool evils
consequent upon them. It is but sim
pic justice *o the subject to enumerate a few ot the
many additional causes which so largely affect the
life, health and happiness ol woman in all classes ot
the

causes

of

less

more or

welfare of the entire human family.
The mania that exists lor precocious education and
marnagy, causes the years that nature designed for
corporeal development, to be wasted^pd perverted in
the restraints of dress, the
early confinement of school,
and especially in the unh
ealthy excitement of the Ballroom.
Thus, with the body half clothed and the
.mind unduly excited by pleasure, perverting In midnight revel the hours designed by nature for sleep and
rest, the work of defl'ametion is naif accomplished.
In consequence ot thin early strain
upon her system, unnecessary elfort is required by the delicate votary to retain her situation in school at a later day,
thus aggravating 4he evil. When one excitement is
over, another in prospective keeps the mind
morbidly
sensitive to impression, while the now constant restraints of fashionable dress,
absolutely forbidding
tbe exercise indispen sable to the attainment and retention of organic hr alth and
strength; the exposure
to night air; the sudden change of
temperature; the
complete prostration produced by excessive dancing,
*““*t, of necessity, produce their legitimate effect.
At last, an early marriage caps the climax of
misery,
and the unfort'.mate one, hitherto so
utterly regard
less of the plf in dictates and remonstrances of her
delicate natui.13, becomes an unwilling subjet of medical treatmen t. This is but a truthful picture ot the
experience Tjf thousands ot our young women.
Long before the ability to exercise the functions of
the gener qtive organs they require an education of
their pec uliar nervous system; Composed of what is
called t’ae tissue, whieh is, in common with the female
breast and lips, evidently undor the control of men-

The only Dyes of the kind ever invented for Silk,
Woolen and Feathers that will give aqierlect color requiring only 5 to 30 minutes, according to shade.
Full directions for nse, and Certificates from eml-*
uent Chemists with each package.
BsmpleM actually^lyed with each of the colors on
silk and
woolen, may be seen and the Dyes obtained

JOT?1
"
j"
quire ior

more

efficacy and superior virtue hi regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of pntduduff relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of oh
gbuottm after all other remedies have been tried ir
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
vain
IMS*, injurious to Bie health, and maybe takes
times.
with DenN* safety at all
Sent to ax'V part of the country, with nuj direction*
1
IlUvilIJSS,
tiv midrcawinir
street (oornor of Middle), Portland.
No. Ii

Temple

B._LmUes desiring may commit ono of thei)
A lady of eX*cdence in constant attend.
own sex.
lan1.18GSd.ftw
UMl
N.

is

now

ottered to altticted

humanity

certain cure for the following diseases and
from whatever cause originating:
General Debility,
Mental and Physical Depression,

Determination of Blood to the
ConAised Ideas,

Restlessness and
Absence of Muscular
Loss ot Appetite,

Sleeplessness

»

Portland,

April 7—eod&w3m*

Me

•

tarBook and Card printing of every description
neatly oxecuted at the Dally Pres* Qffl««,

Coal,

m

TICK,

St.,

1

1

LOBERY,

C. H.

38 Exchange Street. Portland. Agent for the Stato of Maine.

The Hour Has Arrived!
Look! Be Astonished

NEW PB&FUME
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

and Wonder!

These Coals are ot tho very best finality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
r,l>0 corll“01 he8tfinality of HARD nnd
1
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the
very
lowest price ami deliver it to
any part ol (ho citv
J at
short notice.
S3r*0ive us a call and try us.

*,£}£!’

SEE HO W CHEAP !
T
tm
itf
Jan
15
th—dtf

Temple

S. ROUNDS & SON.

Street

Eating

House!

(FORMERLY BARNUM’S.)
NOW MESSES

READ OUR PRICE-LIST!

BICKFORD & HENDERSON’S.

20 doz. Kid Gloves, 75c pair.
20 doz. Kid Gloves, 100 pair.
20 doz. Kid Gloves, 150 pair.
20 doz. Silk Taffetas. 75c pair.
150 doz. .Lisle Gloves, 13c to 75 pair.
100 doz. White Cotton Hose, l?c to $1,00 pair.
15 doz. Ladies India Gauze Drawers, 110 pair.
100 doz. Bolts and Buckles
(j silk) 35c cacn.
180 doz. Lace Nets (same as last) 10c each, j
50 doz. Youths* Merino Vests, 100 each.
50 doz. Ladies* Linen Japanese Collars, 15c each.
50 doz. Linen Sots Sleeves and Collars, 80,100And

neat and spacious establishment well known
THIS
throughout tho States and Canadas,
first
class house
as

JBy Electricity
the gouty, tlio lame and tlie lazy
move with the agility and claaticheated
brain is cooled; the frostity"o* youth;
bitten *iml>* restored, the uncouth deformities reto vigor, weakness to
converted
moved: uitatnes*
strength: the blind made to sec, tlie deal to hear and
to
move
the palsied fan.''
upright; the blemishes ol
youtnare obliterated; the acoipkittr of mature liie
oi
old ago obviated and an
tie*
prevented; the calami
active circulation mah'tafned.
LI
Who have cold hanr.s and j>et; *weak stomach*, iamand weak backs; nervous an *1 *tek headache; djaziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain In Bie side aud back;
Leucorrhroa, (or whites); Dolling oftwomb with inthd* long
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus,
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sitre me« ntf
of cure.
For painftal menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all oi those long line o/ trouble.*
with young Indies, Electricity is a certain aperitif,
and w ill, in a short time, restore the suiferer to the
vi^'or of health.
TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elec-

50 doz. Black Lace Veils, from 15 to 225.
100 doz. Medallion Buttons, a great variety,
and 1.00 per doz.

MANUFACTURE !

OUR OWN

acknowledged by compete
To hare

no

nt

Eqnal

judges, THE LADIES

French, German and English,

&

Street,

PORTLAND.

tf

GREENHALGH’S
—

CHOLERA
A

Creams, Frail, Current, Pound a,d

Sponge Cake,

Stomach and Bowel*, Scc.
Its action is immediate and efficacious. Its vir^jucs
have been tested
thousands since the Cholera Season of 1848.
Physicians use and recommend it. All
admit it to be the best Compound known lor the
Complaints for which it is des gned.
STODDARD & BURTON, Proprietors, Troy, N. Y.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
J. WEBSTER & CO., Nashua, N.
H.,
may 12—-d&w3m
Traveling Agents.

by

BUSHELS~~
Yellow
Com!

10,000
FOB

High

ISY

May 30, 1880.

NATHAN WEBB, Secretary
id

ly 3ldtjul3*ju27

Ho.,

CAR LOAD.

ON

Shorts,

SALK BY

El) W’D
H. BUBGIY d>
CO.,
No* 120 Commercial Street*
mayl4dtf

HOUSE LOTS.
olieelblc lot

AVERY
sire, 56 by »2,
Also lots
Oil

ot the
Portland Atheuum will be held ad, the library
Room, on Plumb Street, on WEDNES DAY. Juno
27th, at 7} o’clock, P. M.

Western

50 Tons Fine Feed and

...

Portland Athenaeum.
Annual Meeting of the
Proprietors

MEANING,

Mixed

Sh0^ap23—dtl

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS

INDIAN
Cnres all

near

small neat Hall for Dancing parties, in
building.
W. K. BICKFORD,
S. O. HENDERSON,
Proprietors.
Nos. 13 and IB Temple Street, Portland, Maine.

Emery and Lends Streets,
W- JI-

near

Pine

STEPHENSON,
2d

National Bank.

For Sale.
A two story frame
House, anti about 3000
feet of Land, on the corner of Pearl Kail Cumberland Streets. Plenty of hard and soft user on the premises.
Enquire ol

M

Feb 12—dis

C. RICHARDSON.

!«■>»

!

»

»

Dvijiiciict'

Dr. W. R.

hereby notifiod that the Plan of Lots
at Evergreen Cemetery,
recently plotted by the
City Engineer, in the vicinity of tho Pond, will lie
placed at the Cemetery MONDAY, June 4th. Those
delirious of seleetng lots in this section of the Grounds
may do so by calling on MR. FORES, Agent for

01

the

juuiuiui

MERWIN, 37

inuiscrei inns.

Walker

St., N.

T.

Cures all Urinary Complaints, viz:
mation of the Bladder and
t Kidney e,
attention
of
Urine, Stricture* of the
\Urethra, Dropeical Swellfinys. Brick Duet Deposit*,
and all diseases that require
a diuretic, and whan used ia
conjunction with the

Gravel,'Inflam-

|

Committee jon Cemetery.
junel 11m

FIREWORKS !

Gleet and all Muor Female, curing recent
to three daya, and is
recommended in those cases of Fluor Alhnn or
Whiten in Female*. Tha two medicines used in
conjunction will not (ail to remove this diaagrec.-thlo
complaint, and in those cases where other medicines
have been used without success.

does not fail to core
cons Dinc/uirgee in Male
cane*

The Largest Stock!
The Best Quality!
The Lowest Prices !

DISPLAYS

CUTTER, AUSTIN & CO.,
3» & 30 Federal. & lOT. til & 113 CohgrriM Streets, Boston,

Bl

room

on

& CO.,

jsa Commercial St,

J

hmo

f.jie«i

uri

Ljllea or

^naniphle
n’flt

’VJivi™,

ilr. W.

to

junelkitd

i aluable Cotta
ffe Residence
AT AUCTION!
June 30, #t 3 o’clock P. M,
()N WEDNESDAY,
Mn4oo' 7" at auetion the hue e»tabli»hnient
OF

'lan

Levi

W.

At-

ri'“i4f“V

oj“»i*i» Ol SEX' KN ACRES
louaM)d a,‘J iu a high stale ol
round l*8 bouse,
*
*oil. The lot
r)cl1’
" w""h double the met

cultivation’ JinVi «!ly

and

gnuluiiviSilS? ’iaVy5ri,u?d

la square

IS “.'f1
to7ianlVt

a* a

of earth and Uile

Sful place,® al0,,t:
ihe

tar‘y

“

£5

“BuiJhSIlf'stSwhJl?^|S£’

G.iortlcrry and Curran

Vh^ata-au-

“

lions*} Is a
an L.
It has

with
et*. Jti»

story and a half cottaim to k* •*»•
11 finished room*, ^fb iTno Hoh’

finished from garret to cellar in the most
thorough and workmanlike' manner,ami <>t
material, it. has gas, hot and cold
water, hathimr
rooms, cemontod cellar under the whole
and a
ceUar that ciMl'tbe beat. Furnace, two house,
and
all the modem improvoiucnts. There Is cisterns,
also a stable
2H bv 3ft, finished to
and forming in the
correspond
whole a j»eifecl gcui of a home.
This whole establishment. is in ported order and
very desirable lor a
HENRY BAILEY & CO.,
•
Auctioneers.

June 2—dtd

House <tc., ut Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Juno 20, at 12 o'clock, M.,
ONshall sell

we

House 24, Adams Street. It Is a
K'rmI two story wooden Home—cood cellar—hard and
»oit water—and a
good piece orproperty.
HifiNaY BAILEjc & COL, Auctioneers.
Lands oi a person desirous of leaving lue city—It consists of Two Houses, Barns and
out houses, together with tho
great Fountain of
water, No. 33 Fore Street. This lot is

50x2??

Also—One half of House

Suinuer

Mountlort and

of

corner

Struts.

Also—the double House. No. 41 and
42, Summer St.
1 he owner feels you cau inuke a fortune
here In ten

years.
For

^

particulars call on BETHUEI, SWElETSIR
No. 33, Fore Street, or
11ENUY BAILEY Jfc CO
June 12—tltd.
Auctioneers.
II. DRAPER, A

J.

art

lonerr.

United States Cotton Sale.
JOHN

DRAPER & CO.,

y.

SELL

WILL

On

Wednesday,

June 20tli, 1800,

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. V,

At their Sales Hoorn No. 112 Pearl Street
IIANOVER MQUAHE,
By

uf

oruei

SIMEON DRAPER. U. S. Colton Agrn.,
ABOUT

3000 Hales

of Mobile

Cotton.

The above Cotton has been classed and sampled
by G. W. Aniory, and may be seen In the bale at
the Government Stores, Atlantic
Dock, Brooklyn,
aud
by sample at tho Bales Room of the Auctioneers, No. 112 Pearl St., two days before the sale.
June 8—dtd

Furniture

ut Auction.

FRIDAY. June 22d. at. 10 o'ckck A. SI., at
No. 15,
ONHouse
of Myrtle and Cumberland
till tho Furniture in i-atd
corner

Streets,

htwise. consisting of
Bedsteads, Beds and Bedding, Carpet*, Bureaus,
Sofas, Chairs, Work, Card, Toilet, Dining and Kitchen Tables; Crockery, Glass. China
Stone, Iron and
Wooden

Ware; Table Cutlerv, stoves, Clock, &c.—
together with the entire Klteheu Furniture.
At 3 o'clock P. M.t same day,
We shall poll the HOUSE No. 15, comer
Myrtle and
Cumberland Streets. It is a two story woolen house
with slated roof,thoroughly finished; cemented cellar
floor, Furnace. Gas, bard and soft Water. In an excellent neighborhood, very centrally U cated, and one
of the most convenient houses of its class In the
city
The lot Is a: out 60x7i> feet, fronting on Myrtle, Cumberland. and Chajiel Sts. Don’t fail to examine it.—
lltle clear.
1IENUV BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Juno 16th—dtd

—W THE-

Village of booth Freeport.
THURSDAY, June 21, ut 2 o’cl ok P. M., wo
VJ sliall sell the late Homestead of C. II. Soule,Emi.
It is a Cottage House with an L. It has eleven finished rooms, with tine closets, Sc; a fii e cellar with

stoiu| floor ; large cistern,

abundance

oi

hard ami soft.

v/atW, iVc.' There is also a large Stable, an IceHouse. <S:c. 'Hie lot contains about jj ol an sere in a
high slate of cultivation—used as a garden—in which
is a
young and thrilly Orchard, yielding about fifty

grafted

bushels oi

fruit

a

Currants, &e.
Grapery,
other Houses in this

year; there b also a fine
Also at same place, two
to one of w hich is attach-

village,

ed a large stable.
A Steamer runs from this place daily, to and from
Portland.
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Aunt’s.
junclOdtd

Valuable House Lot at Auction.
SATURDAY, June 23d, is**, ut 124 o’clock,
noon, wc shall tell a valuable lot of land on the
soufli side of Lincoln street, tho second lot east M*
Wilmot. It is in fact a corner lot— wiiu about :> •.
feet on Wiimot bv flO feet on the
wav.
11 is
all gi :ulc 1
up and is now occupied a* a goj uon. A
vciy desirable lot.

ON

pasra^c

At 3 o’clock. P. M. some day, June 23d, we shall
sell a splendid House lx>t on Emery, Lead of Cushman street.
This lot is 38 leet on Emery by 78 feet,
back, and one of the handsomest lots in this neighborhood of beautiful house Lots.
Title clear—salo positive.
HKNIl\ BAILEY * CO., Auctioneer*.

JunelSdtd

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Are.,

AT AUCTION!
Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Kohot,

aliall soil

WEHarnesses, Sc.,

Every Saturday at 11 oVIock A* M.,
At Forest City Stable, cor ner Federal and Lime Sts.,
where Carriages cau be storm ami Horses boarded it
desired, previous to or alter the sale.
These sales will he under cover, aud held without
regard to w’eatber.
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers,

j^rch

1-dtf

Land at A notion.
while sale, on THURSDAY, tho
». at 2 o’clock P. M., at the
.‘“.ILit
Bth Jay of July no
iu Pownal tho
uwetiing house oi William n.
'wL,I t,vthoL.il,.V

W.-

..

known Wood and Uninit,;
2b
scrlber, situated In I’ownal, and «mtain. *
oualW*U wooded, tlio stipei'k
It'K
L
ity ot the Granite on sa d lot beimr fV«« from
rust, offers great inducements to purchasers. It being about three mili s from the Railroad
Depot
^ ami
two .nilca from
wril

lot•■>*5al»>ut
^->u

ySSSSk

tide wal. rant
,u,°nnafcion may be had of

,or

M

William Tav-

JOHN DAVIS, Jr.
*• t<. LORINU, Ancttonwr.

v.
,,
June 13th,
Yarmouth,

junel6eod£wtd

1P6G.

£o the palate, cause no
pain, art
promptly, never require increase ol dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and children, are just the thing.
Two taken ut nigh* mov-

PLEASANT

the bowels once the next
morning. Warranted
in all cases of Piles and
Falling of tlie Rectum. We
a euro lor all symptoms of the
Dyhpei’*i\
such as
after eating, Sour Stomach,
ting ol tood, Palpitations; also, Headache. Dizziness,
l ain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness ol
the Skin
and Lyes. Sick Headache, Foaled
Tongue, HIUous-

promise

Oppression

to s,.n,| onr thirty-two page
in the
free to every lady and gentleman
al) |t.ttcr9 for pamphlets, medicines,
the
sole
to
proprietor,
ro

K. MERWIN, 37 Walker 8t„ H. Y.

TO

I

carried in the vest pocket. Price CO
they may
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by d,
S. HARRISON
GO., Proprietors, NolTreninn
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
July4dl.v

HURRAH! BOYS,

Coys’ &

Men’s

HURRAH

•

Clothing,

Or Clothing Made to Order.
-also-

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
At Fheaper Prices than any place this side of
New York, at the

Now Engrliuid Clotliiug
J ust Removed to

Company’s,

Market Square,

538

OPPOSITE THE PUEBI.E HOUSE, Pobtlanu
ina>22d3inK. LEVEEN Sc CO.

W.

C.

BECKETT,

Merchant

Tailor,

137 Middle Street,

j_JAS

just received

SPLENDID STOCK

a

SPRING
Embracing

a

tie

will be

lowest
April 18—art
A

GOODS,

large assortment of Cloths fbr Spring

Overcoats, which
der or sell at the

a it it i v e

a M MARYLAND WHITE OAK PLANK,
■d-oi 2, 3, 34 anil 4 inch thickucas.
12 M 14x74 and 8x7} Walea.
20 M Oak Timber.
IVli-GlLVERY, RYAN A DAVIS,
101 Commercial Street,
pi»y22Utt
*

Spill

Complaint. Lowed Appetite. Debilitv,
Ww
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Tract lers find the Lozevt/es Just,
Faintness, A c.
what the? needt as
they are no compact anti inotlorous
Vuu
be

receive relief heretofore.

n

White Oak Plank for Sale,

Flour, may

to

FLETCHEB

June C, 1SW—djvy

HENRY BAILEY A CO., Anct’ra.
purchase monov will bo n*«uir-

^^mr'rvrhd^nd^d^&nenJfrorn
/hH

to

17

by

,8n P8* cen*.

6,1 at

v^l

</«*«','•

•rj^ehdwm"

prepared execute orders for SOrTtf.
ERN M.E LUMBER by the
WE
cargordelKcr!
with
at

oi

custom,-U hy

worthless compounds,—In order to maao money
in place of these.
v„t
t u#*an
gists will not buy them for yen. write
will send them n> you by express, securely packed
ami free from oheervatloa.
be

Southern Pine Lumber

wishing Btoragc
for
bear
PERSONS
the same
application

especially

one

try t. deceive their

Only Wholesale Depot for the celebrated I. XL.
WORKS and original Short StickRocket. All olliers
are imitations.
juneltojyl
^

dtf_IPX Commorcia1
Storage, Storage

in from

Remedy, One Bottle, 12, Three Bottles.
Tricep
**
Injection,
%% *
M
The Cherokee Cure?
Remedy" ami hO**”
turn" are to be found in all well regulated
druj
stores, and are recommended by physician* and
druggists all over the world, for "their intrinsic worm
and merit. Some unprincipled dealers

tor Cities and Towns furnished, from
$100 to $5000, at
short notice.
Send for Price List, and compare with other and higher lists.

April

a

c-dliug r“

CHEROKEE INJECTION,

dispatch nnv convenient port.
iMculLVEKV, RYAN & DAVIS

'“*■

Limn
of
In/mlBuck, Dim-

Cherokee Remedy,

the Superintendent.

cu

1

MEDICINE,

are

op

5

(

The Cherokee Cure will restore health and vlsror,
stop the emissions, end effect a permanent cure
after all other inedicinos have failed. Thirty-two
paze pamphlet sent in a scaled envelope, free to any
address.
Price $2 per bottle, or three bottles for |.r>. Sold
by all druggists; or will bo sent by express to any
portion of the world, on receipt of prico, by Uio
sole proprietor,

Mar 19—dtl

May 31.

?^

diseases caused by

tmie,

a

Evergreen Cemetery

\|Jrl

tm

self-abuse, viz.cr

same

arc

the head otState street

GREAT

Meats.

Per Order

Morbus, DiHrrhoeu, Dysentery*
Summer Complaint*. Pain in tho

(Opposite ihe International House. >
Ladles ontranre 1M, Gents, ire. Hours
from 7 A. td„ to 11 P. M.
The public
will find It to their
advantage to call and
try the above Oyster Saloon. lie will
Aimisli Parties and Plc-Nics with

SPECIFIC.

Preventive and Cure for

sure

Pure

Nos. 152 and 154 Exchange Street,

THE

Co.

CH OLERA,

SALOOX,

FOR I. A DIES AND GENTLEMEN,

Should be used by all Farmers on

Phillips

E

o/ Vision, Premature
□ Old A ye, Weak Kerrt*, Dijfi•
a<*w/f Breathing, Pal* ('ouvtenance. Insanity, Consumption, and all diseases that fol-

Citizens

Ckolcra

HOUSE,

AND—

OYSTER

other•

by druggists generally.

For sale at wholesale by W. F.
Jau. 1, 1866—eod&eowCm

Hodsdon,

Hoop Skirls, Corsets & Fancy Goods,

EATING

Sold

no

STODDAKD’S-

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

J. B.

for l*halon*»—Take

low prices.

REMEMBER THE PLACE!

Juncl3

CF* Beware of Counterfeits.
Ask

CORSETS! CORSETS! CORSETS

Fitzgerald

A Most Fxqnmle, Delaqnte nn<l Frngrant Perfume, Distilled from the
ICarc nnd Beautiful Flower from
wliielt it take* it* name.
Manufactured only by Pll A I,ON & SON.

Trade.

in the

Til

Vnirereal
| Memory,
Pain* in

the

SKIRTS.

CHEROKEE CURE,

a

LUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,

ALSO,

tums.

HOOP

tricity without TAIN. Persons having decayed
teetli or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give'a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machine* forsak
tor family use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a few patients with board
end treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation ITee.
novltl

the choicest edibles in the market,
AT ALL HOURS, from 5 A. M. to 10J P. M.
|y Wedding Parties and families furnished witli
every variety of Cakes, Confectionery. Icecream and

50, 75

SKIRTS,

the

On

Borfrimeries, Combs, Brushes, Toilet Soaps, Poma-

HOOP

leap with joy, and

and restaurant, alter being thoroughly
cleansed and refittSfi, and haying secured the services
ot MR. DANIEL K. REED as Chief do Cuisine, well
known to all former habitnes of Barnnm’s as
having
no superior, in skill or celerity, with a
corpB of assistants and waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to

150.

Ice

March 2—d*wlm

White and Red Asli Coal.

FARLEY, Dealer in Nautical Instruments,

March 11—cocltt

also

JAB. F. LEVIN Agt. South Down Oo.
23 Central Wharf,
BOSTON, MASS.

physician.

adapted

Coal.

JUST

VERMIN.

If farmers an 1 others cannot obtain tills article oi
traders in their vicinity, It will be forwarded free ot
express charge by

Coal,

Tlie many and great advantages of these Compasses
appear almost incredible to those who have never used them, but a little experience at sea soon dlsjxds all doubts in regard to their superiority.
Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial
When the vessel is rolling about in a rough sea, these Compasses remain iierfoetly steady, and in light and
smooth weather
275 Tons Hazel ton Leliigli,
they are extremely sensitive—more so even than the lightest wood Compass. The needle is
enclosed in an air-tight metallic case and is entirely excluded from the air and, therefore free from rust.
It is also made so that it retains its power like a magnet. Snch a needle could not be used in any other
BROKEN AM> EGG SIZE.
on account of its great
weight; but here it is almost wholly supported by the buoyancy of the liquid i
Compass
to which the weight of the card is nicely adjusted. The bouyancy of this liauid prevents mem from ever be- i 300 TONS LOCUST
MOUNTAIN
coining dull, as It reduces the weight on the pivot to a few grains. Hence tne trouble and .expense of sharp1500 AND STOVE SIZE.
vning and “touching” is altogether avoided. But more than this, the exemption from disorder renders them
always jierfectly reliable at sea.
200 TONS
During four years of constant use in the Naval and Merchant service, both on steam and sailing vessels
not one of them has been returned, although it is always agreed to take them back if tli
ey do not give tali
Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds
faction in every particular.

Night,
Efficiency,

SCAB,

years we have been in this city, we have cured some
ot the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do
stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. JVhas been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated
to chronic diseases in
Electricity is perfectly
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia fcm
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, liip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
Vitas* Dance. dea/ness, stampalsy or paralysis, 8t. of
specefe. dyspepsia, indigesmering or hesitancy
and
liver
compliant, idles—cure
fj«>uu constipation
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchiof
the
strictures
chest, and all form* of female
tis,

Tlie Rheumatic,

at

fact, all the concomitants of a Nervous and
Debilitated state of the ays; cm.
To vtisure the genuine, cut this out.
ASK FOR HELM BOLD'S. TAKE NO OTHER.
Apr B—eodtf.

And,

dtl

RECEIVED Aid lor sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,

General Irritability.

Dyspepsia,
Emaciation,
Low Spirits,
Disorganization or Paralysis of
the Organs ot Generation,
Palpitation of the Heart,

2,1807.

to the

complaints.

Head,

Hysteria,

tarnished in the

elegant style,

Feb.

announce

they

is Now Opened to the Public
by,
«. ». HBEW8TEK,

Portland,

148 & ISO Middle

Imbecility,

and

trnjiuci

Valuable Real Estate at Auction

STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United State* Hotel
he would

Hotel has been

located

NT DESING,

respectlully
citi7^ns of Portland and vicinity, that be has
WHERE
in this city. During the three

Mr, Brewster would bo happy to meet ids old
fiiicnds and the public generally.

as a

symptoms,

excellently

ELECTRICITY

permanently located

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWIIEGAN HOUSE.

at onr usual

strengthening than any of the preparations ol
or Iron, infinitely safer and more
pleasant.

li>r * rents..

desire to insure SATISFACTORY COL"horteHt time, with the least trouble, inlor Reed's
Liquid Dyes, and take nu
oaer.at tlu* are the only'utliable
Colon.
Sold at wholesale by
J. W. PERKINS & 00, nndW. F. Phillip* & Co.,

m ost

And

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU
is

pei* Cord.

thoroughly refitted,

the

tal e motions and associations at an
early period
of li /e; and, as we shall subsequently
see, these emotio'uB, when excessive, lead, long before puberty, to
habits which sap the very life of their victims ere nat are has self-completed their development.
For Female Weakness and Debility, Whites or l^eucorrhma, Too Profuse, Exhausting, Too Long Continued Periods, for Prolapsus and Bearing Down, o7
Prolapsus Uteri, we offer the most perfect specific
known: HelmboUVs Compound Extract ofliuchu.
Directions for use, diet and advice accompanying.
Females in every period of life, from infancy to extreme old age, will find it a remedy to aid nature in
the
of its functions.
Strength is .the glorv of manhood and womanhood,

Color,

Simplicity of Use,
Certainty of Satisfaction.
9
Economy of Time,
from
all Dost or Dirt.
Freedom
Mordant and Ryes Combined in
one preparation.

This

indi-

and

.,

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU.
Hundreds suffer

*

Electrician
Co., Medical
174 MIDDLE

International Hotel,

permanent sickness
and premature decline. Nor is it
pleasaut to consul
a physician for the relief of these various delicate affections, and only npon the most urgent necessity will
a true woman bo far sacrifice her
greatest charm as
t > do fhis. The sex will then thank us for
placing in
their hands simple specifics which will be found efficacious in relieving and curing almost
every one of
these troublesome complaints pocql ar to the sex.

complete

Liquids,

Which will recommend themselves to every
lias over used Liquid Dyes for

Brilliancy

had for

^4.50

Infirmary,

THE UDlES.
DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladtoe, wbr
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 0
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for thcii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalTO

MEDICAL

large

with

hem
The lot* are very declrnblefiir
lew minute* walk from the florae
Kailrutel. A
a"'1 8®n’ral in,url"ati<,n
oUaincil

residence.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess ot any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence In maturer yeai>,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration tlmt may follow Impure Coition, are
•tlie Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for uic consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for lxiss of Beauty
and Complexion.
MANY
THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
HOW
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep.—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ol

DR. W.

OFFICE, COMMERCIAL STREET,
Head Hobson’s Wharf.
ina.v7dtf

vidual, and ere long producing

STATES,

Peak’s

Care Geo.

on

to

must know

physician,

• comer

Betliel Steam Mill

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU.

additional stock of

all of the best style and quality, which
such prices as cannot lail to satisfy all
Don’t fail to call at

let with good

gentlemen.

New Haven, Ct.

having received the endorsement ol the most
PROMINENT PHYSICIANS IN THE UNITED

lot of

Coats, Pants and Vests!
Also

Hotel.

People visiting Portland can have all the convena Hotel at much less
prices, at a retired and
genteel place. Also permanent board for families and

the peculiar and important re*
lotions which they sustain, their peculiar
organization, and the offices? they perform, arc sultfect to
many sufferings and ailments peculiar to the sex.
Freedom from these contributes in do small
degroe
to their happiness and welfare, for none can be
happy who are ill. Not only so, but no one ot these various female complaints can
long be suffered to run

Bark

EMERSON & BURR
this day received

a

Commercial Street.

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to
board at No. 27 Willow Street.

Cental!

discharge

NEW CLOTHING UP TOWN!
Have

OO

thinking person

led In

McALLISTEB & 00.,

May 1—<ltf

RITCmE%~LIQUrD

7

COAL.

arrived per sch. Redington, from Baltimore
a cargo of fresh-mined
Georges Creek Cumberland Coal for Blacksmith’s use.
Also, on hand the best qualities of Bed and mite
Ash Coal, at the lowest prices for cash.

124 Middle Street.

May 24—eod4w

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

COAL.

♦

TOPPAN,

as

^

rrff

and

fortunate should be PAimrui.AU In selecting his
as it is a lamentable yet inconlrovcrtable ihct, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
lor it is a point generally conceded by I ho best
syphi;ograpliers, tliat the study aud management of these
complaints should engross the whole time ot those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opiK>rtunity nor time to make
liimselfaequainted with their pathoiagy. commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases nuik-i ug an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and tiaii-

whom

,,

a.e

v

autly locate, 1

ant of the cause, which is tlie

LISBON FALLS, MAINE.

AND GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.

directly,

This is the Man who was bald and

WINTHROP, MAINE,

ers

Drops!

society, and which, consequently, affect,

a

r

*

W intlirop

Uin^ made.

that

Ebrattjm. The printer, by substituting
this tor that, (as it was in the copy,) made me
say last week, that the public spirited man
who died in the alms house, was a citizen of
Augusta. It was not so. The name of the
city was not given, nor intended to be given.

Portland,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

MACHINE FINDINGS AT AGENTS’ PRICES!

PREPARED

Pills

Grore,

307 Commercial St, 47 h 4» Bench Street,

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

membrane of the

devoted to

A

Leatlie &
March 2G-dt»

FLUID PREPARATION

Better than any

THE

Delivered in any part of the city for

early salads, rhubarb, tomatoes, radishes, peas, beans, cucumbers,
squashes, beets, turnips, cabbage, peppers, cm
rants, gooseberries, gi apes, black and white
raspberries, Ac., Ac. The great fault is, that
wc skim over too much ground which is always kept quite poor, and which, in time, also
Tkaxi.
keeps us as poor as itself.

I
J

SCIENTIFICALLY

BY ALL

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the State.

Agents for the celebrated Grover & Baker
Sewing Machines !

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Females, owing

nieds. Now half an acre is left for early vegetables and choice small fruits to be run into
market at the highest prices; and a man can
raise a very great amount in value upon half

uCfc

Periodical

SOLD

ONLY.

Now Haven, Conn.
H. H. HAY, IF F PHILLIPS If CO, ami J. W.
P LUKINS If CO., Agents, fort laud, Me.

GORE'S

STEAM REFINED SOAPS 1

E E I C E

C. G. CLAKK & CO., Proprietors,

a5

Every intelligent

that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
(ircparatory studies fits him for oil the duties he must
failiil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostril uoand cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useless, but always injurious.
The un-

I

at

u.km*|,”l"rty."r"®r’ kuowu“ the

CAUTION TO THE PUEL10.

Por sale to clear the wharf, by

market his crop for
purchase as much ofthat kind of bread stuff as he

r

EEA77//,'

WOMAN.

devoted

raise his own

a man can

can

an acre

ONE

t

* co, ’J' w- PF.SKINS If CO.,
Portland
Me., Wholesale Agents.
August 31. lh<»5
eod&wlyr

easily raised. Are not these worth
twenty-five cents per bushel ? and if you have horses, stock or
hogs
they are worth all that to yourself for home
consumption. Here then are $125 on anothonions,

©ne

*T'L H.HAY,

be as

half acre.

&e.

enabled to furnish a supply of Soup* of the
Beat iiualities, adapted to the demand, for fixport and i)omeat 1c Consumption*
are

nd H.

in market at least

to

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!
Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WOttKS, containg all the modern improvements, we

Flannels,

SUFFERING,

Soldi*}’ Druggists everywhere

C.Q.CLARE ft

ated crop, and on the same amount of land
three hundred bushels of mangold wurtzels

er

Prints,

cess.

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in package* suitable fjr the trade and lamily u*e.
Importing direct onr chemical*, and using only the
best materials, and a* our goods arc manufactured
under ilie personal supervision otour senior partner,
who has hail thirty years practical experience in the
business, wc therefore assure the public witli condeuce that we CAh and will lurnisli the

Linens,

Jisil,£Xui
selt5ibu>e

He would call the Attention ot the afflicted to tlic
Ihct of Ills long stuuding and well-earned lepuhuw,u
furnishing sutlicieut assurance of his shill and suc-

CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,

iences of

ways raise the largest crops of everything you
plant,—that is, if you are faithful in the subsequent duties of good cultivation. If you
must raise your own corn, and not purchase
it with something else, Miich, not
competing
with the prices of Western crops, is more prof- Sfc., OFFER a9 full, thorough, complete,
practical and
itable lor us to grow here, you can give half an expeditious FACILITIES lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.
acre to that and then have, as
Thin in the only Commercial College In the State
you ought, forwhere n full and
Scholarship in Book-keepty or even fifty bushels of good sound com, ing, Writing, &c.,complete
is taught without copying, so that
no one can puss through the course without obwhich is enough for breading the
family and taining a thorough counting-room education.
fattening two porkers, besides an occasional
t'PrMr. Brown would present to the Citizens

can

Cottons,

a

suffering

perfect am] PERMANENT* CURE.

OLEINE,

as

such land you can sow seeds and set
plants
and weed them out as well as on com or
potatoes, for the weeds will not be there to choke

acre

MO. 1,

White Goods,

conjithjuee

oi

family,

Goods,

mi,

disea^s

SOAPS,

extra,

Cloakings,
Dress Goods,

Woolens,

REFINED

Hous«> Lots in Maple
\Vc.,br....u,
Auction.

Urore,

he can
be*consulted privately, and with
utmost
Ilia aiimied * at
ut oil
^
from 8A.ii. by
hours
to 9 P m
l>r. H. address** those who are
under the
ol
adiietion
private
whctUer
impure connection or the terrible vice of
Devoting his entire time to tlwt particular braneh
the medical protession. he feels warranted In UuarHAM EKJXU A CLUE IX ALL CASES, Wii*;tW of lone
standing or recently contracted, entirety renioviuthe dregs of disease from the system, and making d

-viz:-

sincy Goods,

THAT ARE

' aluublc

use

the
WHERE
daily, and

to their Standard Brands of

STEAM

——*

goum,

solicit the attention ot the trade and

consumers

Shawls,

used it once.

We bo" of you, if you are sick, to make just
lit. Price One Dollar per bottle.

A

WOULD

RETAIL,

Thin

in its actiou, ever known to the
will do without it in the bouse that

Lyon’s

AND

Auction Sales.

mu,
ON atTUESDAY,,I
MEDICAL ROOMS, Valuable
Maple Grove,W,.Btl,r,’»,k
11,,
Lot*, containing trom Nhi^tn^wf
ft
teen 1 bousand Feet ol Land «aA.
Temple Streetf
Tt,. 1®

JVo.

li:atjiiTa-

IN

speedy

YOU

Olt. J. B. H L'lillKS

SOAPS! PRIVATE

REFINED

BARG A. I 3ST S

healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take healthy food without danger of distress from it. It is the most wonderftil
remedy and
the most

free from seeds as compost
rockweed, should be applied. On

manure

mess

in every instance regulates and restores to

Medical.
_
_

.WHITMAN,

—

ITY

world. No one

&

WHOLESALE

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DE1IIL

ever

Miscellaneous.

J

and 1b for sale by all Druggists.

should new manure from the stable, full as it
will be of the seeds of foul stuff, be put
upon
the grounds. Nothing but old thoroughly rot-

ten

ELDEJf

One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst case oi
Dyspepsia in existence, and one dose will instantly
relieve the most aggravated attacks oi
Cholera Morbus,
Sick Headache,
Sickness at Stomach
Dysentery,
Fever and Ague,
Heartburn,
Colic Tains.
and in Ifcct all diseases proceedin'' from the Stomach
and Bowels, it is a sovereign and permanent cure lor

Price Koine Only 35

ach.

made from

Remedy

all diseases of the

and

has

ONLY

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

STOMACH AND BOWELS!

and

PRICE

s t e -A.

DYSPEPSIA !

tion

coisrsuMFTioisr,
(in the
advanced

ONE

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

Small

Night Sweats, Flying Fains through the Shoulders,
Chest, Face or Limbs, Nervous Headache, Nervous
tice makes perfect.”
Prostration, Giddiness or Diziness, Excessive paleWe believe that iffarmers, instead of spread- ness, Sore Throat, Drowsiness, Sleeplessness, Sour
Stomach, Heart-Bum, Oppression or sinking qf the
ing twenty cords of bam manure on four Stomach before or eefter eating, Remittent Fever, &c.,
me., and especially tn all Female Disorders or Uteracres, would work it into two, or even to one, ; ine Irregularities, such as
Difficult, Painful, Supscanty, Excessive, Delayed, Premature or
they would fiud their account in it. By this pressed,
too LVcquent Menstruation.
means they would have
premium crops of
Statements From Patients, Ac.
com, potatoes &&, the first season, large yields
“Your Proscription saved my daughter’s life, and
lias saved me huudreds of Dollars.’’—Rev. K. Hum01 grain the
next, and a great quantity of rnitETS, Kemsen, N. Y.
grass for years afterward. It is as well to cut
‘•We bless God for tho bonoCt we have received
troni your Prepared Pmaeription.”—Rov. P. Peretwo tons, or three, of hay to the acre, as one
grine. Blossburg, Peiur.
or half a ton—nay, much better.
The true
“Every one to wliom I have recommended It has
much by its use.”—Rev. 0. D. Jobes. Rapolicy should be to get the farm into good lienelited
Wia.
cine,
grass as soon as possible; and this can only be
15IBLE HOUSE,
A8T0B PLACE, N. Y.-In tllO
done by making tire ground rich in cultivated
early part«t February, 18€5,1 was suffering from a
violent cough, fbr which I had been treated
c.’ops and laying it down in a good shape. Let six months previously without benefit. I had during
NightSweats which
prostrated me. In the eventwo, four, six or more acres, as the case may ing, hoarsenesscompletely
would come on, which would probe, be prepared every year by being heavdy vent merfrom speaking above a whisper. 1 had then
hail two attacks oi hemorrhage from the lungs. My
manured, and let that quantity of ground be finally Physician assured
me that he could do no
added yearly to the mowing area, till the more for me, yet I was growing rapidly worse, and
had been compelled to leave business lor
nearly two
whole arable lands are thus worked over.— mouths. All my symptoms indicated, unmistakably
the presence of CONSUMPTION. In the
beginimr
The tew acres devoted to com, grain, pota- of
February. Mr. Hrrry Fisher, 'lYcaturer of the
American JJtUc Society, presented me with a bottle of
toes and vegetables will ordinarily produce
the PREPARED PRESCRIPTION. In a few
days
enough for the family use, whilst the grass my appetite, (which 1 had entirely lost,) returned;
within a week, my cough had almost left me: ami in
fields will yield a great burden and almost a
less than two w eeks, the Night Sweats were broken
clear profit. Hay is, on the
up. Thenceforward I regained strength rapidly, and
whole, our surest am
now regularly attending to my duties as clerk to
and most profitable crop, either to bo sold in
the AMERICAN BIBLE
SOCIETY, in whose emthe market, or to he ennvorte.1 infe unnt
ployment I have bdfcn nine years. I am now enjoying good health. Your PRESCRIPTION effected a
A man, with his land properly enriched and
CURE, when my frionds despaired of

prepared, especially if near a ready market,
can produce a greater value upon a small
piece of ground than many are aware of. He
might make a garden of nearly all he cultivate

Coe’s

Intermittent Fiver,

jertainly citbed
as certainly prevented as

.jud

to con-

men

_Medical._

mcdionl Scl‘ThewonUerfal progress
JUCe during tho past sixyars only, makes
it possible lor the conscientious Physician
1.0 declare, now, that consumption is as
of

happy to

cash

(iootl

make up

to or-

prices.

OjieniuK !

GOOD chance is offered In tin1 nmnuftu tnre o
Klastic Hoods, lor which thcTe is an evtahlNI'ert
demand and ready sale. Anv person wishing Id engage tn a light and pleasant business, and wio can
ftirni»h a cash capital of $12u0 to ORfto ran address

A

Manikaitiber,

jnay24dtt

By*

V*

I..

„

,1

The Markets.
XewKork

Cotton—quiet and firm;
Uplands at 40 @ 42c.

Markets.
New York. June 18.
saicd loou bales.

Middling

Flour-State and Western 15® 30c higher. Kales
18.000 bbls. State at 6 60 a) 10 00 Round Hoop Ohio
8 30 @ 14 00. Western 6 65 @ 9 30. Southern at 10 50
@ 17 00. Canada at 8 90 @ 14 oo.
Wheat—excited and 10 @ 15c higher; sales 47,200
bushels; new Milwaukee No 1, 2 40 @ 2 50; part is to
arrive; Milwaukee No 2 at 2 10.
Corn—2 ®) 4c higher; sales 146,000 bushels; new
Mixed Western at 96 @ 97c.
Oats—2c better; Cauada at 81c.

Beef—steady.
Pork—higher; sales 13,460 bbls.;

York.
June 16, SJE of Capo Hattcraa 45 miles, barque Undfue, trom Oientuegos lor Boston, with los of two of
her masts, haring been Btruck by Hghtning off Cape
San Antonio.
BEV1CRLY—Ar loth, seb Olive Branch, Dtx, from

101

Stores—firm.
Freights to Liverpool—dull.
Naval

@ 11c.

Orleans.
Ar at Matanzas 8th

\'oi? York***^

Rangoon) for
Ar at

Ar at

ra:(

...

Ladles’ SHAWL.
FJUND

SEVERAL custom Coat
junclfidtf

A

Gertrude, Creech,

4 th

inst, Elvira Owen, Kimme,

Sid im Hamburg
for Sunderland.

Board Wanted.
a
gentleman and wile, in a private famiyoung
ly, m a central and desirable locality. Room to
be tarnished or unfurnished, with board. Bent of
reference given. Addresa X. Y. ZM Press Office.
Portland, June 15,1866.—dlw*

BY

Wanted.
RELIABLE MAN to take charge of a portion of
Maine, and sell and put up the UNION FENCE.
Apply to If. R. WOLCOTT & CO., No. 3 Taylor &
Olmsted’s Block, Springfield, Mass.
Junelldlw

A

SITUATION as House-keeper, by a young
widow, who line a child that she wishes to keel*
with her. She is willing to take the entire charge of
a lamily.
Apply at No. 5 Oxford SI.
Portland, June 14,18U6.—dlw *

A

Lost!
X OST on Middle or Free streets, a Ladies’ GOLD
«Ll WATCH, CHAIN, BELT and BUCKLE. The

Under will confer a ftvor and be suitably rewarded
by leaving it at PUTNEY’S Boarding House, corner

In

1 AAA FIRST QUALITY, round boop, Flour
1 yjyjyj Barrels, at Thirty-five Cents, by
E. E. UPHAM & SON,
May

Richardson’s Wharf.

29— dim

I

AN

MANUFACTURED

_DIED.

Agent in every town in the State ol

Miscellaneous.

MERRILL,

NAME

FROM

FOR

DATE.

Corsica.New York..Havana.June
Edinburg.New York. .Liverpool_June
Hibernia.NewYork. .Glasgaw.June
Hansa.New York..Bremen...
June
Etna.New York. .Liverpool... .June
Santiago de Cuba. .New York. .California... .June

16
16
16
16
16
20
Africa.Boston.Liverpool_June 20
New York
,.... .New York. .Anpinwall.. .June 21
City of Paris.New York. .Liverpool. ...June 23
—

Miniature Almanac.June 10*
Moon set*.
AM
High water.4.40 PM

San rises.4.23
Sun sets.7.3!) |

MAR 11ST E
PORT

OP

yr EWB

PORT DAN

D^,

Jun*!

Eastport

and St John NB.

Barque Zotus, (Br) Page, Cardenas tlh inst.
Brig Alfiiretta, (of llarpswcll) Bibber, Cardenas

3d inst.

Brig J Polledo, (Brt Marwick, Boston.
Sch Rachel Seaman, O’Neil. Philadelphia.
Sch Canary, Wall, New York.
Sch Yautic, Deland, Boston.
Sch E H Pray, Clark, Boston.
Sch Mazeppa, Pierce, Welltleet.
Sch Island Home, Rowo, Hockporl.
Sell Albatross. Crockett, Rockland.
Sch Johns Higgins, Higgins, Westport.
Sch Geo IrMcLellan, Keene, Bremen.
Sch Acadia, (of Yarmouth) Thompson, from Boston, while attempting to make this harbor on Sunday
night, about 10 o’clock, during a thick fog, got ashore
on Cushing’s Island, and will be a total loss.
No insurance. The A registered 75 tons, om, and was
built at Yarmouth in 1848, where sho was owned.
CLEARED.
Brig Nellie Mowc, Lceman, Windsor NS —J S
Winslow.
Sch Harriot Baker, Webber, New York
Chase
—

Cram & Sturdivant.
Sch Canton, Donnell. Boston—C W Piorce.
Sch Hiram, Cook, Calais—Hersey, Fletcbor & Co.

FBOM 9UB COBBESPONDENT.
BOOTHBAY, June 10—Ar, schs G W Reed, Reed,
and Archer, Pierce, Western Banks.
June 11—Ar, schs Northern Light. Greonlief. and

Ripley Hopes, Boynton, Western Banks.
June 12—Sid, schs El Dorado, (new) Spofford.

for
Bay St Lawrence: Silver Lake. Reed, do.
Juno 14—Ar, sells Northern Cblef Love, and Mon-

tebell.i, McClintock, Portland.
June 15—Ar, schs E K Dresser, (new)
Reed, Portland; Dianna, Wylie, do; Allen lewis, Wright,Western Banks.
June 16—Ar, sch P G

St Lawrence.

Maddocks, Harris, from Bay

K ENNEBUNKPOicT, June 16
fishing schr of about 90 tons, old

Improvement

A fine clipper
measure, and 55
tons new measure, was launched to to-day by David
Clark. She was built lor Capt Clias 15 Howe and Jos
Friend & Co, ot Gloucester. Mr Clark will launch
in about 20 days a medium sliarp schr of 160 tons
old measure, which is for sale.
At at Cape Porpoise recently, schs Webster, Grant
Bank Quero, with 500 qtls fish; Snow Squall, Hod»"
don, do, 260 do.

ON

H.

bn?

Sarah

Peters, for Boston;

sch C C

B^abar8’
Ar

Crte’

tSth. brigs Milwaukee, Brown, Bangor: Keuor*
NewY„rk (am| cld fhr Boston.)

,or

Carver, Rumrill,

c8>

Baiaeoa;

Also cld 16th, shijw Corsica,
via St John NB; Gem of the
Melbourne; barque* Nellie Fenwick

T

J

V

*

Oee^T % J»jIvcTp2o1
S'iT
Janeiro; Lucy Frances, Allen, Sagua; hi?!?}?’ R1°
set, Tracy, Georgetown; schs
WingBof

Pleasant

As
the

Capital, can
subscribers

or

addressing

Leaves Portland Every Monday,
Wednesday
and Friday for St. John and intermediate Points,
Kcturnlng Hnme Days,
TOR WARDS packages and parcels of goods and
money to all parts ot New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, Prince Edward's Island, and Newfoundland. Bills, Notes, and Drafts collected, and all express business attended to with care and promptness
A special Messenger accompanies each
Express.
{ Jr Office 282 Congress St., under Lancaster Hall
junel2dtf
D. II. BLANCHARD,
Agt.

on

on

ICE
j

PITCHERS!
JUST RECEIVED AT THE

^

A.XJCTION STORE
Federal

109

your

Paper and

state

Exchange St.

Of

J

Union Convention at

Bangor.

For

D.

ROBINSON,

20

Exchange Street*
June 16—eodtojyl
Useful and Important Invention,
CATLIN & FREESE’S
Improved Fire and Water Proof

CEMENT!
The beet preparation yet discovered for repairing
broken articles, such as Glass, China, Crocker*, Alabaster, Pearls, Ivory, Furniture, Le tlier, Marble,
&c. For saie by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO. and H. H.
II AY, and all Druggists and Crockery Dealers.

Junc7eod3w*

Sierra Morena Molasses.
iihds.j
^“',50

MorJiaJror

-"SS******.

REl

..iSSpa

1

NO TICE
Proposals wiU be recivcil for building a
1 ISchool House in Westbrook, near Woodford’s Corner, until June 30th Inst., at the Office of Mr.
Famed. Architect, Mo. ] 37 1-2 Middle St..
Portland, where plan and spesitications may be soon.
J AliKZ TRUE.
JOHN J. C1IKNERY,
CLEMENT PHXNNEY,
Building Committee.

rented for
vestment.

quautitiM^.^S

June9oo(12w*

Annual Mooting of this Association will be

THEheld in the New City

mencing

on

this city.

ol

To Let.
and 3d slorics of a block of
located, suitable for a manufactory.
Offices tor Surgeons, Dentists, anil
tics constantly on hand.
Inquire of
PATTERSON &
Real Estate Agents, 82$

Building, Portland, com-

TUESDAY, JUNE 19, 18(10,
at 10 o’clock A. M,

Session to continue three days.
Per order,
OKO. L. UOODALE.

may23oodtd*

Secretary.

THE ANNUAL MEETING
Of the Portland and New York

Company
->'^3£‘&^Stoam8bii>
tlieir office, on

will be held at

par-

CHADBOURN,

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
Dentist,
No. 11

Clapp’s Block, Congress St,
PORTLAND,ME,

Sept *29—cod tf
TIIURNS <>rcy Hair to its original color; promotes
■Vr^F«rsale
JJ?iFr,ywP1’ an(i prevents its falling off’
by Druggists.
12—(13m*

~

BnSuns:

to be
*1’HE liest at

Samuel j. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiries regarding your
patept Metallic Sole, I take great pleasure iti staling
that 1 had them put in a pair oi tine calf skin boots,
which I wore the whole of last winter in the wet
street* of Albany. I have had them half soled since,
and am wearing your Metallic Soles now, with full intention neveb to be without them. I have not had
a wet or damp foot during the whole time I have worn
them. I pronounce them the best Insole yet made.
I am satisfied that no person having once worn them
will do without them. Wishing you the success you
deserve tor so valuable an invention ior the preservation of health,
1 remain truly yours,
SAMUEL JEFFERSQN, Contractor, New York.
Ms. Samuel J. Seely :
Dear Sir—I take great pleasure in offering my
testimony to the usefulness and comfort of your patent Metallic Sole. 1 have used a pair of boots for the
past seven months, furnished with this Sole, and feel

The new FRENCH COTTAGE,
about soven acres of land, situated on the Cape Cottage foad, in
.Capo Elizabeth. The house contains
--—_‘fourteen rooms. The sea view is un-

surpassed. Enquire

of

W. U. STEPHENSON,
Second National Bank.

Aprils—tl

Valuable Lot for Sale!
Xomple Street,
,Lot
TH«£!jeSL.ellsiy?
Middle Street, with
the Walls thereon. There is
on

near

good cellar with connecting drain. Lot about 70 by
by 90 feet. Terms reasonable. Apply to
a

JOHN C. PROCTER,
LtmeStreot.

May 18, i860_dll

Another Home

rpmf

For Sale.
and Garden', corner Melbourne

Stable
and Willis streets. The Lot is 132x80 well laid out
and slocked with Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Graiie
Vinos and Shrubbery. Persons desirous of
purchasing a Uomu, every way pleasant and desirable, will
do well to examine tills place, as it is
one of
tbe finest on Munjoy Hill and will be sold at a bar.

HOUSE,

gain.

For

particulars inquire

May 23—dtf.

on

the premises of
O. W. SMITH.

House for Sale.
tbree-story Briel; House No. 70,
of
THE
Danforth
Tate Streets. It has all the modcomer

aim

improvements ami is iu excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &e., apply to
KUFUS IS. WOOD,

ein

FACTORY AND WHALE OIL

Olive,

Fluid,

found In the city at 75 cents per
s- C. RUNLSTT & CO.’S.

.. gailon
Also
Lamps repaired,

junel6dtl

The whole profits ot tho Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon tho Premi-

terminated during the year; and tor which Cerare issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 40 per cent, in each ot the years
1863-4, and 5, and 35 per cent, in 1866.

tificates

The Comaony has A Meta, Over Twelve
Million Dollars, viz:—
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
$4,82.8.586
Loaus secured by Stocks and otherwise,
3,330,360
Premium Notes ami Bills Receivable, Real

At Factory, Corner of

they offer these Soaps, to ihe trade and
consumers, at low est market prices, and they
warrant all their Soaps to be equal to any offered in

WHERE

BPTbeir WHALE OIL SOAP is offered as a superior article lor Washing Trees. Scrubs and Plants,
to destroy Insects, Bugs, &c., and their FACTORY

cleansing Wool, Felts,

wife a furnished House ami
occupants, consisting ot gentleman and wife.
No one need apply unless bringing
good references. Inquire at 282 Congress Street Express (mice.
junelldtf
and

for

saleT

11 story Cottage, 8 rooms, good order,with
ill 2 or 8 acres of land in Cape Klizalieth, alsiut
ftom Ferry- w,“ be »°ld chcaP if Upd for soon

Wanted.
OFFEP^lora two story house, arranged for
» A?„
two
families, on “Munjoy Hill. Lot, 40x76. The best
investment yot oflered to tho public. 12 per cont

guaranteed. Apply

and

Fulling

Blankets, and other manufacturing purposes.
May 24—T T&Stf

Palmer’s Horse Pitchfork.
rTIHE Horse Pitchfork is comparatively a new artiA eie in the list ol Agricultural implements. It lias
been demonstrated, however, that
every Farmer will
have one at no distant day. There are so
many new
inventions in the article that Farmers aro in doubt
as to which 1b the best to purchase.
As

More than Twelve Thousand

PALMER

FORK 1

Were Sold East

Season,

And ns every purchaser received entiro satisfaction,
we say to the Farmers of Maine, if they want the

host,

to

PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
Dealers In Rea! Estate,
Juno 16—ood2w*
Exchange St., Portland.

se-

3,4*50,025
80,400

310,550
$12,199,070

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W.U. H.

Wm.

•

Sturgis,

Henry K. Bogert,
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gallard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinned,

Moore,

Henry Colt.
Win. 0. Pickeisgill,

Lewis

Curtis,
Clias. H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,

C. A. Hand,
II. J. Howland,
lienj. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,

B. Waxren

Weston,
Phelps.
Royal
Caleb Barstow,
A.P.Pfllot,
Win. E. Dodge,
Geo. G. Hobson,

feobt.B. Minlurn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,

Fred’k Cliaunce),
James Low.
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb.

David I^ane,
James
Leroy M.

Bryce,
Wiley,

Daniel S. Miller,
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. II. H. Moore; 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

Applications lor Insurance with the
Company received and forwarded by

above named

(Head of Long Wharf,.
PORTLAND.
April fl, ISCfl—dim eoddm &w6w14

TRIPS

CAPITAL,

$1,000,000

|wl4

in.

Surplus, 204,188,40
$1,204,188,40
This
on

Jan’y 1. 1865*

Co. Is the FIRST and ONL.Y Co.
this

^itincnt,

with

ever

Returning, will leave St. John and Eastport same
days lor Portland, and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer Ouocn will connect ior St.
Andrews, Kobbinston, Caiais and New Brunswick
Railway to Woodstock and iioulton Stations, and
Stagecoaches will connect Tor Machias.
At St. John passengers take E. & N. A. Railway
for Sin-iliac, and from tin nee for Suramorskie and
Charlottetown, P. E. island, and Pictou. N. 8; also
at St. John the Steamer Empress for Windsor and
Halifax, every Tuesday and Friday evening, and
for Digby every Monday and Thursday mornings.
tJT* Freight received ou days of sailing until lour
o’clock P, M.
C. C. EATON,
May 29, 1866.—dtf
Ageut.

Steamer for

Freeport.

T>» Steamer CASCO will
FREEPORT for PORTLAND every day, (Sundays
excepted) at 7 o’clock A. M.,
and returning leave CUSTOM
HOUSE W1IARP for FREEPORT, at 4 o’clock P. M.
Fare each way CO cents.
Freight taken at low

rates.

rnayKSdtt

KENDALL

<C

WHITNEY,

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
I am
prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses ior a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

INSURANCE,

Marine loan ranee on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The pnblic will find it for their interest
to

giro

ns a

call.

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, VlCE-PRESiDEWX.
C. C. HINE, Secbetary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secketaky.

OFFICE, 1C6 Fore Street. Portland. Me.
John W. Munger,

fcl9oodlyAgent.

COAL, COAL,

CllT Hall, Market Square,
junel5d&w4w25
Portland, Agents lor Maine.

June

Head Union

COAL AND
PRIME QUALITY CLAY-

8,1866— If

Meeting.

Meeting ol tnc Stockholders of the
Portland Rolling Mills, will be lioldeu at the office of tlio Trcasurei, 186 Fore Street, Portland, on
Tuesday. June 46th. 1866, at 3 o’clock P. M, for the
puriKise of choosing a Clerk, Treasurer, and five Directors for the ensuing year, and the tiansaclion of
such other business as may legally come before them.
GEO. E. 6. JACKSON, Clerk.
June 16—dtd
Annual

l>oor Plates and Numbers.
CHOICE assortment ot SILVER PLATED
DOOR PLATES & NUMBERS may be had at
TEIRNEY’S 19j Market Square, up stairs.

A

Junes—dim*

$1,300
Will buy a two story house and lot, centrally
located.
Hili
Will
Inquire of
Juno 15—dtf
JOHN C. PROCTER,

Wharf,

taken the stand formerly occupied by the
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO., and are
prepared to furnish the difteront varieties of

HAVE

Molasses.

Annual

TnE

GEO. GILMAN & .CO.,
now

LYNCH, BARKER Jb CO.,
139 Commercial Street.

COAL^

w o < > i>

Vessels Wanted.
To load Lumber and Laths at St. John,
N. B. for Philadelphia and
Baltimore,
,and Deals for Europe, Algo vessels want,ed to freight Coal from Lingan, Cowbay,
and otlier Nova Scotian port, to New
York, and other ports. Also vessels to tako lumber at Bangor tor Baltimore, Philadelphia, Providence, &c. Apply to
LI TTLEJOHN fa CHASE,
No. 3 Moulton St., opposite Head ot Long
* Wharf.
May 30, 1866—dtt

Until lurthor notice the Steamers
the Portland Steam Packet Co.
win run as follows
Leave Atlantic Wharffor Boston,
every evening, (except Sunday) at
7 o’clock. Leave Boston the same days at 7 P. M.
Cabin iare,.$1.80
of

Deck,.

OP THE BEST

WOOD!
QUALITY,

Delivered in any part of the cltv, which we will sell
at the LOWEST CASH PRICES.
Wo are now discharging from vessels Red Ash, Egg and Stove, free
burning and pure; WIRe Ash, Egg and Stove. Also
Lehigh, of the different sizos, tor furnace and stove.
Our Coals are kept under cover, screened, and delivered in the best possible manner. We intend to
spare no effort on our part to please those who may
patronize us with their orders.
June II—dtf

Porto Rico Molasses.
KI HHDS. CHOICE PORTO RICO MOLASSKS*
fJrt jiut landed, for sole by
H.

L

iunelSdlm

ROBINSON,

Wringers! Wringers! Wringers!

line

BETWEEN

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER
The

splendid sca-going

Steamers

LADY LANG, Caut. if. A. Print**
REGULATOR, Oapt. J. A.
Blanchard, will leave Railroad
Whart, foot, of State street, Portland, every evening, (Sundays excepted'at 11 o'clock,
or oti the arrival of the 7 o'clock
Express train from
and

Boston.

will leave Bangor every morning (Sunat 5 o'clock, touching at Hampden,
days excepted)
Winterport, Buck sport, Beliast, Camden and Rockland, both ways. For freight or passage please apply

Returning,

to

A. SOMERBY,
at Office on Wharf.

Portland, May 15,1866.

PORTLAND AND MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

•

will keep
the best Clothes
and retail at the

constantly on

Inst., as follows:—
Leave
Watervilh*.6.10 A. M.
Kendall's Mills.o 25
Clinton...o.42
burn h.un.6.6<»
Pittsfield.7.13
l>etrolt.7.22 **

Leave

Newport.7.31
Kast Newport..7.42

A. M.

Etna.8.15
Carmel.H.25
Herman Point.K.37

Bangor,arrive, if .00

This Train will leave BANOOR at B P. M., and
will run
through to Portland tbcsaineevenlng. Passengers can return
by tin. .Tain, or by the lte.uilur
rraln (»f the next
morning.
tJA Passengers attending tbo Convention, who
wish to avail themselvos ill the FREE RETURN
TICKETS, will u,careful
thorn 0* the Ticket Agent where thuy nureluwe tiielr passage ticket.
Passengers from the Kennebec * Portland Kailr-rel
wdl obtain theirliKTOHN TioiURMOl tho Conductor
of the Train, after tho ears leave Kendall's M1I!j lor

Bangor.
No Freight Train will bo Bun on the 21st
inst., between Watorville and Bangor.
EJVtVIN NOYES, Sunt.
iuiu lsdai
WaterviUe, .Jane 11,lSiltf.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY
Reduction of Fares
And Issue of Boturn Tickets to and from all
Stations between

Portland, and South Pari#.
In order to afford increased account; odutiou .o the
public, on and altor MONDAY, May 28 th, a train will
leave Portland at O.uo P. M. daily, conveying jss

seugers lor South lari- anil ail interne sliste stations;
and a train will leave South Paris in the afternoon
arriving in Portland at 0.50P. M.
With the exception ol such alteration of timt; as
may be uesirablc In the winter season, It is inten 'led,
should sufficient encouragement be extended to these
trains, to contlnuu them all the year round.
ltetum Tickets, {good for the ilay of issue
only,) I,y
any tram, will ku sold to and from all stations a. tho
following reduced rates, vlx:
Falmouth and back,
40 Cobb’sllridge Sc back $1 45
Cumberland
till Danville June.
**
"
Yarmouth
ti5 Hotel itoad
j
'•
YarmouthJunc."
t>5 E injure Hotd
135
No. Yunnouth
08 Mechanics’ Fulls
2
15
"
«
Pownal
$1,05 Oxford
2 25
«
New Oloncester
1.35 South Paris
2.*o
After the above ilato passengers will not tic allowed
to travel by ITicght trains on tnaf part of the Ib.o between Portland and South Pails.
The summer arrangement of trains will tome Into
effect on the ‘-'sth ol dime when the 7.00 A. M. truln
willrun through to Montroal undQuebec.
C. J. BKYlillKS, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, May 23d. lstkj.
niay2ldliu

POSTLA.N JD

SACO l PORTSMOUTH R. R.
SUMMER

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing Monday.May Mil*. 1866.
PWHFHKin Passenger Trains leave Portland t*
’*yKT^HKgBosUin at 8.40 A. M., 2.50 and u.oo (ex-

press) p. 01.
Leave Host in lor Portland at 7.30 A.
M., 3.00 and
7.00(express, P. M.
On Mondays, Wednesdays ard
Fridays the Express
train to ami from Boston w ill run via Boston
Sc Maine
stopping only at Saco, Bhideford,

hennebunk.
North Borwiek.Soutb Berwick
Junction, Dover, K.xetor, Haverhill and Lawrence. And en Tuesnavi
Thursdays and Saturdays will run via the Eusbrn
It. R, shipping only at Suce,
Biddetbrd, Kuniwbunk
W'’ *’ort,UJOuUl, Newburyport, Salem

aildV.yiin1epocial

train, with inssenger cur atMfyAwill leaveFreight
tached,
BlddelorU ler Portland daily at 8

AVMFRANCIS CHASE,
Portland, May 12, I860.—ti

r

PORTUIIOSREHNEBECR.£
SUMMER

ARRANGEMENT,

CewiMBclig Monday, April JOth, 1866.

INLAND UOUTE.

Btinaaagn Passenger Trains leave Portlaud dally
ot t.OO p. M., lor Bath.
Augu.Hia, Wutanil after April 24th the new,
nMlll»,8kotlw|infftn<l intermetliftU*
^substantial and swift going Steam- ; Station*ivfntla^
(coiuiecOug at Brunswick with Andro*oug
and Farmington, sind at
S
fernSf
8
“W* wiUl Mainc ( e,lLrftl H. K. lor Bluigor
“CITY OF
ana in ter mediate station*.
KIC1IMONO,”
Fares as low by Jus roui.
as any other.
CHARLES DXERtNO, Masteh,
Leave A'orUand i°r Bath,
Lewiaton, Augusta and
Will make two trips per
to
llactUas,
wqpk
leaving uitermediato stations on Saturday only at
8.00 P. M.
FrctotM* Wharf every TUR8DAY and TODAY
Mixed Train leave* Portland tor Batli and Inti rnltKVENINGS.at 11 o’clock, and touching at Rockland,
»fatlou*(laiiy,
at 3.43 P. Ai.
except
*"*5®
Saturday,
Uesboro. CasQnc, De«r Islq,
Sedgwick, Mount IH- i
will
Pa<w,,,|Wr car
sert, Millbrldge, Jonesport, and tlience to MachiaHleavo Portland for Skowhegau and iutoattached,
mediate stax
port.
tion* every morning at 7 o’clock.
RETURNING^ will leave Machiaeport every MON1*“u‘ aI1<1 Lewiston are dae at Portland
DAY and THURSDAY MORNINGS,
touching
1., and from Skowhegau and Kanainuaiu
at above named landings, and
in Portland
and all Intermediate stations
arriving
at 7.30 P. M. to coiuwet
™
the same night.
with trains lor Boston.
Stages will be in readiness at all the lamllngs to
for Rockland connect at
Stages
and
ter
Bath;
Belcarry passengers to the neighboring towns.
last at Augusta, and tor
Solon, A mum, NorrktgeTliis Steamer is 879 tons measurement, has large
woek, A thens ami Moose Head Lake ai. Skew began
and well ventilated State Rooms, and new Furniand for Churn, East and North
Vassalbore' at Vi,’
ture, Beds and Bedding, and is in all respects elegantand for Unity at KendaU’s Mill's.
ly fitted up for posscngei s,and has large Freight room. salboro,
W< HATCH, Ssperisleiulriii,
Freight forwarded lrom Portland by the Boston
and New York Steamers
April 28,181ki—dtf
13?“ Passengers by the three o’clock and Evening Express trains from Boston, on their arrival at
Portland, wtU be taken to the Steamer, with their
baggage, free of charge.
On

■

PORTLANDS ROCHESTER R.R.

>qr freighter.passage apply to
ROSS Sl STURDEVANT,
General Agents,
73

April 19th,

I860.

SUMMER
kiafowcsg

Commercial Street, Portland.

ap20dtl

PORTLAND AND

NEW

YORK

steamship company.

8KMI-WEKKLY

»hlp« D1R1U0, Capt. H. Sherwood,
umt FKAhGONIA, Uapt. W. W,
will KntLl further

no*

■“•"doe. tun aa follow,:
Leave Brown'e Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. H., and leave Pier
38 Kart River, New York, evory WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o'clock P.M.
Theae veMOls are fitted op with fine acoommodatlnne for pumongor*, making thin the moot epeedy,
safe and oomfortAbl. route for traveller* between
New York and Maine
PaMage, in State Room,
$6.00. Cabin pontage *8.00. Mexl* extra.
Goode lorwarded by its. lino to and from Mon-'
troal, Qneboe, Sangor, doth, Augu*t», Eaatportand
St.John.
leave Portland.
Far freight or patwage apply to
EMERY A YOU, Brown e VVliarf, Portland.
U. ft. CROMWELL k CO.. No. o6 West Street,

dtf

_Mnv

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Boston

and

Philadelphia

Steamship Line.
The Steamer* NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
EVERT FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar', Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Wharf,
10 A.M.
Freight fiir the West forwarded bv the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to
now

Philadelphia,.at

Nov 22^-dlTr

SPRAGUE, SOULE
9

p._^ a,0 train

& CO.,
T Whart, Boston.

nnt and the

freight traius
at

A

iritli

a

train

in to

passenger

care

(iorliam for West (tertian.

Baldwin, Deum.uk, Set,ago,
‘■“J,1".
Bndgton ‘•{“P
Lovell,
Hfnun, Brewutield, Fryelejrt;
Lonway, Bartlett. Jackson Limington, Coniuh.Purter, Freedom, Madison. and KatunrN. U.
At Buxton Center fbrWcet
Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
Soutti Limington, Limington, Limerick,
Wewfield,
roreonsliold and
Oh*uico

At
tor South Windham, Windham Hill
and North Windham, daily.
ft team Car and Accomodation train* will run as fol»wi:-ls»ve Gorb-tra lor Portland at 8 00 A M.aurt
2 00 p. m. Leave Portland fur Gorham at 12
D p. u.
and 4 p. u.

Saooaiappa

By order ol the President.
at
Portland, April 28,186<>—dtf
»

a

m

GRAND TRUNX

Shippers areroqueeted to *cnd thrlr freight to the
etoam.r* a* early ae 3 P. Jrf. uu the day that they

New York.
29. 1806.

"

t#7Tdtatte«connect

LINK.

ARRANGEMENT.

On ami after jroniiay.
April 30, tSCd.
rains will leave an follow*:
Aiver lor Portland at a 3u and 9 CIO a. a.

Leave Portland for Saco River at 1 13 a.
a., 2 00 ami

xU P. M.
The goo

o

attached

The eoleudid end fapt Htc-UH-

—

40*p v^sao°

3

Ol

RAILWAY

(tunnel u.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Ooand after Monday. April
8/k, lute,
□g^K
■R^rSeetrains will run a* follows:
—

Morning Train for South Faria, Lewiston and
Auburn, at 7 00 a. u.
Mail Train tor Watervilio,
Bangor, Oorham, Island
Pond. Montreal and Quelwc at 110 p. u
This train oonnecta with Expre** train for
Toronto,.
and Chfoago.
iJctrojtPmnl
Steeping Cara attached from
island
to Quotiee and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after thw

time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, (Juebeo Ac.

ft in

a.

The Company aro not responsible fer
hagga'-e to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (ami that personal; unless notice is given, ami paid lor at the rale ot
one passenger for every $r*m additional vahio.
J. uUYUaai. Manuf/iny Uirtclor.
,,
H.
HAILE I, Imch/ Suyr.rutlendrHl.
Portland, April?. IttCe.
dtt

MAINE CENTRAL A R

TRUSTEES of Westbrook Seminary are hercrpHE
X
notified that thoir annual

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

on

in

by
meeting will be held
Tuesday, the 26th Inst., at the Seminary building
Westbrook, for the transaction of the following

business:
First--For the choice 6f officers for the ensuing
year.

Second—To fill vacancies that may occur in the
Board of Trustees.
Third—To see if the Trustees will amend or change

the

By-Laws.

Fourth—To see what measures shall be*taken in
reference to giving aid for the building of a church
on

the

Seminary grounds.

Fifth—To see what tncamre? shall be taken in
spect to the erection ot “Horsey Hall.”

re-

Trains leave Portland dally (Gram/

Depot) SuudayaoxcepUxl,for Auburn and Lewiston at 74)© A. M., and tor
Bangor and
ail intermediate Station*, at 1.10 P. M.
lUturutng,
train* tmm Auburn and Loxv luton are due at 8XU A.
M., and from Bangor ami all Inhumediatc station*
at 2 P. M., to eeuuect trains for Jkstuu.
Freight train* leave daily at 8 A.M.
_

Deo

CHAINS. ANCHORS.

The subscribers, manufacturers and sole agents tor
tlie sale of “LAWRENCE” and “OLD COLONY’*
Cotton Duck and Twine, now have a full assortment
*
on hand; likewise:—.
300 Pieces Cotton Ravens Duck.
20 Bales 2 and 3 thread Flax Sail Twine.
20 Bales Stout and Light Russia Ravens Duck.
500 Coils Hoth’s Russia Bolt-Rope.
300 Pieces English Anchor Bunting, assorted colors
100 Chain Cables, | in. to 1J in.
100 Tons Coil Chain ,3-16 in. to
in.
Warranted American Anchors.
For sale at 23 & 25 Commercial St., Boston.
may4—J3m
FEARING, THACHER A CO.

STATE PENSION.
may be made
disablod
this city, who have
served and been credited on theqnota of Maine, by
the widows of such deceased soldiers or
sailors, and
by the l*>gai guardian of orphan children under 12
years m age, of such deceases! persons, and no others,
on SaVftrday,
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
June 16th, lttth, lotli anil 20th, between the hour* el
2 and 5 o’e'ock P. M., at Room No. 13, lower lloor,
A. P. Ml >RGAN.
City Building.

BLANCHARD, by

AMBROSE omniNGs.
Committee on State Pensions.

2000

_

Bushels

Oats,

lOO BblsGolden fleece Flour,
Southern White Seed
FOR

II.

EDW’D
No.

may3A

120
<t

SALE BY

Reduced
~V,A

.i

Com,

iUJRGIN .P CO.,
Commercial Street.

Rates

TUE-

grand trim

RAILWAY !

ssri^issSTiffysss!tMM
Michigan.
Rteanmr through Huron ami
Detroit and return all rail...

Niagara Fall*

34.no

•* (hi

and return ail rail.

20X0

fjondoii and ro urn all rail.
Quebec and return all rail.idimi
Montreal and teturn all rail. Ifi.oo
Uorhaui and return all rail. fi.no
Ticket* good to.return up to NovoiiiUyt l*t.
For further information on rouad trip tfokut via
Boston, Now York, Niagara Fall*. Ac., apply at thn

UNION TICKET

OFFICE,

282 CONGRESS STREET.
E. P. BEACH,
WM. FLOWERS,
General Afiout.
Eastern Agent,
“•

A PPLICATION8 for State pension

_doi:.'.tl
EXCURSION

S U M M EK

Janclldtl

A in person to M A.
soldiers orseamen, residents of

June 14,1SC6.—lw

EDWIN NOYES. Rupt.

1.1.166.1.

_

Sixth—To see what measures shali be taken for the
establishment of a Professorship, and to transact any
other business that mav legally come before them at
said meeting.
GRfcNVl LLK M. STEVENS,
»**
Secretary Board of Trustees.
Juno
J unc 12— UUl.
11,1886.
Westbrook,

“cotton duck,

k

Sloe.«.

NOTICE.

BLANCHARD, Agent.

Importan t to Travelers
CS#>^W?
TO TDK

We«t, South, North-West-and the Oanadaf,

W.
Agent

D.

LITTLE

for all the

gTcut Leading lieutc, toChlragp, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee
Ualcna, Oshkosh, St. Pad. Lacrosse;
St, LoeK Imuisviile, tediansprID oi>iV
o. an I is prepared to furnish
Through* ’I iehots
from Portland to ah the (,rinei|.n\ Ct*:c» ui.6 Town,
iu the lav at 14tales and the Canadas, at the
LOWEST RATES OK KARE,

IS

"""jj

2uiccy,

And all needful iniormation obrerfuiiy fnrnlshed.
THAVBLLaaa will find it greatly
tetheiradvantage
**
proente Thrww«h Tlebrt. at tha

to

Por'Jnnd

Railway Ticket Office.
change Street, (op stairs.)

tr

Inventors* Exchange,
Federal street, have just received and
Bigelow’s Patent Radiating Clothes
hand a large assortment ol
Frame!
Wringers to be found Wholesale
lowest prices. Also Wringers reTTK)R the Kitchen, Nutaery and Toilet, at
paired here. Call and examine.
junclGdtf I X junelBdtf
S. C. RUNLETT & CO.’S,

SCxt

&

Persons attending th is Convention
all Stations on the line ot this Road,
anil trdin Portland and Stations on the Onod Trunk
ltoad, will take the Regular Train of the Alternoon
ot the 20th Inst.
From Watorrllle, a train will be run on the 2Ut

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT!

No. 1 Portland Pior.

CO

1.00

1F“ Package tickets to be hod ol the Agents at reduced rates.
Freight taken hs usual.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
May ?2nd, 1888—dtf

organ-

Dollars I

Million

MARINE

Arrangement t

daily"

FABEI

HALF
nESBBBEan

**

”i!ij

BOSTON

an

to

Purchase Palmer’s Fork!

REDUCEDJO

Summer

Ban;or,

at

21.1.

_•_

tnobhvis

John.

Original Capital
One

WEEK !

PER

A.WwYTiIJMy- jHUKwoop,

INSURANCE COMP’Y

JC'.VB

»A>

BETUIiNING,

On and after MONDAY, June
4th, the Steamers oi the International Line will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot of State Street, every
“'ONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY, at 5 o’clock P. M.,for Eastport and St.

FARE

Republican Convention

Calais and St. John.

WITH REDUCED FARE.

WWI\\

INTERNATIONAL

CASH

Go.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

JOHN W. HUNGER, Office 166 Fore St.,

this market.

SOAP lor

other

TRUSTEES:

Vanghan and Brackett

Streets,

To Let.

TOtheygentleman
board the

Mortgages and

Estate. Bond and

curities,

United Slates Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank

zed

MANUFACTURERS,

aii”excelient^cp-

june!3dtf

Eastport,

ums

all

| El> MOLASSES, cargoes ot
Bark “Dency” and brig “Mechanic,” from Cardenas,
for sale by

above

1866.

Insufes against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks.
9

TROWBRIDGE & PATCH,

Clayect

engage in the business will find this
portun ity. For further particulars enquire as

Company.

Assets

MILLINERY STOCK 750 HTTDS. 1
1 (Mi TIERCES.

a

January,

and Erosive

SOAPS.

Portland. Apr. 30.1866.-U

SALE.

International_Steamship

leave

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Extra Refined, Family, Chemical

°'10

FOR

PMMelytli.

FIXE COMPANIES.

Manufactory!

—OtTHE—

For Sale.
UNITED STATES TATENT RIGHT for
X MARSHALL'S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
Eur farther particulars enquire of, or address
GKO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.
Nov, 11—dtf

St.

COMPANIES.
of

York.

Dear Sir—in answer to your request, I am pleased
to state that 1 have manufactured shoe* containing
yonr Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior article for keeping the feet dry. In manufacturing them there is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sewing, nor any difficulty la putting
them in the shoe.
Itespcctiully voure,

A

Peruvian Hair Regenerator

May

,

Exchange Street.

may22eodtf

Brown’s Wharf, Port-

BSSesSSS land, 0n TUESDAY, the 26th inst., at
3 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of choosing live Directors, and lor such other business as may proj»erly
Per Order,
come before them.
HENRY FOX,
Clerk aud Treasurer.
junel3dtd
Portland, June 12, I860.

New Youk, Dec., 1865.

stares, centrally

responsible

Juno 7—dti

of New York.
Insurance Co. of Norik America,

MARY A. FRENCH.

St.

8200 per year. A capital chance lor InPrice only 81500. Terms easy.

Maine Medical Association.

thirty”,$2?"
kC^”

|","I'1!|a,n

OLD

Extra Train will leave Bakgor for
Portland and Intermediate Stations at 5 p.
M. on the Day of the Convention.
junelSdtd

Westbrook, .lune 8,18*6.

»?>on“

n^gfcfrom
JjjSrWooBM-with

Ay

Pastor Central Cong. Church, Brooklyn,

For Sale.
2, STORY House, situated in the eastern part
of the city, suitable for two families. Can
be

on

W.

tor sale in
apply to

Si. DAVIS, U7 Commercial
Portland, June 14th, 1800—d3w
C.

A

on

one

particulars

over

ONE FARE FOR TIIE ROUND TRIP.
tSTTickets good from Monday till Friday.

by

SOAP!

corner

dtl

FIRE W ORKS,
wishing to attend the Union ConvenPERSONS
tton that ia to be held at
the 21stinst.,
Bangor
will be taken
the Kennebec and Maine Central
Crackers, Torpedoes and Mottoes, Railroads
for
FOURTH,

Can

About 18000 feet of land
ONthelavorableofterms.
Vaughan and Pine Streets;
the most desirable lots

FOR SALE VERY LOW

For sale by

upper deck.

For Sale.

the best qua'ity and latest style,

_

FOR

rooms on

and

JuP'll

THE

ordinary

For Sale

Street,

SILVER puteo ice pitchers

DRESSER-s,

Tho Metallic Sole is not only a
grand contribution to the cause ol general health,
but a postive luxury, obviating all necessity ol
India Rubber shoes, except in muddy weather. All
dampness, ami even water upon pavements,
is completely foiled of its power of harm by this most
and
uselul invention. No one who Iras once
simple
used them will ever be without them again, as they
a sum which fs
the
cost of boots and shoes
ncrcase
scarcely worth naming,and insure,positively, dry feet,
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health
and comfort.
We heartily commend the “Metallic
Sole” to all the sensible.
«J. ^liKMKWT ITKJfiJNUll,

Mar. 20—d3m.

live hundred excursionists comfortably. They
carry
are less than two
(2) years old. Dimensions 96 feet
long, 27 leet wide. Will be sold low it applied for
soon.
li
Enquire of
ROSS tt STURDIVANT,
JunelSdtl
73 Commercial Street.

A LOT OF

Envelopes

cy of their service.

SKELEMAN PEAKLlBKOOK,
Practical Shoe Manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The light dratted stern-wheel
Steamers CLARION and FALCON. They have large freight capacity between decks, saloon and

229J Congress St„ Portland. Up Stairs.

International Express I

...

99

IN

reasonable. References required. Address M. B„
Press Office.
may25dtt

Steamers for Sale.

ANSLEY’S

ME,

dampness, and the colds so often taken from damp
feet. Most gladly do we testily to the perfect efficien-

EMMA
S. J. Seely, Esq.:

To Let.
a private house, within five minutes walk of the
Port Office, a large, pleasant front parlor. Terms

farther notice
Leave Burnham’s Wharf ior Peak’s and Cushing’s
Islands, at 9 and 10$ A. Mand 2 and P M
Uetubninu, leave OuBhiiiB-s Llaud
Portland,
at 9.45 A. M, and 2.46 F. M.
Leave Cushing's island, touching at Peaks nt 11 15
A. M., and 5.16 P. M.
'rickets down and back 25 cts. Children 15 ots

Washington.

TESTIMONIALS.

The undersigned have lor the past six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against

§VE?tTON, Brooklyn, New

W. G. CHADBOURN,
Office 91 Middle St.

Kxchangc

MAXINE

to

May 18—dtf

I

GUNNISON & CO.,
Proprietors.
Address, Oak Hill, Me._junelld2w

P. O.

upon

EXPRESS NOTICE!

“SCARBORO BEACH,”

the Sabbath.

by calling

Apply

12—dtf

June

ATLANTIC HOUSE !

all transient company

so

BRICK

S mA'

GOURLAY & POOR,

day._

to

do

built

HOUSE, containing thirteen rooms, with
abundant closet room, marble fire
pieces; cellar under tbo inuflo
house; never failing supply of
hard and soft water: gas throughout
the house. Lot
good size with line shade trees.
The bouse is in fine order and located on one of the
principal streets of tlie city, in a good neighborhood,
once.

Hundred,

three storied modem

A

a

IMMEDIATELY.

promptly

Thursday.
T. S.—Positively closed

Employment,

by investing from
Ten Dollars to Three

may layer thorn with a call.
All orders left at the office for
Hacking will be
attended to by carefhl drivers.
1>R. E. F. RIPLEY, Vetermery
can be
Surgeon,
found at the office, ta Federal
Street, atall hours durmg thc
junel2d2w

permanent and transient visitors
June 14th.

For Sale,

And which pays trom 100 to 300 per cent, profit.
Such opportunities are seldom offered to the public. Any one wishing to be so fortunate as to secure
a chance to make
money quickly, easily and surely

CO.,

PARTICULAR

bSi1®1

one a

stable!

OAK -IIILL,

CHANCES

Which they ofler to all classes of men to enter a
business which requires but a
very SMALL CAPITAL and is NOT laborious, but on tlrecontrarv gives

Juuel6eod3w

LEGAL INSTRUMENTS.
ing, McFarland, Klizal>ethport; Win H rnu,ri,^n'
Jameson, and Nellie Tarbox, Pendleton, for 5S2Sf*
“OHU»n;
attention given to drawing Wills,
Leocadia, Kelley, Salem.
Ar 18th, ships Western Empire. Grozier, and
Deeds, Contracts, and aukind of legal papers.—
°
Also
Southard, Bishop, Callao.
examining titles to real estate, by
NEW IlAVEN—Cld Uth, brig Sarah B
II* P* DEANE,
Crosby,
Croihy, Porto Rico.
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
NEW LONDON—Ar 15th, sch Enterprise, Drinktor
water, Bangor
Norwich.
117 Middle Street.
Octnm,
PROVIDENCE—Ar lGth, schs Alleghan, FarnOctober,
lgw
_may8edtl
ham, and Dispatch, Parker, Calais; Saxon, Hatch,
Bangor.
FALL R*VBR-Ar 15th. schs
Harbinger, Ryder,
J
•
Bangor; 16th, Ann, Leiand, Calais.
Sid 14th, schs Judge Tenney,
Doan, Bangor;* Four A 07
Sister*, Sherer, do.
NEWPORT-Ar 15Ui. schs J C ITaraden,
TCS.
J MUSCOVADO molasses.
Bunker,
New Bedford lor New York; Leader, Holbrook,
Ironi
Providence for Ellsworth ;
E^’ P°r
Onward, Arev, do for Morriwa from Sierra
New York; Gen Warren, Benson, do for Calais.
HOLMK»*S HOLE—Ar 15th, brigs II It
Emery
Jun.aw.1w
Bradford, Philadelphia i>r Boston; Avondale, Ma-—-ll^mmercial Street.
gune, Bangor for Bridgeport; sells Express, Conanl,
Matanzas tor Boston; Avon, Parks. Philadelphia tor
S XTJHJHER
do; FA Heath, Hatch, do for Salem; Louisa Gray,
SOUTH SIUF. OF PEAK’S
Crammer, do for Danversport; Alex Jilue, Dill, BalISLAHl,
IIENRY M.
timore for Bath; Col Eddy, Coombs, Bangor for Now
BRACKETT, PM,„
York; Lady of the Ocean, Gould, do for Grcenport.
,or
UP®11
Ocntcel
Boarder*—tk— .!
it
Sid, brig Eudorus; sells Surf, Ontario, Otranto, C S
Portland, Me., within
Dyer, Harvest, Viola, Savoy, and I C llertz.
good op|»rtuuities far
Ar 8th, 8ch* Canima, French, Philadelphia for BosSoa Bathing, and water
:
ton ; Diadem, Blanchard, do lor Portland.
lJ*LSllie steamer (Jazellc luaveaKleurrioi.1’
M,,-?n ’T*
Sid, brig H B Emery; sebs Canary, Hepzibab, F A Whai-, Portland, four times
daily torthia
Heath. John «ft Frank, Express, Avon, Louis Gray
Dia iem, Canima. and A J Russell.
_JunelMl’m
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 16th, sch
Challenge,Turner,
Notice.
Eangor.
CIDER is wanted and will bo ree.iw.a
BOSTON—Ar 17th, brig Tknothy Field, Wiswell,
small quail It tioa aawell as larger
Remedies; sells M E Pearson, V'eazie, St Croix: C S
*’ ,n<*
paid at No. 25 Commercial Street.
Byor*,Vyer> Baltimore; Helen McGregor, Eaton, cash
April 18. 1866.—dlf
Philadelphia; Globe, Strong, do; Viola, Sherman;
Roxana, Palmer, and Avon, Park, do; Harrict. Sawyer, Elizaliethport : Otranto, Hammond,
Select Boarding; House,
Jersey city; Minnie Cobb. Ingraham, New York;
ST., where a few more
93 CUMBERLAND
Bluehlll.
Kendemenw.th their wivea, mid also „1„!
York! gle gentlemen can find pleasant rooms, good board
UUm*n>CroweU>New
HU«,
and a quiet home.
J uncled Jt'

J^artlW,

BABE

replenished their Livery Stock and, until their
stable on Exchange street is completed, they will occupy the Stable
98 FEDERAL STREET,
formerly occupied by G. II. Babcock, where they
are prepared to ftmush the best of Horses
and Carriages Ui their old customers and aB many others as

E3£K5i
Salem.

I»er cent, of profit,
amine the

Have

□

oi money in a
pays bui a small
give the subscribers a call and exsum

No. Sit

Mutual Insurance

the premises.

REAL ESTATE BROKER,
Lime Street.

FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN.

ATLANTIC

For Sale,
Stevens’ Plains, noar the Horse Railroad.—
A. L. RICHARDSON,
Enquire of

J une l—dim

Agency!

thirty

LOTS

JOHN C. PROCTER,

.Wait! Wait! Wait t
a

TAYLOR &

L.

|s£

12 s

2

■aSfcjr

term of ton weeks will commence on the 8th ol August next Afterwards there will bo two terms a
year, nineteen weeks each. Mr. and Mrs. Perkins
have liod experience In teaching, and they hope to
make a pleasant home for their pupils. For particulars address the Principal.
Reference.—Editor of the Christian lOrror;
Geo. E. ff. Jackson, Esq., and J. W. Perkins & Co.,
Portland; Pres. Woods and Profs. Wm. Smyth, A.
S. Packard, J. B. Sewall and Gen. J. L. Chamberlain of Bowdoin College } the Professors in the Theo

brig Lorana, Hopkins, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 12th, sch F Rogers,
^
Rogers
“****’

Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—A r 15th, brigs Angler H CurHsa Merriman, Cardenas; J W
lloi-rls, Davison,
Malauzas; Mechanic, Merriman, Portland:* sch C F i
Young, Ilume, do.
ixu lMh, brigs John
Welsh, Jr. Fifleld, tor Sagua
Aroostook, Lord, Boston; sells Tilt, Prescott, EastSprague> Boston; lxmlc F Smith,

Ka

J

FUMERLY

LIVE RY

Seminary.

feet; a valuable lot for stores or a manufacturing
establishment. Also a lot on the northerly side of
Commercial Street, nearly opposite the head of Custom House Wharf, and adjoining the site for the new
Custom House, 50 feet front, ana about 50 feet deep.
Also several lots on Muitfoy
Hill, situated on Turner street and the Eastern
Promenade, containing
about 120,000 square feet.
Also one lot of Plate adjoining the above, 104 feet front and extending to the
channel; a fine lot for a Ship Yard.
AppJy to

«

General Insurance

hap-

On Commercial St., for Sale,

§5 “
W
a
,3a
H S3 2
05
B
fe 1 -9 «
M ^ S a £

REV, GEORGE A. PERKINS.
a Missionary of the A. B. C. F.
M.,
and recently a teacher in Robert
College, Constantinople, having purchased the estate ol the late
Rev. Dr. Adams, at Gorham, Me.,
proposes to open
a Family School fbr
Boys at that place A short

Havana.
Ar 28th,

SM
Clark, for

Westbrook.
rnHE subscriber, on account of poor health, offers
J-his FARM lor sale,—situated in Westbrook
.three
mUes from Portland, hall mile from Morrill’s
Corner,
Post Office, Railroad Station, 'Horse Cars, and West-

On

Mar 21—dGm

by

Consisting in part of the Homestead at the late Lemuel Dyor; this lot is near the Grand Trunk
Depot,
about 117 feet on Commercial Street,
extending back
95

H

GORHAM? BEFORE
large
investing
business tliat is laborious and

logical Seminary, Bangor.

raay24dlw*

Real Estate for Sale in

Desirable Real Estate

-•

83
fi

boilers 700 decs, of heat is thrown away.
making a loss 011-3 the fuel. The uuostion 1s
olten asked how con this 1* saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes
perfect control of all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; alter the engine Is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
boat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all llie waste
heat but 2400 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can bo no danger of setting iires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
Comer of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 24—dly

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Bolow 9th, barque 6eo S Hunt
from Havana, proceeding up.
PENSACOLA—Cld 7th, brig Matron, Hillman Tor
Philadelphia.
Cld Utli Inst, barque Helen Sands, Otis. Livernool
SAVANNAH—Clil IStb, brig Winfield, Loilngfer
**'
Liverpool.
RICHMOND—Ar 14th Inst, sch Justina. Gregory
*
Roctland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 15th, schs Leesburg, Harrington, Portland; Idaho, Westcott, Bangor: William H
Sargent, Sargent, Providence.
Old 15th, brig Sarah Peters, Lord,
Boston; sch W
H Sargent, Sargent, Dighton.

►r S |

Steam Boilers!

on

1

a

some

Will open for

—

Valuable

1K6S.

PEAK’S & CUSHING’S ISLANDS,
TUESDAY, June 12th, running as follows, until

THREE

particularly

Ferry Wharf.
Inquire ol
WM. H. GRANNEL.

April 11—dtf

BLANGHAKF8

FAMILY SCHOOL AT

8.
Monday*
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, Now York.
Steamer. New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston tor

House, Lot and Shop for Sale,

May 1—dtf

Brig Altkratta—497 hhds 49 tres molasses, to Phinney & Jackson; 4 hhds 1 tvs 1 bbl do, master.

Atlantic Wharf.

at head of

gazelle,
her
commence
trips to

flexibility

Deer

2

'rbTfllSS,

4,

^Hati^BSaKWiii

over

Of Hartford.
.Etna,
the public.
Of Liverpool and London.
Royal.
The invention consists in inserting between the inOf New York.
Continental,
cr and outer sole, when the boot is making, a thin
IMetalio Plate, exceedingly ductile, combining
Arctic,
Of New Yorks
with toughness, very light, and* every way
Of New York,
Lorilinrd,
adapted to the end desired, while the additional exOf New York.
[’niton,
pense is merely nominal. It furnishes a periect bar'■
of
or
rier against the admission
wet
Of Norwich.
dampness, though Norwich,
the feet may be exposed ever so long upon wet paveOf Worcester.
People’s,
ments or damp ground.
To ladies and children the Metalic Soles will be
LIFE COMPANIES.
of incalculable value, as from their habits of life and
,
Of Hartford.
delicacy of dress, they ore
exposed to the Connecticut Mutual,
ot
ills
an
that attend upon
long train
inadequate pro- |
STATE AGENCY OP THE
tection to the feet.
Connecticut General,
Of Hartford.
These Soles have already been tried by the best oi
STATE AGENCY OP THE
testa, actual use, and the tektimoiiials to their
indicate
that
merits, freely proffered,
they must be
Of New York,
New York Accidental,
the public. The
speedily and universally adopted
The undersigned, Agents and Attorney, of the
Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Shoes are being inabove named reliable Companies with a combined
troduced into the leading Boot and Shoe Stores
capital and surplus of more tliau
throughout the United States, and will supplant all
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
$37,000,000.
mow, as they become known. Be sure to get them
are prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not
Marline, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
pen to have them, he can procure them without difMarine and Iidand, as well as Fire risks bound at
ficulty. If ho will not, then send yourself to the in- once. Losses
equitably adjusted,and promptly paid.
one
dollar
and
and
ventor
obtain six
cents,
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
pair, assorted sizes, with right to use, which will !>e I
Marine Risks placed in any Boston or New
forwarded
promptly
by express pre-paid, and which | York Office desired.
cau be made up by
any shoemaker in the country.—
Portland, Fob. 5 1886—dtf
Agencies will l»c established in every city and village,
and supplied with Soles aud proprietary stamps, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on
sales. Also General Agencies for States api>ointed on
application, wih proper testimonials to the inventor.
SAMUEL J. SEELY,
General Depot, corner City Hall Place and Read
street. New York.
51 Wall St, cor. WiUicun, NEW YORK,

Elizabeth Ferry. A good house and lot,
ATwithCape
improvements, within 3 minutes walk of the

ON

eCF“DifFerent Sizes made to Order

treal.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.

THE

the most Reliable Fire Companies.

RAILROAD!

MAINE CENTRAL

for

com-

Merchants* Exchange.
Exchange St,
We takp pleasure in relerring the public to the
followincf well known Gentlemen and busincsss firms
in this city.
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker
Hon. Bepj.Kingsbury, Jr.
& Co.
C.M. Bice, Esq.
Messrs. Dcering, Milliken
Isaac Emery, Esq.
& Co.
John D. Lord, Esq.
Messrs. Yealon & Halo.
Messrs. w. & C. It. Milli- Messrs. Chus. E. Jose & Co
ken.

it will bo conceded, arc most important features,
and we conscientiously affirm that they are absolutely attained in the invention herewith presented to

A1J

HOUSE

Also tor sale at

53, Next Door Above.

CARDENAS. Barque Zetus—51 boxes sugar, to
H I Robinson; 470 hhds do, Redpath & Son. Mon-

possible,

For Sale.

investment, it being so near the city.
H. B. BOODY.
Westbrook, May 25.1866.—dtf

61 Union Slrecl.

IMPORTS.

the street, 115 feet
JOHN C. PROCTER.
on

For Sale.
Two-story Brick House and Lot, No.
Street, at a grkat bargain.
For particulars, enquire ot
BENJ. KNIGHT,
octiSdtt

LIFE and ACCI-

ofGoods,Buildings,Vessels on Stocks,

dry
much,

'Phi 4 Farm contains one hundred
of choice land; cut the past soason
about seventy-live tons ot Hay;
liasplontyof Wood,
estimated at two thousand cords.
Fora MILK
FARM it is second to none in Westbrook.
For Knrly Gardening ii is unsurpassed, it being so near a good market. It will I* sold in lots ot
twenty-live or titty Acres or the whole form, to suit
purchasers. This is a rare chance ibr capitalism for

BY

M.C.

humanity.

acres or more

FOB SALE

In Brunswick, Jane 9, Mrs Eliza Allen, aged 46
years.
lu Ganliner, June 9, Mr Ebenezer Hall, aged 51.
In Richmond, Juno 2. Rev W H
Sevel.aged 03 yrs.
In West Gardiner, June 9, Edward T Bacheldcr,
aged 17 years 11 months.
In Parmfogdnlc. June 9, Mrs Louisa, wife oi Dan’l
Lancaster, aged 61 years.
In Benton, June 10, Mr Thompson Atwood, aged
64 yean.

A NEW INVENTION.
Wettino the Feet is tlie most, prolific cause of
It i6 almost
disease and death known to
sure to bring on a cold; aud colds, neglected, and ol ton
when not neglected, lead to levers or to coughs and fatal consumptions. It is in recognition of this truth
that the inventive talent ol the country lias for years
been devising some method, or attempting to devise
it, lor keeping the ieet dry, and yet that should not
give inconvenience to the wearer. Rubber shoes, in
one form or auolher, have hitherto been our reliance*;
but it is well known, as among their many evils, that
from external moisture,
while they keep the feet
and by thus inducing
they sweat them over
an undue tenderness increase a susceptibility to colds
rather than otherwise. They arc also cumbersome to
the feet, and withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something tliat shall moke the ordinary Boot
and Shoo impervious to water, without affecting their
without addelegance or durability, and, 11
ing sensibly to the costal tueir manufacture. These,

STORY II on so situated hi Westbrook, 8 minutes walk from tlie Horse Railroad,
pleasantly
located, with lot 200 x 90, together with stable. House
is thoroughly finished.
COOPER & MORSE,
juno8d3w*
comer Lime and Milk Streets.

brook

AND

SEELY’S

—

of

generally,
complete arrangements for

HULLS. CARGOES. AND FREIGHTS.

Patent Metallic Sole.

Hoiisc and Lot lor Sale.
TWO
Federal street, constory House, No.
taming oiglit finished rooms, plenty of hard
and soit water in the House, brick cistern. House in
june8d3w

their

COLBY & TWOMBLY

second-hand Chain, dliferent sizes. Also. Shovels, Spades, Axes, Hatchets
Hammers, Camp Kettles.
SHELTER TENTS—just the tiling for Hav
Caps; and a few A Tents; all of which are selling
low,at. N«. 8 Moulton St., (store lormcriy occupied by Win. Duran.)
May 31—dim
G. W. STEVENS.

Ferry. Shop

Stocks

22

new

deep. Inquire

to

In Marine Co*8 of well known responsibility.
they respectfully solicit the attention of all desiring insurance.

LBS. BOLTS AND SPIKES
7000
5000 lbs.
and

Islands I
the steamer

And

SALE.

Lot 51 feet

announce
comm unify

DENT INSURANCE,

SALE!

FOR

business

FIRE, MARINE,

In

iSv

second-hand HAND PRESS Tor sale ehean
for soon. Size ol Platen 20x28.
in person at, or addrcsB by mail,
PBESS OFI,1CE, Portland, Me.
F-bJ3-dtl

first rate order.

THE
friends and the

that they have periocted
the transaction of

^.—Metallic Sole.
J*.—Outer Sole.
C— Inner Sole.

SECOND hand Tiiton & McFarland Sale, as
as new, at No. 2 Manulact-irers’
Block,
juncltkllw*

FOR

the

&<*•, &C.,

A
good
Union street.

Capo Elizabeth, April 29,

Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss.
J. IIANKERSON <fc CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

REFRIGERATORS.
^

FedCO.
junelCdtf

For Sale.

Wanted.

Miscellaneous.

PAT*D. Sept. 6, 1866.

inventions. No. 80
S. C. 11UNLETT &

4ol

June 8, lat 43,_lon 51, ship Hemisphere, trom Liverpool for NdW York.

Lockliartville, N S.
Hiram, May 20, by Rev A P Sanborn, William
II Marshall, oi Portland, aud Miss Addle Uilpatrick,

ei

OF

new

undersigned respectfully

amount, and in the most responsible
panies in New England and New York City.

States and County Rights for Sale
various kinds ot
"feral street.
Call and examine.

INSURANCE, AGENCY!
To any

18—dtf

Juno

jnnoOdtl

VANTEDl

SPOKEN.

In this

TAKE CASE OF TOUR LIFE

Estate,
821 Exchange Street, Portland.

A

WANTED.

1st inst, Kentuckian, Freeman,

Cel-

Dealers in Real

GRUNTAL’S,

Middle and Willow streets.

plastering.

If

London.

lBt

and

For

GBISTBRAL

Railroads.

acres

trees—story and a hall house,—bam 88x36—two never failing wells ot soil water.
It commands one of
the nnem views in the
country. Price $120(1, cash.
MOSES MERRILL.
Refers to Reuben Merrill and J. B. Fillebrown.
Falmouth, June X3, 1866.—tf

loo rods
N. \V. from Littlefield’s Landing. Conditions of sale,
$1,200—one-half cash, balance in six and 12 months,
with approved and endorsed notes. For further particulars apply to
FATfLRSON A COADBOURNE,

Ladles’ Furnishing Goods Store.

junelfitf

Newport 1st, Samosett, McCobb, Elba.

p.vlor
fiarlor
ar, with goou’

Steamers.

Insurance.

Small Farm l'or Sale
the

subscriber, containing about five
oi
BYland under
good cultivation,—some Bevonty apple

a

chamber ready lor
well ofwater. Situated about

Sale and to Let*

ONE
applied
Inquire

e i>

GOOD Salesman at
HERMANN

For

A pleasant situation on the south-easterly
sit/le of Great Chebeague Island, Portland Har,bor, consisting o/ a two story House, L and
Shop, connected. A nice Garden in rear of the
house, together with four acres of land. There are
90.) feet pick'et fence. Four rooms in house finished;

makers at
A. L. CHACE’S,
113 Federal Street.

^WAlVT

Cardiff' 1st inst, Alioe Vennard, Young, from

Pldladelphia.
Ar at Flushing

MARklED.

a

Wanted Immediately.

inst, brig Hyperion, Simonton,

Baltimore.

city, Juno 16, by Rev Dr Shailer, George W
Churchill. or Tarmouth, N S, and Miss Louisa Smith,

re,

The owner ca.i ohtain sumo
by proving property and paving for this advertisement. on application to
ANDERSON & CO.,
28 Market Square.
junclSdSt

Harriet» “Eaton,** (or Mcrriman) for

At at

Cleveland and Pittsburg. S3?
United States coupon sixes, 1881,.110?

of Hiram.
In Blddeford, May 26, Grecnliei Maddox, of Lyman, and Mrs Elizabeth Buker, of B.
In Biddeford, May 31, Geo S Googins and Mrs Lizzie A Tarbox.
In Gardiner, June 13, A H Small, Esq, and Hannah E Webb.
In York, May 23, Charles Junkins and Hannah
Littlefield, ol Wells.

House.

Ladies’ Shawl Found.
a few days since, on Market Squ

"i:L“*Ufwc^riSlSn.Ch“e’Kang00n;
Marseilles
from
inst,

...

rewarded
jelSdlw*

be

A

Falmouth, E; Moravia, Patten, do.
At do
May 1, Rutland, Ingraham, from Aden;
Reaper, Loring, disg, (cargo to forward in another
vessel;)
Sid ftn Rangoon Apl 19, Hollos, Hanson, Falmouth,
England.
At. Maulmain April 26, Belle Crelle.
Knowles, for
England; Sarepta, Randall, for Bombay.
Ar at Bombay April 29,
Viclraburg, Boyd, fm Mel-

156

janlSdlw*

MAN fully competent to take charge of a §et of
DOUBLE ENTRY BOOKS. Apply In the handwriting of the applicant and with references, to A. B.
& CO., Box 2,115, Post Office.
janlHtf

Ar at Melbourne [no date] Pactolus,
Tobey, from
New York.
Ski fm Akyab April 19, Highland Chief, Harrison,

Jsland..77.7.. h4
Eric...*.
New Yofk Central.7..
..7.7. 904
Boston Water Power______.7... 461
Western Union Telegraph..77’... 572
Fort
7 77.7. .77.777 7 97?
Wayne.

leaving

The
it at Photo-

"Wanted.

Monica, Mitchell, from

Ll/erpool.

Neu> York Stock MarlceU
New York. June 18.
e
D
Second Board.—Government Securities
strong.

..

by returning

| Additional per steamer City ot Paris.l
Sid ftn Liverpool 2d inst. Zouave, Blair, for Pliiladtdphia; 3d. Eastern Star, Pousland, Rio Janeiro;
4th, Alexander Marshall, Marshall, New York; S D
Thurston, Snow, Montevideo and Callao
Chi 2d. Transit, Keller,
Genoa; 4th, Giles Loring.
Soule, New Haven.
Ent out 2d, Fannie Larrabee,
Randall, for Philadelphia.
Cld
London 2d, Narragansett, Stamler, Shields.
Ent out 2d, Anna.
Blanchard, lor Port Phillip.
Off Hastings 2d, .Cumberland, Parkar, from New
York for
Antwerp.
Ar at Portland 4tli, Star of Peace, Bodmer, from
Fiontera (and sailed for Hamburg.)
Sid ftn Plymouth 3d, Southern Cross, Rogers, (ftn

S. 5-20*8 Ml (a) O',
Central Shares To

..

reward by
122 Middle street.

star
A GOLD
Badge attached. The finder will
it to the Preble

Cld at St John, NB, 12th inst, A J
Dyer, Rogers.
New York.

steady.

Oold.

Carrie

inside.

on

Lost.
shaped Pin, with a 19th Army Corps

Portland.
ar^m*8 7th iust, barque Almoner, Lampher

London, June 0.—Consols, closed at 8628 (5)
v-- 86'
• tor

American

a

graph Rooms,

Portland

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, June 8_
Ashes—sales small; Pots and Pearl. 3Us@39s. Sugar steady and upward. Coffee steady and downRice quiet and steady. Sperm Oil—no sales.
jv*™.
JLinsoea Cakes
quiet and downward. Rosin heavy at
^or common. Spirits Turpentine dull at
l erroleum
steady; refined lslOd @2s. Jute
advanced 30 @ 40s.
LONDON MARKETS, JunoS.—Breoriutnfta firmer
and upward. Wheat Is higher for
English; no American one
ring. Iron quiet Sngar quiet audunchanf-*
ed.
Coffee steady. Jtice quiet and steady. Tea
steady. Tallow quiet and downward. Spirits Turpentine declining. Petroleum steady; refined 2s 2d
tgi 2s -pi; crude 17s, Linseed Cakes quiet and steady.
•
Latest via Queenstown.
LrvKRPOOL, Juno 9, P. M.—Cotton—Sales tonlay
10.000 hales, including g.otsi halos to simulators and
exporters. Phemarket closed iirm and yesterday’s
3
advance fiilly maintained.
Breadstuflh llrin and upward.

Chicago and Rock

will receive

FOREIGN. PORTS.
Ar at St Thomas 27th ult, brig Richmond. Powers,
New York (and Baflod 30th tor Humacoa.)
Sli tin Kingston, Ja, 26th ult, brig Irene, Dyer, for
Now York.
At Baracoa 7th iust, sch Azelda & Laura, Mclndoe. tor New York 3 days.
Sid ini Havana 10th inst. barque Ellen Dyer, Sheppard, Komedios; 11th, sch Jos Long, Osgood, New

lower.
@
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARK
ET, Juno S.
p,,rk ttnn and unchanged,
S?S[ “UI‘,'Var,.
hhteon
advancing. Lara nominal at 73s. Tallow in-

money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES.—U.
Erie Shares 41 @ 42.
Illinois
@ 76.

brie

Portland.

Foreign Markets.
Per steamship China.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFF8 MARKET June
8.—Richardson, Stwnoe & Co., and others report Moor
Ann and advanced Is for Backs.
Wheat 2 v-'
fe •3d higher.
Corn 3
6d

Provisions

Lost

For Sale.

Rockland.

@33 75.
Lard—quiet; sales 750 bbls. at 19* @ 222c.

Whiskey—steady.
Sugar—dull; sales 600 hhds at

For Sale and to Let.

s
1880”

Langley, Trenton.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 15th, sch Chief, Godfrey, for

at 32 75

new mess

Wants, Lost and Found.
18th, GOLD BRACELET, with “To
finder1
marked
JUNE
the
May 9lb,
suitable

Tremont.
SALEM—Ar 16th, scha F Hatch, Gregory, Philadelphia; 17th, F A Heath, Hatch do.

BANGOR—Ar ICtli

UlSSSmBSSSll---MLi!»L-aigUL

.

1
'Jl'i—11IB-U—LX*i!_
IPB*!'
Ar 16th, brig H B Emery, Bradford, Philadelphia 1
sells Express, Couant, Malanias: John McAdam,
Willard, Philadelphia; Cantina, French, do; Abby
Gale, Ryan, Rondoul; Abby Brackett, Achorn, New

31 Kf.

W. D.

LITTLE, Agent.
Calllornia, by tho Old Hr«
«wr.r2?**
Tioket*Jtor
Steamers and Panama Railroad may bs 'court *
4
JUU
by
application at this offloe.
early

March *>.1864.
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